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Dezember 2003Zusammenfassung
Nachdemsowohl dieAnzahlalsauchderUmfangvondigitalenMusiksammlungen indenletztenJahrendank
efzienter Kompressionsalgorithmen wie MP3 stark zugenommen haben, gewinnen effektive Methoden der
Suche nach Musik in solchen Sammlungen immer mehr an Bedeutung. Herkömmliche Benutzerschnittstellen,
welche textbasierte Suche anbieten, weisen allerdings den Nachteil auf, daß der Benutzer gewisse textliche
Eigenschaften der gesuchten Musik kennen muß (z.B. Name des Künstlers oder des Albums). Die im Rahmen
dieser Diplomarbeit entwickelte Benutzerschnittstelle basiert hingegen auf graphischen Visualisierungen von
musikalischen Ähnlichkeiten zwischen den einzelnen Stücken der Sammlung. Dadurch wird ein exploratives
Vorgehen, vor allem bei der Suche nach vorher unbekannten Musikstücken, ermöglicht.
Um dem Benutzer unterschiedliche Sichtweisen auf die Sammlung anbieten zu können, wurden fünf Al-
gorithmen zur Ähnlichkeitsbestimmung von Musikstücken, welche auf einer Verarbeitung des Audiosignals
basieren, untersucht. Hierfür wurde eine Evaluierung der Algorithmen unter Verwendung einer manuellen,
vom Autor durchgeführten, Klassikation einer aus über 800 MP3-Dateien bestehenden Testkollektion durch-
geführt. Schließlich wurde je ein auf Rhythmus und Klangfarbe basierender Algorithmus ausgewählt.
Die entwickelte Benutzerschnittstelle ViSMuC (Visualization of Structured Music Collections) verwendet
eine Methode zur Visualisierung von hochdimensionalen Daten, namentlich Aligned Self-Organizing Maps, mit
deren Hilfe die Ergebnisse der Ähnlichkeitsbestimmung entsprechend der wählbaren Gewichtung von rhyth-
mischen und klangfarblichen Eigenschaften auf einer 2-dimensionalen Karte dargestellt werden. Hierbei wer-
den ähnliche Musikstücke gruppiert und die einzelnen Gruppen entsprechend der Anzahl an Stücken welche
sie repräsentieren eingefärbt, wobei unterschiedliche Farbschemata zur Auswahl stehen. Da die Darstellung
aller Musikstücke einer mittleren oder größeren Kollektion ausschließlich auf einer Karte sehr unübersichtlich
wäre, enthält die Benutzerschnittstelle zwei hierarchische Komponenten. Einerseits wird für jede Region auf
der Karte, welche eine zu große Anzahl an Musikstücken repäsentiert, eine neue Karte zur Verfügung gestellt.
Andererseits deniert die Verzeichnisstruktur der Musiksammlung eine, durch den Benutzer in individueller
Weise festlegbare, Hierarchie, welche ebenfalls berücksichtigt wird. Ein weiterer wichtiger Bestandteil der Be-
nutzerschnittstelle ist die Visualisierung von beliebigen Metainformationen, welche beispielsweise von ID3-
Attributen der MP3-Dateien oder aus externen Datenbanken stammen können. Die hierzu verwendete Tech-
nik stellt die Verteilung von Attributwerten über die gesamte Karte dar. Dies dient, neben Visualisierungen
der der Karte zugrundeliegenden Ähnlichkeitseigenschaften, dazu, die Karte für den Benutzer des Systems
besser interpretierbar zu machen.
iAbstract
Due to efcient compression algorithms like MP3, the number and size of digital music repositories have in-
creased dramatically over the past few years. Hence, effective methods for nding pieces of music in such
repositories are becoming more and more important. Unfortunately, when working with traditional user in-
terfaces which solely provide text-based search, the user already has to know certain textual properties of the
songs he/she is looking for (e.g. name of the artist or album). In contrast, the user interface which has been de-
veloped for this thesis is based on graphical visualizations of musical similarities between the pieces contained
in the repository. This enables the user to exploratively browse through the collection, an approach which is
especially useful for discovering formerly unknown pieces of music.
In order to provide different views of the music collection, ve algorithms which process the audio signals
to measure musical similarities were analyzed. For this purpose, an evaluation using the results of a manual
classication performed by the author was conducted. This manual classication is based on a test repository
composed of more than 800 MP3-les. Eventually, one rhythm-based and one timbre-based algorithm were
selected.
The developed user interface ViSMuC (Visualization of Structured Music Collections) implements a method
called Aligned Self-Organizing Maps in which high-dimensional data is represented by a 2-dimensional map.
The pieces of music are visualized according to an adjustable weighting of their rhythmic and timbral proper-
ties. Forming clusters of similar pieces, the resulting groups are colored with respect to the number of songs
they represent. Different colormaps are available for this purpose. Since illustrating all pieces of a medium
or large collection on a single map would yield a tremendously complex and thus unusable visualization, the
user interface contains two hierarchical components. Firstly, for each region of the map that represents a large
number of songs, a new map is provided. Secondly, the directory structure of the repository usually forms a
user-dened hierarchy which is also taken into account. Another important part of the user interface is the
visualization of arbitrary meta-information, which can be taken, for example, from ID3-attributes or external
databases. The employed technique illustrates the distribution of the values assigned to the meta-information
attributes over the complete map. Together with visualizations that are based on the features gained from
the similarity measures and their projection to the map, the images showing these distributions facilitate the
interpretation of the map.
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ivChapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Over the past few years, the demand for digitally stored music has risen drastically. The introduction of the
MPEG-Layer 3 format, better known as MP3, motivated many computer users to create compressed music
repositories by copying and converting the contents of various records to their harddisks. Furthermore, com-
bined with high-speed Internet access, the MP3-format yielded a tremendous rise in the private exchange of
music. Now, people can easily share their music les using peer-to-peer networks like Kazaa 1, although this
behavior is not always legal.
The growing number of large music databases, which are also very important for commercial music stores
like AMGAll MusicGuide 2, Amazon 3 oriTunes 4,just to nameafew, raisesthe demandformethods to efciently
browse through and search in such repositories. Most of the existing interfaces perform quite well when the
task is to nd music by a given artist or on a specied album, i.e. when the user knows exactly what he/she
is looking for, but are unsuitable to support the user in discovering unknown music. For this reason, a user
interface based on Self-Organizing Maps (SOMs)  neural networks used to cluster high-dimensional data  has
been developed. The data consist of feature vectors, each of which describes some musical properties, e.g.
rhythm or timbre, of one piece of the repository.
The basic idea of the user interface is to visualize the repository on a map where songs that are similar
according to a certain property can be found close together. Thus, there are regions representing a lot of pieces
as well as very sparse areason the map. These differencesin density can be visualized by applying a colormap,
which enables the user to distinguish certain clusters, each of which represents music with similar rhythmic or
timbral properties. In the interface to be presented here, a colormap similar to the Islands of Music described
in [Pam01] is used by default, because the metaphor of geographic maps where the clusters are represented
by islands which are separated by the sea seemed to be very intuitive to the user. In addition, other colormaps
are available.
In contrast to the approach presented in [Pam01], the system developed for this thesis also takes into ac-
count the hierarchical structure of the music repository, which comprises two aspects  the musical structure
and the directory structure.
The former is given by the distribution of the pieces on the map. If the number of songs assigned to one
region exceeds a xed limit, a further renement of this area is done by introducing a new hierarchical level,
i.e. displaying a new map which contains only the pieces of the particular region. In this case, just a prototype
piece that best represents the music of the underlying hierarchy level is displayed on the original map. Using
this technique of hierarchically organizing the map according to the musical similarity structure of the pieces,
the system is capable of visualizing an unlimited number of tracks.
1http://www.kazaa.com (date of access: 2003-10-17)
2http://www.allmusic.com (date of access: 2003-10-17)
3http://www.amazon.at (date of access: 2003-10-17)
4http://www.apple.com/itunes (date of access: 2003-10-17)
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The latter, the directory structure, is usually very important to the user since it provides an easy way to
organize the repository on the harddisk according to personal preferences. For example, one user could create
directories for each genre, whereas another may prefer to name them after the artists. For this reason, the user
interface offers the possibility to easily jump into the directory of each displayed piece of music.
Moreover, the user can get deeper insights into the clustering of the pieces by browsing different views.
This is done by shifting the focus between timbral and rhythmic aspects, which leads to different maps and
clusters [PDW03a].
Another important part of the user interface is the visualization of additional meta-information. Since
many people use the ID3 tagging system 5 to label and categorize their songs, presenting these data is usually
very valuable to the user. Therefore, they are visualized in two ways. Firstly, a textual presentation of the
most frequently used ID3-attributes appears when the mouse is moved over the label of an arbitrary song.
Secondly, a graphical visualization of the genre distribution is shown for each map, which supports the user
in interpreting the clusters, i.e. assigning a genre to each cluster.
Due to the fact that the ID3-standard denes a limited number of attributes, one could prefer using a
database providing advanced information for each track of the repository. The user interface also permits the
visualization of such extra information given by an external database.
On the whole, the developed user interface offers a wide range of possibilities to exploratively discover
formerly unknown music as well as to browse through well-known repositories. It can be used by private
music lovers as well as commercial music stores that want to offer an explorative way of nding new music
according to the personal taste of their customers.
1.2 Structure and Overview
This thesis covers the following aspects of musical information retrieval and visualization.
First, the issue of extracting information from the audio signal that can be used to calculate similarities
between all pieces of a collection is discussed. Since the extraction of such low-level features is essential to
create an appropriate explorative user interface and there exist quite a few measures for perceptual music
similarity, ve approaches have been chosen to be presented and evaluated in this thesis. The underlying
techniques are explained in Chapter 2, which deals with two rhythm-based and three timbre-based similarity
measures for music.
The most important aspect regarding the usability of the user interface is certainly the visualization of the
data gained with the methods presented in Chapter 2. Therefore, in Chapter 3 some techniques for organizing
and visualizing high-dimensional data, like low-level music features, are introduced and discussed. In partic-
ular, a very powerful and popular approach for clustering such data by the use of a neural network, namely
the Self-Organizing Map (SOM), is presented. Hereafter, some extensions of the basic SOM-algorithm, which
were useful for the development of the user interface, are shown. Chapter 3 also deals with the compression
of high-dimensional data, which was necessary to reduce the calculation time for the SOM. Thus, the Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) is introduced. At the end of the chapter, a very simple but nevertheless sufcient
technique for visualizing the SOM is presented  the Smoothed Data Histogram (SDH). Chapter 2 and 3 together
form the part in which the related work is presented.
For this thesis a music repository containing 834 pieces with a total play length of more than 60 hours
has been created in order to evaluate the similarity measures and to illustrate the need for a hierarchical user
interface, since displaying such a large number of labels on one single map is very confusing to the user. In
5http://www.id3.org (date of access: 2003-10-17)
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Chapter 4 the creation of this test repository is described in detail. Extracting and compressing the audio
data, naming the music les as well as choosing criteria for selecting appropriate pieces and structuring the
collection are the main issues covered in the rst part of the chapter. The second part deals with the manual
categorization done by the author in order to evaluate the similarity measures. The considered attributes and
their possible values are presented as well as some interesting issues that came up during the categorization
process. A complete list of the pieces in the test repository can be found in Appendix A, together with the
results of the manual classication.
Chapter 5 discusses some issues concerning the calculation of rhythmic and timbral features for the pieces
of music. These features are obtained by applying the algorithms presented in Chapter 2. After the features
had been extracted, the similarity measures were evaluated using the results of the manual categorization.
Given the calculation times and some problems of the feature extraction, eventually, one rhythm-based and
one timbre-based measure were chosen to be utilized for the user interface.
The main topic of this thesis, the development of an explorative user interface for hierarchically structured
music collections, is addressed in Chapter 6. First, the used information sources  musical features, directory
structure, ID3-tags, manual categorization  are reviewed. The user interface is generated by a few Matlab
R
￿
-
programs that perform the recursive calculations and visualizations of the SOMs and their codebooks, which
show some interesting musical aspects of the underlying data. Furthermore, the distributions of the values
assigned to the meta-information attributes are illustrated. The results of these various visualizations are
stored as graphic les using the Portable Network Graphics (PNG) format. In order to achieve a high level
of platform-independence, the user interface is based on HTML and JavaScript. Thus, a Matlab
R
￿
-program
serving as code generator has been developed. Moreover, some issues concerning structure and design of
the user interface are discussed in Chapter 6. Hereafter, the user interface generated by the data of the test
repository is analyzed in detail, regarding each component of the visualization. To conclude the chapter,
the results of a qualitative usability study which was conducted to reveal possible shortcomings of the user
interface are presented.
Finally, in Chapter 7 a short summary is given and conclusions are drawn. Moreover, some suggestions for
possible further work based on the results of this thesis are made.
Last but not least, Chapter 8, Acknowledgements, is dedicated to all the people who supported me in the
realization of this work.
1.3 Existing Techniques and Novel Contributions
The user interface presented here is based on the visualization approach of Islands of Music [Pam01], the
thesis of Elias Pampalk. Calculating the SOMs is done by using the SOM Toolbox 6 for Matlab
R
￿
. In order to
visualize them, SDHs [PRM02b]  more precisely, functions of the SDH Toolbox 7  are used. Unlike in [Pam01],
two existing similarity measures were chosen to let the user shift the view between a rhythmical and a timbral
clustering of the repository. To reduce the dimensionality of the musical data, a PCA [Hot33, Jol86, KLK
￿ 97]
is applied to them before calculating SOMs and SDHs.
The novel aspects of the work done for this thesis mainly incorporate the following issues:
￿ Creation of a test repository containing 834 MP3-les, manually categorizing its pieces of music accord-
ing to eight attributes, and inserting the results into a database.
6http://www.cis.hut./projects/somtoolbox (date of access: 2003-10-18)
7http://www.ai.univie.ac.at/~elias/sdh (date of access: 2003-10-18)
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￿ Evaluation of the similarity measures by using the data gained from the manual categorization in order
to choose one rhythmic and one timbral measure to be utilized for the user interface.
￿ Development of Matlab
R
￿
-programs which extract ID3-tags and other descriptive data exported from
external databases.
￿ Development of a Matlab
R
￿
-program which automatically builds an HTML- and JavaScript-based user
interface consisting of several hierarchy levels depending on both the number of pieces mapped together
to one region and the directory structure of the music repository. Great importance was attached to
following the design guidelines of focusing and linking, which are indispensable to create a good user
interface. Furthermore, a simple and fast method was applied to create multiple views focusing on
either rhythmic or timbral aspects of the music. Moreover, the meta-data from the ID3-tags and the
manual categorization are visualized dynamically for each attribute, i.e. for each attribute value that
occurs at least once in the meta-data, its distribution among all pieces is visualized.
1.4 Notation and Conventions
Since all programs which have been developed for this thesis, including the user interface, were created in
Matlab
R
￿
, it was obvious to use Matlab
R
￿
's naming convention also in the thesis. Therefore, in the mathematical
notation an italic typeface is used for scalar variables which are indicated by lower case letters  e.g.
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
 whereas a bold typeface combined with lower case or upper case letters indicate vectors  e.g.
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿  and
matrices  e.g.
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿  respectively. Moreover, all indices of vectors and matrices start with the value 1.
As for the textual conventions, an italic typeface is used to emphasize certain elements like names of en-
terprises and products, Internet addresses, meta-level expressions, e.g. names and values of attributes, and
technical terms indicating algorithms, methods or measurements.
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Perceptual Music Similarity Measures
Finding similarities between pieces of music can be accomplished according to various properties, e.g. instru-
mentation, lyrics, tempo, mood, melody, rhythm or even emotions evoked by them. Thus, it is most likely
that different listeners would assign different similarities to the same pieces of music. Nevertheless, there exist
some algorithms which process the low-level audio signal in order to calculate rhythmic or timbral features.
These features then can be used to compute similarities between arbitrary pieces.
In this chapter, ve approaches for measuring musical similarities are presented. Each of these measures
is applied to low-level Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) audio data using Matlab
R
￿
-implementations of the corre-
sponding algorithms. The PCM data is the discrete, i.e. sampled, representation of a continuous audio wave.
For the experiments conducted for this thesis, a sampling frequency of 11025 Hertz (Hz) was used. Thus, the
audio signal is scanned 11025 times per second  about every 91 microseconds. Furthermore, the original
stereo signal was downmixed to only one channel.
Since the main focus of this thesis is the development of an explorative user interface based on results of
existing perceptual music similarity measures, no in-depth analysis of the chosen measures can be given here.
However, in the following sections the essential methods used by each technique are presented.
There exist quite a few basic concepts which are used by the measures. A short explanation of the most
important ones is given in the rst section of this chapter in order to facilitate the understanding of the algo-
rithms.
2.1 Basic Concepts
Fourier Transformation
The raw data of a piece of music, i.e. the PCM data, consist of amplitude levels taken at different times. Thus,
these data are given in the time domain. Since one of the most important aspects of music perception is the
discerned frequencies, all algorithms presented here transform the audio signal from the time domain into the
frequency domain before further processing is done. In the frequency domain the amplitude of the signal is
given for several frequencies.
The Fourier transformation, named after Jean Baptiste Joseph Fourier, is based on the theorem that any
continuous periodic function with a period of
￿
￿
￿ can be represented as the sum of sine and/or cosine waves
[Pap00].
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(2.1)
The coefcients
.
) and
8
) represent the amplitude at the frequency given by the term
7
/
￿
. Therefore, each
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audio signal can be decomposed into an innite number of overlapping waves. If the domain of the function is
nite, e.g. the number of samples of a digital audio signal, a Discrete Fourier Transformation (DFT) is necessary
to decompose the signal. However, calculating the integrals to obtain the coefcients is a very time-consuming
task.
A computationally very fast algorithm to calculate the DFT was developed by James W. Cooley and John
W. Tukey in 1965 [CT65]  namely the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT). It is based on a divide-and-conquer
approach. Thus, the problem of computing the DFT for
7
samples is reduced to calculating two transforms on
)
" points each. This procedure is executed recursively. Regarding this approach, it is obvious that FFT works
best for domains whose cardinality is a power of 2. A more detailed description of the FFT can be found, for
example, in [Bri74].
Frame
In short-time signal processing, e.g. calculating the Fourier transformation, signals are usually cut into small
pieces called frames, which are processed one at a time.
Windowing
Since each audio signal has to be periodic in order to calculate its FFT, a function suppressing the rst and the
last samples of each frame is applied. This process is referred to as windowing and essentially means multi-
plying the frame values with the windowing function point-by-point. A common choice for the windowing
function is the Hanning window, named after the Austrian meteorologist Julius von Hann [BT59]. The Han-
ning function is given by
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An example of windowing a frame by applying the Hanning function can be found in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: The upper graph shows a frame consisting of the rst 256 samples of the song Come Cover Me
by Nightwish. The center plot depicts the Hanning function for the respective interval. The lower diagram
shows the signal after having applied the Hanning function in a pointwise fashion.
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Critical-band
Critical-bands are a perceptually uniform measure of frequency that reects characteristics of the human audi-
tory system. Below 500 Hz the critical-bands have a width of about 100 Hz. With rising frequency, it becomes
increasingly difcult to distinguish between two frequencies of the same absolute interval apart. Thus, above
500 Hz the range between lower and upper bound of a critical-band increases rapidly.
The critical-bands are measured, according to the bark scale [ZF99], using the unit bark (after Barkhausen).
Hence, 1 bark represents the width of one critical-band. In Figure 2.2 the different intervals of 24 critical-bands
are depicted.
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Figure 2.2: This plot shows the frequency ranges covered by the rst 24 critical-bands according to the bark
scale. The marked points indicate the frequency of the upper border for the respective band.
Loudness Measurement (Decibel, Phon, Sone)
Sound intensity
￿ is dened as the sound power per unit area, measured in
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It is obvious that the sound intensity of the hearing threshold takes the value 0 dB. However, human
loudness sensation varies with the frequency of a perceived sound while its sound intensity remains the same.
Equal loudness curves [Fle40] can be used to describe these variations. In fact, the human ear is less sensitive
to low frequencies, whereas the band from 3000 Hz to 4000 Hz represents the frequency range in which a
human listener is most sensitive.
To model this non-linear relationshipbetween sound intensity andhuman loudness sensation, theloudness
can be measured in phon. The phon scale is dened using a reference frequency of 1000 Hz. If a sound is
perceived to be as loud as an
￿
dB tone at 1000 Hz, its loudness equals
￿
phon. Considering, for example,
a 40 dB tone at 1000 Hz, a sound with the same intensity but lower frequency is assigned a lower phon
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value since the human ear is less sensitive to low frequencies. Phon values as well as decibel values are
logarithmically scaled.
In contrast, the sone scale provides a linear measurement for human loudness sensation. While 1 sone is
dened to be equivalent to 40 phon, a sound with 2 sone equals 50 phon, thus is perceived twice as loud as a
1 sone sound.
2.2 Rhythm Patterns/Modied Fluctuation Strength (RP/MFS)
This rhythm-based measure was originally presented by Markus Frühwirth in [Frü01] but substantially ex-
tended by Elias Pampalk in his thesis [Pam01]. Especially, the use of psychoacoustic models renes the feature
extraction process, which is described in short in [PRM02a].
The feature extraction process starts by cutting the piece of music into sequences with a xed length of 6
seconds. The rst and the last sequence are discarded to avoid lead-in and fade-out effects. Moreover, only
each third sequence is processed further in order to reduce the calculation time. The following steps are done
for each of the remaining sequences.
Firstly, an FFT is applied to Hanning-windowed frames of 256 samples with 50 percent overlap. The fre-
quencies of the resulting spectrum are then converted into 20 critical-bands according to the bark scale. Since
the used PCM data is sampled at 11025 Hz, the maximum frequency that can appear in the audio signal is
5512.5 Hz, because two samples per period (one for the positive and one for the negative peak) are needed to
describe a sine wave. The 20th critical-band incorporates frequencies between 5300 Hz and 6400 Hz. Thus,
it is necessary to take the rst 20 critical-bands. In the next step, spectral masking effects [SAH79], i.e. the
occlusion of a quiet sound when a loud sound is played simultaneously, are taken into account. After ap-
plying several loudness transformations, which eventually result in sone values, the processed piece of music
is described by a number of feature matrices, one for each of the 6-second-sequences. The matrices contain
information about the perceived loudness at a specic point in time in a specic critical-band.
In the following stage of the feature extraction process, a time-invariant representation of the sequences is
obtained by applying another FFT, which gives information about the amplitude modulation. These so-called
uctuations reveal how often a specic frequency reoccurs within the regarded 6-second-sequence. Thus,
they describe its rhythmic properties. Since the perception of the uctuations depends on their periodicity,
e.g. reoccurring beats at 4 Hz are discerned most intensely, a psychoacoustic model of uctuation strength
is applied according to [Fas82]. Finally, the rhythm patterns are ltered, which yields modied values for
the uctuation strengths. This ltering mainly emphasizes distinctive beats, which are characterized by high
uctuation strengths at a specic modulation frequency.
After this elaborate processing, the resulting representation of each 6-second-sequence contains informa-
tion about the modied uctuation strengths for each of the 20 critical-bands and 60 levels of modulation
frequencies ranging from 0 to 10 Hz, thus from 0 to 600 beats per minute (bpm). In a nal step, the median of all
MFS representations for the processed piece, i.e. the feature vectors of all its sequences, is calculated to obtain
a unique 1200-dimensional feature matrix for each piece of music.
Visualizing the MFS values with respect to the critical-bands and the modulation frequencies results in
images revealing specic rhythm patterns like those shown in Figure 2.3. For example, the upper left subgure
depicts the rhythm pattern of Anthem #5 by Floorlla, which is a quite typical Trance track. In fact, the
image reveals very strong MFS values for the lowest 5 critical-bands (frequencies below 500 Hz) at about
120 bpm and 260 bpm. In contrast, being far more melodious, the pieces Come Cover Me by Nightwish
and Caislean Oir by Clannad show MFS values whose distributions are more widespread than those of
the rst track. However, the intensity of the rhythmic beats is much smaller (cf. the different scaling of the
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MFS values). The last piece of music depicted in the gure is a piano sonata composed by Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart and played by Vladimir Horowitz. The Piano Sonata in C Major, K.330 has the lowest maximum
MFS value of all of the 4 selected pieces. Moreover, it can be seen in the image that this piece contains no
typical reoccurring beat, instead many variations in speed are obvious. Hence, the distribution of the MFS
values shows a horizontal characteristic along the modulation frequency axis, which is quite typical for the
majority of classical pieces of music.
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Figure 2.3: Images of the rhythm patternsof four very differentpiecesof music. Regarding the colorbars beside
each gure, the unequal scaling of the MFS values becomes obvious.
2.3 Periodicity Histograms (PH)
Periodicity histograms, the second regarded rhythm-based measure, were originally developed for beat track-
ing purposes [Sch98]. Thus, the main idea of the histograms described in [PDW03a] is to model only reoccur-
ring beats, regardless of their frequency.
Before the periodicity histograms are calculated, a psychoacoustic preprocessing is applied to emphasize
those parts of the signal which are most discernible to the human ear while removing less important informa-
tion. The preprocessing starts by removing the rst and the last 10 seconds of the piece of music to eliminate
lead-in and fade-out effects. Then, the remaining signal is split into pieces of 256 samples with an overlap
of 128 samples. At the chosen sampling frequency of 11025 Hz this results in 86 frames per second. Each of
these frames is weighted by a Hanning function before an FFT is calculated. Hereafter, a model of the outer
and middle ear is applied to weight the energies at different frequencies. Finally, the frequency domain is
reduced to 20 critical-bands according to the bark scale, the loudness in sone is calculated and its maximum is
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normalized to 1.
Using the preprocessed features, the rst step in creating the actual periodicity histograms is to emphasize
percussive sounds by applying a half-wave rectied difference lter to each critical-band. Then, the resulting
representation is split into sequences of 12 seconds duration with 6 seconds overlap. Each of these sequences is
weighted by a Hanning window beforeacomb lter with aresolution of5 bpm in the rangefrom 40to 240bpm
is applied to each critical-band. Hereafter, a resonance model is applied and peaks at specic periodicities are
emphasized. Finally, the amplitude values for each periodicity in all critical-bands are added up. To aggregate
the information of each12-second-sequence,a histogram matrix with 40columns representingthe periodicities
and 50 rows describing differentstrength levels is created. Counting how often a specic strength is reachedor
exceeded in any of the sequences belonging to the same piece of music nally leads to periodicity histograms
like those depicted in Figure 2.4.
Again, the distinctive rhythm of the Trance track Anthem #5 can be observed. Like the RP/MFS-measure,
the PH reveals a strong beat within a periodicity range between 90 and 140 bpm. But while a second intensive
reoccurring beat can be found in the RP/MFS-visualizations (cf. Figure 2.3), the periodicity histogram ignores
this secondbeatsinceitsperiodicityis about260bpm,thus outoftheexaminedrange. Thesong byNightwish
also reveals some reoccurring beats at about 90 bpm and 150 bpm. However, these beats are less intense than
those of Anthem #5. In contrast, Caislean Oir and the piano sonata both lack distinctive beats, which can
be seen in the two lower subgures. The corresponding histograms reveal very low strength levels at each
periodicity.
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Figure 2.4: Periodicity histograms of the selected pieces. The colorbar beside each histogram shows how many
times a specic strength is reached or exceeded.
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2.4 Spectrum Histograms (SH)
Spectrum histograms are used to describe timbral aspects of music. For this reason, it is necessary to take into
account which frequency bands are active simultaneously. The approach presented in [PDW03a] is quite sim-
ple and very fast compared to the other techniques, but nevertheless yields respectable results (cf. Chapter 5).
However, it is necessary to remark that this approach does not take into account many important aspects of
timbre, such as attack of an instrument.
After having executed the same psychoacoustic preprocessing as already described for the periodicity his-
tograms, a matrix with 20 rows and 50 columns is created. The rows represent the frequency bands, whereas
the columns indicate the loudness level which can take values between 0 and 1, according to the normalized
sone values. The calculation of the spectrum histogram matrix is simply done by counting how many times
the regarded piece of music reaches or exceeds a specic loudness in each frequency band. Hereafter, the sum
of the resulting matrix is normalized to 1 in order to cope with the different play lengths of the pieces.
Considering Figure 2.5, the different loudness levels for each of the 20 critical-bands become apparent for
the selected pieces of music. The track Anthem #5 by Floorlla contains strong beats at lower frequencies
and synthesized loops in the middle and upper parts of the frequency range. Interestingly, the high power of
the bass beats is not revealed by the spectrum histogram. Come Cover Me by Nightwishis a very melodious
but also powerful song. Thus, its spectrum histogram shows high loudness levels in all critical-bands, espe-
cially at higher frequencies. Listening to the track Caislean Oir by Clannad reveals one dominant human
voice at rather low frequencies, which can also be seen in its spectrum histogram. Finally, the piano sonata
shows quite low loudness levels over all frequency bands.
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Figure 2.5: Spectrum histograms for the selectedpieces. The colorbar beside each histogram shows the number
of pieces into which each track is split.
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2.5 Logan and Salomon (LS)
The measure by Beth Logan and Ariel Salomon, as presented in [LS01], is based on a different technique than
the spectrum histograms  the use of Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefcients (MFCCs). However, the aim is the same
 to model timbral aspects of music.
MFCCs are short-term spectral-basedfeatures and are prevalently used for speech recognition [RJ93]. They
describe audio signals by spectral envelopes. In [Log00] it is shown that MFCCs are also applicable to the
problem of music modeling. The feature extraction process of the measure by Logan and Salomon is described
below.
Firstly, each piece of music is split into frames with a duration of 25 milliseconds before the MFCCs are
computed for all of these segments. Calculating the MFCCs involves applying a DFT, for example an FFT,
to the Hanning-windowed frames. The resulting amplitudes in the frequency domain are weighted by the
logarithm-function since the perceived loudness of a signal is approximately logarithmic. Then, the spectral
components are grouped into a xed number of frequency bands according to the mel scale [SVN37, CB96].
The mel scale is used in order to emphasize perceptually important frequencies since this scale, like the bark
scale, takes into account the non-linear perception of different frequencies by the human ear. The nal step
of the MFCC-calculation is the decorrelation of the mel-spectral features. This is done by applying a Discrete
Cosine Transformation (DCT), which is a transformation similar to the DFT.
The result of the described signal processing is a vector containing cepstral features of the regarded frame.
While the low order coefcients of this MFCC-feature vector describe the slowly changing spectral envelopes,
the higher order ones consider the fast variations of the spectrum. Since the rst MFCC represents the strength
of the slowest changing parts of the signal, it reveals information about the average loudness.
After having calculated 20 MFCCs for each frame, the rst one is discarded according to the algorithm
of Logan and Salomon. The remaining 19 MFCCs of all frames belonging to a certain piece of music are
grouped using one of the most popular clustering algorithm in the context of data mining, namely k-means
[McQ67, BB02, Ord03]. Eventually, the piece of music is summarized by 16 clusters, which describe some of
its typical spectral envelopes. Each of these clusters is characterized by the mean of the MFCCs belonging to it
and its weight that is proportional to the number of frames which are represented by the particular cluster.
The calculated set of clusters for each piece of music, unlike the features used by the other measures de-
scribed so far, cannot be used directly for similarity measurement since the order of the clusters within the set
is not dened. In fact, two very similar pieces of music that contain clusters which are alike, could be rated
as very different when presented to the SOM solely because of a different order of the clusters. Therefore,
it is necessary to process the features by applying a distance measurement technique that is able to calcu-
late distances between sets of elements. Logan and Salomon have chosen the Earth Mover's Distance (EMD)
[RTG98, RTG00], which provides a highly efcient algorithm based on the linear programming task of nding
a ow with minimal costs, also known as the transportation problem. Given two pieces of music, song A and
song B, it is rstly necessary to calculate the distances
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Constraint 2.4 allows only ows from clusters of song A to those of song B and not vice versa. Constraint 2.5
states that each cluster of song B has to get enough supply from the clusters of song A to reach its weight
v
e
n ,
i.e. the number of frames the cluster represents. It is important to note that the total weight of song A has to
equal or exceedthat of song B. Otherwise, the constraint cannot be satised. However, by switching song A and
song B it is always possible to fulll this condition. Constraint 2.6 ensures that the total ows of each cluster of
song A do not exceed its weight.
Having solved the minimization problem, the EMD is eventually calculated as shown in Equation 2.7,
wherethedenominator is anormalization factorthatavoidsfavoringsets ofclusterswith smallertotal weights,
i.e. shorter pieces of music.
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After having calculated the EMD for all pairs of songs, the resulting values are stored in a distance matrix
that can be used to train a SOM.
2.6 Aucouturier and Pachet (AP)
Like the measure proposed by Logan and Salomon, the algorithm by Aucouturier and Pachet [AP02a, AP02b]
uses MFCCs to calculate spectral envelopes of audio signals. Unlike the former, Aucouturier and Pachet cut
the audio signal into short-time sequences with a duration of 50 milliseconds prior to applying the MFCC-
algorithm, which is described above. Moreover, only the rst 8 MFCCs, including the lowest order one, which
describes the average loudness, are retained.
The main differenceto the LS-measureis the further processing of the resulting spectral short-time descrip-
tions, i.e. the manner of summarizing the MFCC-values for all frames belonging to a certain piece of music.
The algorithm by Aucouturier and Pachet models all MFCCs of a song as a mixture of Gaussian distributions
over the space of all MFCCs. This is accomplished by using Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) [Ben03, YML99],
which estimate a probability density as the weighted sum of a xed number
r of simple Gaussian densities as
shown in Equation 2.8, where
￿ is a feature vector, in this context containing the MFCCs for a specic frame,
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is a Gaussian probability density function with mean
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and covariance matrix
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Having describedeachpieceof music by aGMM,the next issue is the measurementof the distancebetween
two arbitrary pieces, again referred to as song A and song B. A possible solution would be to compute the
likelihood that the MFCCs of song A are generated by the GMM which represents song B. Since this method
requires access to the MFCCs of all songs in order to compute a complete distance matrix, the needed disk
space would be enormous. Therefore, another approach, which only uses the information given by the GMMs,
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was chosen. According to Aucouturier and Pachet, calculating the distance between song A and song B is
accomplished by rstly generating a sample of size 1000 from the GMM of song A and secondly calculating
the probability that this sample was created by the GMM of song B. Having processed all pairs of songs, the
resulting distances are made symmetric since the method of sampling from one distribution and calculating
the probability that the samples were generated by the other yields non-symmetric distances. Finally, the
distance matrix is normalized to the range of 0 to 1.
14Chapter 3
Organization and Visualization of
High-Dimensional Data
In this chapter, the problem of handling and presenting high-dimensional data is addressed. Since feature
vectors in data mining applications usually represent many attributes, using them even for simple calculations
can be very time- and space-consuming. Therefore, multivariate data projection aiming at dimensionality
reduction is an important issue in this context.
Since calculating the SOMs forthe developeduser interfacedirectlyfrom the original featurevectors would
lead to unacceptable computation times, a dimensionality reduction was performed by compressing the data
using Principal Component Analysis (PCA), a linear projection method, which is described in the rst section
of this chapter. Hereafter, probably the most important technique involved in the creation of the user inter-
face  the Self-Organizing Map (SOM)  is presented. Two different training approaches for this non-linear
projection method are explained: sequential and batch training. Furthermore, an extension of the standard
SOM-algorithm is characterized, namely the Aligned Self-Organizing Maps, a very simple form of which was
used to calculate the different views according to the balance of rhythmic and timbral features. Finally, the
Smoothed Data Histogram (SDH), a quite simple visualization technique that was chosen to illustrate the calcu-
lated SOMs, is introduced and explained.
3.1 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
Principal Component Analysis [Hot33, Jol86, KLK
￿ 97], sometimes referred to as Karhunen-Loeve transform, is a
popular and widely used technique for statistical data analysis and dimensionality reduction of multivariate
data sets. It provides a linear projection that aims at preserving the most important information of the data set
while discarding redundancies. Some of the areas in which PCA is used are data compression, image analysis,
visualization, pattern recognition and regression.
The main idea of the PCA is to nd those components of a given data set which possess the highest vari-
ances. The underlying assumption is that components with alargevariancearemost informative andtherefore
should be retained, whereas those revealing a small variance are dominated by noise and can be discarded.
Technically, the PCA is based on the diagonalization of the covariance matrix
￿ , which is a symmetric
H
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Having calculated
￿ , the next task is to perform an eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) leading to a set of eigen-
vectors and eigenvalues. While the rst eigenvector can be interpreted as an axis in the high-dimensional data
space along which the variance of the data is maximal, the respective eigenvalue exactly reveals the variance
value. The second eigenvector identies an orthogonal direction with maximum variance, which is given by
the corresponding eigenvalue, and so forth. Therefore, the complete set of eigenvectors consists of orthogonal
directions with maximum variances. Theeigenvectors andeigenvaluesarethesolutions ofEquation 3.2,where
￿
p
and
￿
p
denote the
￿ -th eigenvector and eigenvalue, respectively. Considering the matrices
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¡ , the eigenvalue decomposition can be formulatedas shown in Equation 3.3, where
￿ denotes the eigenvector matrix and
￿ the eigenvalue matrix.
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However, solving Equation 3.3 is a non-trivial task for which several methods have been developed. An
overview of some of them can be found, for example, in [GvdV99].
Having calculated
￿ and
￿ , the principal components are given by
￿ and the covariance matrix of the
principal components is given by the diagonal eigenvalue matrix
￿ . Considering the form of
￿ , the principal
components are uncorrelated and the variance of the
￿ -th principal component is given by the
￿ -th eigenvalue
￿
p
.
To illustrate the purpose of the calculations described so far, in Figure 3.1 a data set consisting of 200 points
in a 2-dimensional data space is visualized together with the eigenvectors of its covariance matrix, i.e. its
principal components. It is obvious that the rst eigenvector, which is represented by the black line, depicts
the direction of the highest variance in the data set. The second eigenvector, illustrated by the red line, is
orthogonal to the rst one. In this example, the 2-dimensional data set could be projected onto a 1-dimensional
eigenspace without losing much information.
Having computed the principal components, the projection
￿ of a data item
￿ into the
￿ -dimensional
eigenspace is done by creating a matrix consisting of the rst
￿ eigenvectors, denoted as
￿
0
¢ , and calculat-
ing
￿ according to Equation 3.4, where
￿ is a vector containing the mean of the columns of
￿
. This linear
projection leads to a dimensionality reduction of the data set by the factor
d
¢ .
￿
￿
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￿
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/
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¢ (3.4)
For the compression of the feature vectors obtained from the similarity measures, the rst 80 principal
components were taken to calculate a lower-dimensional representation of the data since this seemed to be
a reasonable number for the 834 data items, i.e. pieces of music. In fact, regarding a SOM that is trained
and visualized on the basis of the original data vectors reveals no visible differences to one whose training is
performed on the values of feature vectors that were projected to the 80-dimensional eigenspace.
3.2 Self-Organizing Map (SOM)
The Self-Organizing Map (SOM) [Koh82, Koh01, SJ02, Ves00] is a powerful neural network algorithm based on
unsupervised learning. It is used in a very wide range of applications belonging to the eld of data mining,
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Figure 3.1: This plot depicts a sample drawn from a modied bivariate Gaussian distribution for which the
principal components werecalculated. The blackandthe redline illustratethe rst andthe second eigenvector,
respectively. Since the variance of the rst component is much higher than that of the second (
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￿ ), the data could be well approximated by a 1-dimensional representation.
e.g. image and video processing, pattern recognition, speech analysis and recognition, engineering in biology
and medicine, signal processing, business. An impressive list of more than 5000 related publications can be
found in [KKK98, OKK02]. Unlike PCA, the SOM is a non-linear projection technique and thus able to handle
non-linear structures in the data.
The main idea of the SOM is to organize multivariate data on a usually 2-dimensional map in such a way
that data items which are similar in the high-dimensional data space are projected to locations which are
close to each other on the map. Therefore, probably the most important application area of the SOM is the
representation of high-dimensional data sets.
Basically, the SOM consists of an ordered set of map units, each of which is assigned a model vector 1
“
p
of the same dimensionality as the original data space. The map units are arranged either rectangularly or
hexagonally to form a grid. The set of all model vectors of a certain SOM is referred to as its codebook.
Before training the SOM, the model vectors are initialized. This can be accomplished by assigning random
values or by using more sophisticated methods. For example, the rst
r principal components can be cal-
culated in order to linearly initialize the model vectors along the
r greatest eigenvectors, where
r denotes
the cardinality of the codebook, i.e. the number of map units. If random initialization is used, two equally
parameterized training runs performed on the same data set can yield differently folded SOMs.
The training process itself can either be performed sequentially or by using the batch map [Ves00]. Both of
these methods are explained briey below.
Figure 3.2 reveals the inuence of the used initialization method and training algorithm on the SOM. For
this purpose, adataset basedon 5modied Gaussian distributions each ofwhich consists of 2002-dimensional
samples was created. Hereafter, 4 SOMs were calculated and visualized for each combination of linear initial-
ization, random initialization and sequential training, batch training.
1In some publications the model vectors are denoted as reference vectors, prototype vectors or weight vectors.
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3.2.1 Sequential Training
The basic algorithm for the SOM [Koh82] uses sequential training, also known as online training, which is
performed iteratively. Each training iteration starts by choosing one randomly selected data item
￿ out of the
data set denoted by
￿
. Subsequently, the distance between
￿ and each model vector
“
p
is calculated  e.g.
according to the Euclidean norm. The map unit possessing the model vector
“
&
«
‘
[
‹ that is closest to the data
item
￿ is referred to as best matching unit (BMU) and is further used to represent
￿ on the map. Formally, the
selection of the BMU is given by Expression 3.5.
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In the next step, the model vectors are updated to reduce the distance between the data item
￿ and the
model vectors of the BMU and its surrounding units. Since an important aspect of the SOM is to preserve
the distances between the items in the data space, a neighborhood kernel
N
«
‘
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‹
6
‡
p
￿
J
·
￿
￿
centered on the BMU is
dened. Hence, the model vectors of units close to the BMU are adapted more than those far away from the
BMU, which ensures that neighboring map units represent similar data items. This is of particular importance
since, especially at the beginning of the training process and when random initialization is used, the model
vectors exceedingly differ from the data items. The neighborhood kernel can be dened by a Gaussian as
shown in Expression 3.6, where
￿
«
‘
[
‹ and
￿
p
denote the 2-dimensional position of the respective units on the
map. Thus, by
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the distance between the units
8
r
￿
• and
￿ within the output space is given. The time-
varying parameter
‚ ensures a decreasing size of the neighborhood kernel during the training process, which
enables the formation of large clusters in the beginning as well as allowing a selective ne-tuning towards the
end of the training.
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Furthermore, a learning rate
‰
￿
￿
·
￿
￿
is used to gradually decrease the overall amount of adaptation. The
complete update rule for the model vectors is given by Expression 3.7.
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Either the learning rate and the neighborhood kernel decrease gradually with the iteration cycle
·
since
high adaptations are necessary in the rough training phase at the beginning and smaller ones for the ne-
tuning towards the end of the training.
The number of performed iterations mainly depends on the cardinality of the training set and the number
of map units but should be at least one epoch, i.e. each data item is presented once to the map. For example,
the implementation of the training algorithm contained in the SOM Toolbox for Matlab
R
￿
executes
¿
b
/
O
￿
`
=
￿
l
J
ˆ
￿
￿
˜
￿
￿
epochs for a complete training (rough training and ne-tuning phase). In this case the number of iteration
cycles is 50 times the number of map units.
3.2.2 Batch Map
The batch map version of the SOM-algorithm as proposed in [Koh92] is also performed iteratively, but instead
of presenting a single data item to the SOM at a time, the whole data set is taken into account at each iteration
step. Themain advantagein comparison with the sequential training is thatexecuting the batchmapalgorithm
on the samedataset with thesameparametersmorethan once producessimilar maps. However,it is necessary
to have access to the complete data set in order to use the batch map. Since all data items are presented to the
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map at the same time, no learning rate is needed.
Each training iteration involves two steps, which are executed until no further signicant changes of the
model vectors occur. First, the data set is divided according to the Voronoi regions of the map, i.e. the BMU for
each data item is calculated (cf. Expression 3.5) and each map unit
￿ is assigned a Voronoi set
¯
p
which points
to all data items that are best represented by this unit. Having determined the Voronoi sets, in the second step,
the new model vectors are calculated according to Expression 3.8, where
7
denotes the number of items in the
data set and
8
r
￿
•
q is the best matching unit of data item
￿
q . Therefore, the new model vector is the weighted
average of the data items, where the weight of each item
￿
q is given by the value of the neighborhood function
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at its BMU. Hence, the Voronoi sets which arespatially close to map unit
￿ inuence the model vector
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more than those farther away.
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The batch map is highly related to k-means clustering [McQ67]. In fact, if the neighborhood kernel is de-
ned in such a way that only the Voronoi set
¯
p
is considered when updating model vector
￿ , both algorithms
behave identically. In this case, the neighborhood kernel
N
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in Expression 3.8 is formally given by
Function 3.9.
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Using the Batch Map for the User Interface
As already mentioned, the batch map algorithm is stable with respect to repeated calculations performed on
the same data set. This is why it has been chosen for the developed user interface. Since usability was one
of the most important requirements, the user should not be compelled to learn totally new positions for the
same pieces of music every time when he/she adds a few songs to the repository. Moreover, it is assumed that
the complete data set is available at calculation time. Due to the fact that adding new songs to the repository
requires the recreation of the user interface, the sequential algorithm does not provide any advantages over
the batch version.
3.3 Aligned Self-Organizing Maps
Dening similarity is often a quite difcult task, which may involve several aspects. For example, images are
distinguishable according to the used colors, shapes, textures or other criteria. These aspects can be extracted
from different low-level features in various ways. For example, different methods for timbre measurement as
presented in Chapter 2 are available. Furthermore, they can be weighted differently and also compared on the
basis of diverse metrics.
Generatingone SOMforeachofthe differentaspectsraisesthe problemthat theresultingSOMsaredifcult
to compare directly since the same data items are located in different regions of the map and also the cluster
structure differs heavily. Addressing this issue, Aligned SOMs as introduced in [Pam03, PDW03a] offer the
possibility of gradually shifting the focus from one aspect to another by providing a number of aligned views.
More precisely, multiple SOMs are trained on the same data using slightly but gradually modied parameters.
The resulting stack consists of the SOMs that represent the two extreme values of the aspects and a number of
SOM layers that are inserted between them to allow smooth transitions since neighboring SOM layers project
same data items to similar regions.
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Figure 3.2: Some results of SOM training runs using either random initialization and linear initialization based
on EVD. The upper plot depicts the used data set consisting of 1000 2-dimensional samples drawn from 5
Gaussians. In the gure below, the two leftmost columns show the results of applying the sequential training
method for different progress, whereas the two rightmost columns illustrate the same for the batch map al-
gorithm. Since the sequential version processes only one data item per iteration, the appropriate progress is
measured in iteration cycles. In contrast, handling the complete data set at each iteration, the progress for the
batch map is measured in epochs, i.e. one iteration considering all data items. It is obvious that using random
initialization increases the number of necessary iterations to produce similar results as linear initialization.
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Like the standard SOM, also the Aligned SOMs can be trained either sequentially or using batch training.
However, to align the SOMs during training, it is necessary to dene a distance between layers that determines
the smoothness of the transitions between them. Given this distance, it is possible to calculate the pairwise dis-
tances between arbitrary items within the complete stack. The inter-layer distances, i.e. the distances between
units of different layers, are used to align the layers in the same way the intra-layer distances between units
within a map are used to preserve the topology of the data space.
The sequential training process is basically the same as that for the standard SOM. In the rst step of each
iteration, a data item
￿ and a layer
￿ are randomly selected. Hereafter, the BMU for
￿ is calculated within
the chosen layer. The adaptations of the model vectors within layer
￿ are calculated based on the intra-layer
distances exactly as shown in Expression 3.7. The update function for all other layers takes into account the
inter-layer distances and adapts the model vectors according to the representation of the data item in the
respective layer. As for the representation of the same data item in different layers, each data item is assigned
one feature vector
￿
m
˚ for each layer
￿ , where each
￿
S
˚ is composed of at least two feature sets (one for each
aspect), which are weighted differently according to the feature balance of the layer. After having updated all
model vectors in all layers, the described process is repeated iteratively until a dened convergence or some
other stop criterion.
As for the batch training version of the Aligned SOMs, a very good explanation can be found in [PDW03a].
However, since the calculation of aligned maps requires considering the relations between a large number
of map units and different representations of same data items, the Aligned SOMs are computationally quite
complex.
A Simpler Approach of Aligned Maps for the User Interface
Using the developed Matlab
R
￿
-program in order to create a hierarchical user interface for a given music repos-
itory involves calculating a large number of visualizations on different hierarchy levels. Therefore, a simpler
and less time-consuming approach was chosen to generate multiple SOMs for differently weighted feature
sets. This approach involves a new form of codebook initialization. In particular, given an already calculated
SOM, its neighboring (with respect to the feature balance) SOMs are initialized by taking the model vectors of
the existing one as their codebook. Although this is a very simple approach, it usually yields smooth transi-
tions between neighboring SOMs (cf. Figure 6.6).
3.4 Smoothed Data Histogram (SDH)
Several methods for visualizing Self-Organizing Maps have been developed. An overview is given, for exam-
ple, in [KNK98, Ves99, Ves00]. Some of the most popular techniques are U-matrices, component planes and data
histograms. While U-matrix visualizations illustrate the distances between the model vectors of neighboring
map units, component planes reveal information about the distribution of each component of the model vec-
tors, i.e. the values assigned to a single attribute of the model vectors are visualized for all map units, which is
done sequentially for all dimensions of the model vectors.
However, U-matrices as well as component planes are incapable of revealing information on how many
data items are represented by a specic region on the map. To answer this question, the response of the
model vectors to each data item has to be surveyed and visualized. The usual method is taking the feature
vector of each data item and nding its BMU by evaluating the distances between the feature vector and the
model vectors of all map units and selecting the map unit for which this distance is minimal. This leads to a
distribution that exhibits for each map unit the number of data items which are best represented by it.
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The problem with this approach is that it offers no information about the accuracy of the match. Usually, a
given dataitem is representedwell not only by asingle map unit but by severalmodel vectors. Addressingthis
issue, the Smoothed Data Histogram (SDH) as proposed in [PRM02b] as a cluster visualization method for Self-
Organizing Maps, aims at estimating and visualizing a probability density of the high-dimensional data items
on the map. This estimation is based on a voting mechanism of the underlying multivariate feature vectors.
Given a spread parameter
¸ , each data item votes for the
¸ map units whose model vectors best resembles the
featurevector of the dataitem. Taking into account the increasing distances to the
¸ BMUs, the closest map unit
is assigned a value of
¸ , the second closest a value of
¸
￿
⁄
P , and so forth, until the
¸ -th closest one is eventually
assigned the value 1. All other map units receive 0 of this similarity points. Moreover, the values of each
rating are normalized by
%
_
p
*
￿
+
￿ in order to ensure that the sum of the votes equals 1 for each data item.
Afterhaving processed all dataitems, the resulting distribution of the votes exhibits high values for regions
on the map where the respective model vectors are similar to a large number of feature vectors. Therefore,
visualizing this distribution shows typical clusters of the SOM. Since an important property of the SDHs are
their smoothness, the distribution matrix is expanded by inserting interpolates between each pair of values in
order to offer a more attractive view.
As for the inuence of the spread parameter
¸ on the visualization, in the case of
¸
￿
P , the SDH equals the
standard data histogram since only the BMUs are taken into account. With increasing values of
¸ , the apparent
clusters grow until they begin to merge and eventually result in only one big cluster at very high values of
¸
(cf. Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3: This gure depicts examples for SDH-visualizations using different values for the spread parame-
ter
¸ . The upper left subplot shows the dataitems consisting of a mixture of 5 Gaussian distributions with 1000
samples each and the model vectors of the trained 10
￿
10-SOM. The subplot in the upper center illustrates a
non-smoothed visualization of a standard data histogram which is calculated with respect to the BMU of each
data item, thus
¸
￿
P . The successive images show SDHs for increasing values of
¸ .
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Repository Design and Results of the
Manual Classication Process
A music repository has been created in order to test and evaluate both the regarded similarity measures and
the developed user interface. This repository consists of 834 MP3-les in 81 directories. The total play length
is 3666 minutes, thus about 61 hours. In the following sections the process of obtaining, structuring and
manually categorizing the musical data is described. Subsequently, some interesting results gained from the
task of manual structuring and classication are presented.
4.1 Audio Extraction, Naming and Compression
To create the repository, the contents of various compact discs were grabbed, i.e. copied, to a harddisk using
the program AudioCatalyst 2.1. One problem arising when doing this task is that, in general, no information
about properties like artist, track titles, etc.  which may be interesting to the user and often can be easily
found in the booklet of the compact disc  is stored digitally on the disc. Therefore, it would be necessary to
label each song manually. Fortunately there exists a search engine, named CDDB 1, based on a vast database of
musical information. To acquire appropriate lenames containing artist, album title, track number, and track
name for the grabbed raw data, the query-CDDB function of AudioCatalyst 2.1 was used. However, the CDDB
consists of information entered by a huge number of users, resulting in individual naming conventions, which
yields inconsistent results. For instance, track names are sometimes entered with capitalized rst letters for
each word, sometimes just the nouns are capitalized, and sometimes the whole track name consists only of
lower or upper case letters. Furthermore, it is evident that typing errors cannot be avoided as long as there
are many users contributing to the CDDB who do not check their submissions before transmitting them to the
CDDB-server. For this reason, it is necessary to be aware of the fact that the track list of the created repository
may contain inconsistent naming conventions as well assome typing errors. However, the alternativeto CDDB
would be to label the tracks manually, which would be very exhausting.
After the tracks of one compact disc had been grabbed, they were encoded to the MPEG Audio Layer 3
format [BP00] using either a constant bitrate of 192 kbit/s for some tracks and a variable bitrate for others.
This procedurereectsthe usual behavior of most people who store audio les on their computers, becausethe
constant evolution in the development of audio compression algorithms leads to various availableformats and
bitrates. Therefore, it is likely that a typical user uses different bitrates to archive his/her music on harddisks
or other electronic media. In any case, the difference between music compressed with a constant bitrate of
192 kbit/s and that compressed with a variable bitrate is not discernable to the human ear  at least not when
listening to the tracks via the usual computer speakers.
1Abbreviation for Compact Disc Data Base. Further information can be found at http://www.cddb.com (date of access: 2003-06-30).
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4.2 Selection and Structuring
After the MP3-les had been created, the next task was to choose which les to add to the repository and
how to structure it by means of directories and lenames. On the one hand, it is crucial to have as many
different genres and styles of music as possible in the test repository in order to base further examinations on
a widespread database. On the other hand, the larger the repository, the longer the calculation times for the
feature extraction process and the time needed to manually classify the tracks contained therein. Eventually,
a sample of ve tracks per grabbed compact disc has been used to satisfy both requirements  to create an ac-
ceptable music repository containing different genres and to minimize the calculation and classication times.
It is evident that this approach is not appropriate for all types of compact discs, e.g. for samplers. For this
reason, the content of some grabbed discs has been added to the repository as a whole.
Also, it is necessary to note that the repository includes a few very similar songs:
￿ There are two versions of Punk Rock Song by Bad Religion which differ only in the language of the
lyrics (English vs. German). This is also true for Blu by Zucchero (Italian version) and Blue (English
version).
￿ There are some tracks presented in different mixes, e.g. Got To Get It by Culture Beat.
￿ Finally, two pairs of songs differ only in their lenames and recording dates, especially Il Volo and
Sonio by Zucchero and Baila (Sexy Thing) and Baila Morena by Zucchero.
The reason why these songs have been added to the repository is to analyze the behavior of the used similarity
measures when confronted with very similar tracks.
As for the structuring process, a number of considerations were made regarding the different kinds of
structuring methods that users normally apply to their music repositories. One of these methods is to use an
individual directory structure. Users often create root directories referring to general genre names like rock
or classical. However, this was not done for the test repository mainly for two reasons. The rst is that some
artists create music of different genres. Therefore, to strictly comply with this structuring method, it would
be necessary to split the tracks of one artist or sometimes even those found on the same album. The second
reason is that the database used for manual classication was designed to offer the possibility of structuring
the tracks by three genre-attributes  namely genre, subgenre and subsubgenre  with increasing accuracy. This
fact makes a subtle directory structure for arranging the tracks by their genre obsolete. Therefore, the lowest
level of the directory structure for the test repository consists of directoriesnamed afterthe artists, whereas one
directory labeled Various Artists has been created for samplers. In this special directory, the next hierarchical
subdivision has been made by creating a new subdirectory for each album. Those directories named after
genuine artist names are generally not rened any further by introducing subdirectories. However, there
are a few exceptions in which subdirectories, named after the album titles, have been created to reect the
inconsistent way in which users sometimes organize their music collections. A complete list of the created
directories can be found in Table 4.1.
As for le naming, the majority of the les contained in the artist-directories are labeled using the pattern
artist name - album name - track number - track name. Those les located in the subdirectories of the Various
Artists-directory mostly t into the pattern track number - artist name - track name. The reason for this difference
in naming is that names of albums containing only music by one artist or group of artists usually can easily
be assigned to that artist, whereas album names of samplers normally cannot. Thus, the latter do not play an
important role in identifying a certain artist. Generally, album names are becoming less and less important,
especially in electronic music distribution [Pac03].
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/Angelo Branduardi /Mike Oldeld
/Angra /Nickelback
/Axel Rudi Pell /Nightwish
/Ayreon /Paradise Lost
/Bad Religion /Patti Smith
/Blue Öyster Cult /Queen
/Bryan Adams /Rammstein
/Century /Schandmaul
/Clawnger /Scooter
/Crematory /Scorpions
/Culture Beat /Souly
/Cyndi Lauper /Stratovarius
/Deep Purple /Subway To Sally
/Denis Azabagic /t.A.T.u
/Denis Azabagic/Printemps de la Guitare 1996 /Therapy
/Die Toten Hosen /To-Die-For
/Dimmu Borgir /Type O Negative
/Dire Straits /Van Halen
/Dunjingarav /Vanessa Mae
/EAV /Various Artists
/Eiffel 65 /Various Artists/A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I
/Enya /Various Artists/Celtic Myths (Disc 1)
/Floorlla /Various Artists/Frankfurt Beat Productions (Disc 1)
/France Gall /Various Artists/Future Trance Vol. 12 (Disc 1)
/Frank Zappa /Various Artists/Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits
/Frijid Pink /Various Artists/History Of Punk Rock (Disc 1)
/Gary Moore /Various Artists/Jazz Masters - Volume 1 (Disc 1)
/Gigi d'Agostino /Various Artists/Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 1)
/Goldfrapp /Various Artists/Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 2)
/Grupo Comarca Bia /Various Artists/Mystera IX
/Hammerfall /Various Artists/Mystery Trance Vol. 4 (Disc 1)
/Hubert von Goisern /Various Artists/Reggae Fever - Reggae Hits zum Abtanzen (Disc 1)
/In Extremo /Various Artists/Thunderdome IV - The Devil's Last Wish (Disc 1)
/JBO /Various Artists/When Irish Eyes Are Smiling (Disc 1)
/Jean Michel Jarre /Vladimir Horowitz
/Kansas /Vladimir Horowitz/Mozart
/Led Zeppelin /Westernhagen
/Lordi /Wolfgang Ambros
/Lunasa /Zucchero
/Manowar /ZZ Top
/Marillion
Table 4.1: This table shows the directory structure of the repository.
4.3 Setup of the Manual Classication Process
In orderto perform a manual classication of the tracks contained in the repository, a databaseproviding some
important musical attributes has been created. Each piece of the collection is assigned values to the following
musical attributes and genre descriptors. In addition, since the classication of pieces of music is a quite
subjective issue  especially for the attributes mood, complexity and emotion  a typical example representing
each value of these attributes is given.
Mood
The attribute mood describes the overall mood and temperament of the track. It can take the values sad,
neutral and happy. While the values sad and happy need no further explanation, it is necessary to note
that the value neutral was not only assigned to pieces of music with a neutral mood, but also to those for
which the mood was undenable.
According to the author, a typical sad track is Rest In Peace by Gary Moore, a typical happy song is
Girls Just Want To Have Fun by Cyndi Lauper and a song for which the mood is not denable  and therefore
classied as neutral  is The Hypno by Floorlla.
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Tempo
The attribute tempo refers to the average speed of a piece of music. It can take the values very slow, slow,
medium, fast, very fast and varying, where the value varying is assigned only to tracks exhibiting
remarkable changes in their temporal structure.
Complexity
This attribute can take the values low, medium and high. It describes the musical complexity of the track.
For instance, a song with many changes in melody or rhythm or a large number of instruments with different
timbres is classied as having a high complexity, whereas a track containing few variations is rather classied
as having a low one.
A typical song with a quite low complexity is Eisgekühlter Bommerlunder by Die Toten Hosen, whereas
nearly all songs by Frank Zappa  at least those contained in the test repository  seem to be rather complex
accordingto theperceptionof theauthor (forinstanceThePurpleLagoon). Themajority of thetracks(about75
percent) have been classied as having a medium complexity. For some genres, the percentage is even higher
 e.g. nearly 90 percent for songs belonging to the subgenre hard rock. Thus, there exist many examples
representing tracks with medium complexity, e.g. Run To You by Bryan Adams.
Emotion
The attribute emotion refers to the softness or aggressiveness of the music. Consequently, it can take the values
soft, neutral and aggressive. Tracks for which the aggressiveness is indeterminable and those possessing
both soft and aggressive sequences are assigned the attribute neutral.
A typical soft track is Journey To Schambala by Oliver Shanti, a typical aggressive one is Fire by
Scooter. The song Fly by Crematory is a good example of assigning the value neutral to this attribute
because it combines a soft female voice with an aggressive male one. Moreover, this song includes both soft
melodies and aggressive drum play.
Focus
This attribute describes the balance between the instrumental power and the strength of the voice or voices
contained in a piece of music. For this purpose, it can take the values instruments, vocals and both, refer-
ring to either a remarkable dominance of instruments or to a strong vocal appearance or to equally distributed
intensities of instruments and vocals.
Genre, Subgenre, Subsubgenre
To structure the repository according to the genres of the tracks, three attributes  namely genre, subgenre and
subsubgenre  were introduced. While the attribute genre describes the main genre of the track, the other at-
tributes provide a possibility to rene the style within the chosen main genre. The values for the three genre
attributes were taken mainly from the genre and style descriptors of the All Music Guide 2, an Internet music
databaseand store, and from the genre descriptors of the ID3taggingsystem 3 [Nil99]. The used attribute values
can be found in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. A more detailed analysis of musical genre classications is presented, for
2http://www.allmusic.com (date of access: 2003-10-17)
3http://www.id3.org (date of access: 2003-10-17)
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example, in [PC00, AP03].
Certainly, a more detailed classication could include many other attributes, for example instrumentation,
gender of the vocalist or vocalists, content of the lyrics, recording type, memorability of the melody, overall
pitch level or dancability. However, some of those attributes are quite difcult to evaluate  e.g. to analyze
the lyrics, one has to listen very intently and to understand the vocal parts, which is not always a trivial matter.
Therefore, including attributes referring to instrumentation or lyrics would go beyond the scope of this thesis.
genre number of tracks
blues 11
classical 48
electronica 109
folk 19
jazz 12
new age 45
noise 1
rock 502
world 87
Table 4.2: This table shows the number of tracks assigned to main genre descriptors.
4.4 Results
In this section, the results of the classication process are presented. The classication and categorization of
the tracks contained in the repository was done by the author.
Some artists produce music that incorporates only one style or genre, whereas others create very complex
and dissimilar pieces. Furthermore, many artists change their style over time. As a consequence, the attributes
referring to the genre were assigned to each track and not just to each album as done, for instance, in the
database of the All Music Guide. The task of assigning a specic combination of values to the attributes genre,
subgenre and subsubgenre for a track is sometimes quite complicated because of the ambiguity of the genre of
some tracks. While the main genre of a track is usually unequivocal, the subgenre and especially the subsub-
genre sometimes are not. In such cases, the genre with the most dominant inuence on the track was chosen to
describe it, if such a dominance was detectable. Otherwise, there was no further renement of the genre with
sub-attributes.
Another issue concerns the attribute tempo. More precisely, it is often unclear which features to choose
when classifying the speed of a piece of music. For example, imagine a song with very fast instrumental play
or a fast bass beat in the background, while lyrics are slowly sung simultaneously. In such a case, it has been
tried to assign a value to the attribute tempo that describes the dominant speed of the track. If such an overall
tempo descriptor was not detectable, the value varying was chosen. Certainly, this value was also assigned
if a track contained segments of different speeds. Furthermore, it is obvious that the tempo is often predened
by the genre. For instance, a Speed Metal-track is by denition of its genre fast or very fast. This fact raises the
question whether the value for the attribute tempo should be assigned according to the genre of the observed
track or to represent a classication which is as universal as possible. The latter method was chosen in order
to obtain results that are comparable, hence, to offer a possibility of comparing tracks belonging to different
genres.
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genre subgenre subsubgenre number of tracks
blues modern electric blues 11
classical bells 4
classical classical crossover 6
classical gregorian chant 14
classical guitar 8
classical modern 2
classical musical 1
classical organ 1
classical piano 12
electronica euro-dance 13
electronica hardcore techno 19
electronica techno 19
electronica trance 58
folk christmas 19
jazz bop 3
jazz hard bop 1
jazz jazz pop 1
jazz soul jazz 1
jazz swing 6
new age 3
new age celtic new age 7
new age meditation 1
new age progressive electronic 33
new age techno-tribal 1
noise 1
rock alternative rock 14
rock arena rock 88
rock blues rock 5
rock experimental rock 12
rock folk rock 25
rock hard rock alternative metal 15
rock hard rock death metal 5
rock hard rock gothic metal 30
rock hard rock heavy metal 58
rock hard rock melodic metal 27
rock hard rock pop metal 9
rock hard rock power metal 7
rock hard rock progressive metal 27
rock hard rock speed metal 2
rock hard rock true metal 15
rock pop 34
rock pop adult contemporary 9
rock pop alternative pop 4
rock pop austro-pop 19
rock pop brit-pop 1
rock pop teen pop 3
rock pop urban 6
rock progressive rock 5
rock proto-punk 10
rock psychedelic rock 5
rock punk rock 57
rock soft rock 10
world africa 1
world asia 10
world celtic 1
world celtic celtic folk 18
world celtic celtic new age 2
world celtic celtic pop 2
world chanson 4
world irish folk 18
world italy 6
world latin 10
world reggae 15
Table 4.3: This table shows a complete list of the genres, subgenres and subsubgenres to which at least one
track was assigned. Furthermore, it depicts the number of tracks assigned to each combination of the formerly
mentioned attributes.
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Although it was tried to be as objective as possible during the classication, it is evident that no manual
classication process can produce entirely objective results. Indeed, one and the same piece of music can af-
fect the listener in different ways, depending on his/her current mood, thus leading to varying classications.
Moreover, it was observed that different listeners would assign different attributes to the same track. Espe-
cially, the attribute mood is strongly inuenced by the temper and sentiment of the listener. For this reason, it is
necessary to note that the classication of the same repository done by another person would probably yield
slightly different results.
A complete list containing all lenames and assigned attributes can be found in Table A.1. Some statistical
results referring to the number of tracks that were assigned to each value of the analyzed attributes are given
in Table 4.4. The total time needed to perform the classication was about 50 hours. One reason for this quite
large amount of time is that it was often necessary to listen to one and the same track more than once in order
to compare it with other pieces. Furthermore, the repository contains a large number of tracks that had been
unknown to the author before the classication was performed. Nevertheless, it was not always necessary
to listen to the complete track because some of the songs turned out to be quite monotonous, e.g. several
songs categorized as techno or trance. When analyzing those songs, the author sometimes skipped some
segments of the track.
mood number of tracks
happy 238
neutral 419
sad 177
complexity number of tracks
low 150
medium 629
high 55
emotion number of tracks
soft 218
neutral 372
aggressive 244
focus number of tracks
instruments 216
vocals 46
both 572
tempo number of tracks
very slow 33
slow 167
medium 357
fast 198
very fast 44
varying 35
Table 4.4: Some statistical results concerning the evaluatedattributes mood, complexity, emotion, focus and tempo.
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Calculation of the Features and Evaluation
of the Similarity Measures
This chapter discusses the calculation of the musical features. First, the setup of the calculation process is pre-
sented. Furthermore, the similarity measureshavebeen evaluatedusing the results ofthe manual classication
described in Chapter 4. The outcomes of this evaluation are presented in the second part of this chapter.
5.1 Calculation of the Features
To obtain descriptive datafor the visualizations neededto createthe user interface,the algorithms presented in
Chapter2 wereused to extractfeaturesfromthe music les of the test repository andquantify their similarities.
For the measures RP/MFS, PH and SH [Frü01, Pam01, PDW03a] just the feature extraction process has to be
performed to obtain the required data vectors. Comparing two songs using one of these measures is simply
done by calculating the distance of their feature vectors in Euclidean space. Whereas, for the measures LS
[LS01] and AP [AP02a, AP02b] more advanced techniques are used.
Obtaining the features for a given MP3-repository consists of three steps, which are described in the fol-
lowing subsections. Some calculation times for the processing of the test repository can be found in Table 5.1.
5.1.1 Preprocessing
MPEG-Layer 3 [BP00, Bra99], also known as MP3, has become the most popular format for music exchange
since its introduction in 1991. Especially in private repositories it is also commonly used for archiving music
les because of its good sound quality despite its high compression rates. For this reason, the MPEG-Layer
3 format was chosen for the music les in the test repository. Unfortunately, it was not possible to nd a
method for reading MPEG-Layer 3 data directly from an MP3-le into the Matlab
R
￿
-environment. Therefore,
converting the given MP3-les to their Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) representation was necessary. This can
be done using one of the various currently available MP3-decoders. For this thesis Lame Ain't an MP3 Encoder
(LAME) 1, release 3.93.1 was chosen because of its free availability due to its open source license.
As for the PCM data, also known as WAV in Microsoft
R
￿
operating systems and as AU in Unix systems, it
is the discrete, i.e. sampled, representation of a continuous audio wave. A very common choice for the sam-
pling frequency is 44100 Hertz (Hz), which means that the amplitude value of the audio signal is scanned and
stored 44100 times per second  thus, about every 23 microseconds. LAME also uses a sampling frequency
of 44100 Hz for transforming the MP3-les to their PCM representation. For lower quality demands a sam-
pling frequency of 11025 Hz is often chosen. The sampled amplitude values are usually coded with 16 bits
per sample, leading to 65536 possible values to describe the amplitude. Taking into account the duplication
of the data when using stereo sound, it is obvious that storing high quality music data in PCM format is very
1http://lame.sourceforge.net (date of access: 2003-07-23)
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space-consuming. Equation 5.1 shows that a high quality PCM audio stream has a data throughput of 176400
bytes per second, which is approximately 172 kilobytes per second.
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To avoid a huge consumption of harddisk space and an extremely long duration for importing the PCM
data into Matlab
R
￿
, it was decided to resample the data with a sampling frequency of 11025 Hz and to use only
one sound channel instead of two, i.e. to mix the two channels of the stereo sound to obtain a mono signal. For
this purpose, the program SoX - Sound eXchange 2, release 12.17.3 was used  also because it is an open source
tool. Alternatively, it would be possible to use the Matlab
R
￿
-functions resample or downsample. Using these
internal Matlab
R
￿
-functions to downsample a test repository consisting of 96 les (mainly classied as rock
and electronica) required nearly half an hour, whereas downsampling the same repository with SoX nished
in less than 10 minutes. 3 Moreover, Matlab
R
￿
refused importing WAV-les with a size greater than 80 MB by
displaying an out of memory error message.
5.1.2 Feature Extraction
After having converted the 834 MP3-les of the test repository to mono WAV-les with a sampling frequency
of 11025 Hz, the feature extraction process was performed by using the same Matlab
R
￿
-implementations as
in [PDW03b] 4. For this reason, each of the directories in the structure of the test repository was accessed to
calculate the features for all the les contained therein. Subsequently, the features have been stored in Matlab
R
￿
MAT-les.
Unfortunately, none of the available Matlab
R
￿
-implementations of the feature extractors is stable enough to
calculate the features for arbitrary WAV-les in a given folder without having troubles  at least from time to
time. Especially, the AP-measure  more precisely, the calculation of the Gaussian Mixture Model  seems to
be very sensitive. Some of the problems encountered when extracting the features as well as some interesting
aspects of the feature extraction process itself are presented below.
Creating the Gaussian Mixture Model for the AP-features for the song 9 11 01 by Souly led to a
division by zero error message. It is most likely that this happened due to the fact that this song consists only
of silence  for a duration of one minute. Therefore, the song was removed from the repository. The same
behavior occurred for the track Anthem of the World by Stratovarius, although this song is very melodious.
Here, no explanation for the division by zero message could be found. In any case, the song was replaced by
4000 Rainy Nights by the same artist.
Other problems were encountered when processing the les of the compact disc Hartlauer - Golden Christ-
mas Hits, which includes some quite short tracks. As a result of the removal of the rst and last few seconds
of each track to eliminate lead-in and fade-out effects from the audio signal, these short tracks also needed to
be removed from the repository. Indeed, it does not make sense to calculate features for an half-minute-song
if its rst and its last 12 seconds are discarded.
5.1.3 Postprocessing
Afterthe featureextractionprocess hadbeen nished, the nextand nal stepconsisted of applying the distance
measures to the LS- andAP-featuresas well as calculating the principal components for the RP/MFS-, PH- and
2http://sox.sourceforge.net (date of access: 2003-07-23)
3This performance test was conducted on a notebook containing an Intel-PentiumTM 4 mobile processor and 512 MB of main memory.
4Unfortunately, the implementation of the measure by Logan and Salomon is erroneous since the Kullback Leibler distance should be
used to calculate the distances between pairs of clusters. Whereas, in the used implementation the Euclidean distance was taken.
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SH-features in order to compress the data, i.e. to reduce its dimensionality. For the test repository the rst 80
principal components weretaken, leading to 80-dimensional datavectors. This choice yielded adequateresults
since it was not possible to discern between the visualizations of a SOM generated by the original data vectors
and one having as input the compressed data.
Regarding the calculation times for the Principal Component Analysis, Table 5.1 reveals an interesting fact.
Although the feature vectors of the periodicity histograms have much more dimensions than those of the
RP/MFS-measure (2000 vs. 1200), the calculation of the principal components performed more quickly for
the former. This observation can be explained by looking at the zero values in the respective feature matrices.
While the data matrix of the RP-features shows only 180 zero values, that of the PH-features includes nearly
1500000 zero-value-entries.
Moreover, the computational requirements for the postprocessing of the AP-features are extremely high
compared to those of its competitors. In general, the calculation of the AP-features and distances is a very
time-consuming process.
task time throughput
preprocessing
conversion of MP3-les to PCM/WAV (44100 Hz, stereo) using LAME 2 hours 418 les/hour
conversion of MP3-les to PCM/WAV (11025 Hz, mono) using LAME and
SoX
10.5 hours 80 les/hour
feature extraction
calculation of features_rp on 11025 Hz, mono data 5 hours 167 les/hour
calculation of features_ls on 11025 Hz, mono data 11.5 hours 73 les/hour
calculation of features_ap on 11025 Hz, mono data 17 hours 49 les/hour
calculation of features_ph on 11025 Hz, mono data 5 hours 167 les/hour
calculation of features_sh on 11025 Hz, mono data 2.5 hours 334 les/hour
postprocessing
combination and PCA of features_rp(recursively done for all subdirectories) 35 minutes
combination and calculation of distances_ls (recursively done for all subdi-
rectories)
33 minutes
combination and calculation of distances_ap (recursively done for all subdi-
rectories)
17 hours
combination andPCAoffeatures_ph(recursivelydoneforall subdirectories) 28 minutes
combination and PCA of features_sh(recursively done for all subdirectories) 12 minutes
Table 5.1: A list of calculation times and performance values for some executed tasks on a repository of
834 MP3-les. The calculations have been done on a personal computer containing a 1.2 GHz AMD-AthlonTM
CPU and 768 MB of main memory.
5.2 Evaluation of the Similarity Measures
Although there exist quite a few approaches and measurements for perceptual music similarity, for example
[Foo97, Frü01, TEC01, Pam01, LS01, AP02b, AP02a, PRM02a, BEL03, PDW03a], little effort has been made to
compare their performance. Indeed, even though most of the publications on this topic include some sort of
evaluation, the authors usually consider only their own measures. Moreover, due to the fact that there exists
no common test repository, it is very difcult to compare the results of these evaluations. Unfortunately, most
digital music is protected by copyright law, making it very difcult to build up a common data collection for
scientic use. One attempt was presented in [GHNO02]. However, the complete database of this collection 
consisting of a Popular Music Database, the Royalty-Free Music Database, a Classical Music Database and a
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Jazz Music Database includes only 215 pieces of music. Thus, it is not clear if this database will be able to
become a worldwide standard music collection for research purposes  also because the copyright owner, the
Japan's National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology, imposes several severe restrictions
on the users of the so-called RWC Music Database.
The few available publications on the evaluation of music similarity measures  e.g. [PDW03b, BLEW03,
LEB03, EWBL02]  mostly present quite simple approaches to gather subjective information. For example, the
large-scaleevaluation presentedin [BLEW03, LEB03] incorporated a survey for which human informants were
asked to nd the most similar artist out of ten for a given one. Thus, this evaluation mainly focused on artist
similarity, whereas the one performed for this thesis has its focus on similarities between individual songs.
Unlike those evaluations presented in the mentioned publications, the one conducted for this thesis compares
all the measures explained in Chapter 2 and uses a widespread set of attributes for the manual assessment of
the repository (cf. Section 4.3). In [PDW03b] the same measures were analyzed, but on a larger test repository.
However, the musical meta-datafor the large-scaleevaluation presented in [PDW03b] were gained solely from
the All Music Guide. The attributes artist, album, genre, style and tones were used. Unfortunately, the All Music
Guide does not provide information about each individual song, but about each artist. Since songs by the same
artist and even on the same album are often very different, the categorization made for this thesis is probably
more accurate. Indeed, the overall results for the attribute genre areslightly better than those of [PDW03b]. The
tones from the All Music Guide roughly describe similar properties like the attributes mood, tempo, complexity,
emotion and focus of the evaluation conducted for this thesis. Also, the performance of the measures was
relatively bad for tones as well as for the other mentioned attributes. However, using ve attributes to describe
general musical properties allows for a more detailed investigation.
5.2.1 Methodology
The evaluation was conducted as follows. First, for those measures for which a distance matrix indicating
the similarity of two arbitrary pieces did not exist  RP/MFS, PH, SH  such a matrix
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average of all data vectors is calculated.
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5.2.2 Results
Table 5.2 lists the ratios described above for all similarity measures and all attribute values. The deviations
are given in percent. In Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 a summary of the results is depicted as bar graph. Here, only
the weighted means of the deviations of all attribute values are drawn for each measure. The results for each
attribute are discussed below.
Mood
Compared to the ratios of the other attributes, those gained for the attribute mood seem to be quite bad. How-
ever, this fact is not very astonishing since this attribute reects rather subjective feelings of music. A remark-
able point is that the performance of the rhythm-based measures, namely RP/MFS and PH, is slightly better
than that of the timbre-based ones.
Tempo
The results for the attribute tempo are much better than those for the previous attribute because the tempo of a
certain piece of music is not as subjective as, for example, moods or emotions evoked by it. The AP-, PH- and
SH-measures perform quite well here  AP especially for the attribute values medium, fast and varying,
PH for slow pieces and SH for mid-tempo and up-tempo ones. Furthermore, like for nearly all attributes, the
performance of the LS-measure is quite bad.
Complexity
The most remarkable observation concerning the attribute complexity is the bad performance of all measures.
In particular, the ratio for low complexity is negative for each measure, which means that the average distance
between the pieces classied as having a low complexity is larger than that between all pieces of the repository.
AP performs slightly better than the other measures, but nevertheless its achieved deviation remains under 4
percent.
Emotion
The evaluation for the attribute emotion yields quite good results  especially for the timbral measures. Since
emotions are a very subjective basis for classication, this is an interesting outcome. In particular, the LS-, AP-
and SH-measuresperform very well when it comes to detecting aggressive pieces of music (deviations of more
than 20 percent for LS and AP and nearly 40 percent for SH). Pieces categorized as soft are distinguishable
also by the RP-measure. However, the overall performance of RP and PH for this attribute is about the same
as for the attribute complexity.
Focus
When itcomes to distinguishing music accordingto thepresenceof instruments andstrength of voices, the AP-
measure performs best. Nevertheless, the resulting deviations for detecting pieces with strong instrumental
inuence are negative for all measures. This high intra-group dissimilarity could be explained by the variety
of purely or predominantly instrumental music  e.g. orchestral music, electronic music, solo pieces. In terms
of aggregated performance, also the SH-measure performs quite well.
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Genre, Subgenre, Subsubgenre
As for the evaluation results for the attributes genre, subgenre and subsubgenre, in general, they are better than
those of the previously discussed attributes. Again, the measure by Aucouturier and Pachet, together with the
spectrum histograms, perform best. The rhythm-based measures  namely RP and PH  perform a bit worse,
the ratios of PH always being below those of RP. LS performs worst.
Some more preciseobservations aresummarized below. However, only groups containing at least20 pieces
of music are analyzed because the results for smaller groups could be distorted, e.g. when a certain group is
formed by very few pieces of the same artist, it is more probable that its intra-group similarity is higher than
that of a group containing hundreds of pieces by various artists.
￿ For the genre world AP and SH perform much better than the other measures. A reason could be that
the instrumentation of world music often differs strongly from other genres, which favors timbre-based
measures.
￿ The ratio for the distinction of the genre classical is quite good for the RP-, but disastrous for the SH-
measure. A possible explanation could be that the RP- and PH-measures strongly focus on periodicity,
whereas the SH-measuredoes not take it into account. Since classical music usually possesses no distinc-
tive beats, periodicity-based measures have an advantage.
￿ Rock songs are best detected by AP, RP and SH. It is also noticeable that the deviation is greater than
15 percent for all measures. Hence, none of them perform really badly when it comes to detecting this
genre. The very similar deviations of the AP-, RP- and SH-measures show that Rock songs differ in both
the rhythmical and timbral properties from the other genres.
￿ For the genre electronica it is remarkable that the RP-measure performs very badly, whereas the results
of AP and SH are good. This is curious as the RP-measure should perform well in detecting music with
distinctive beats in certain frequency bands. Maybe different positions of the periodicity peaks, which
are a result of varying beats per minute within different styles in this genre, are responsible for the bad
results.
￿ Music belonging to the genre new age can be identied best by the AP- and RP-measures while PH and
SH perform very badly on this task.
￿ AP and SH perform verywell on the subgenres hardrock, punkrock, arena rockandpop. However,
punk rock is best detected by the LS-measure, which performs rather badly for most other attribute
values.
￿ When it comes to discovering Trance songs, AP and SH also perform best. Interestingly, the RP-measure,
although it is rhythm-based, yields very bad results for trance and techno. A possible explanation for
this was already given above in the discussion of the genre electronica.
￿ Celtic songs are detected best by the AP-, RP- and PH-measures.
￿ The SH-measure reaches a deviation of nearly 60 percent for songs classied as folk rock. It seems that
the preferred instruments in neo-medieval music that belongs to this genre  for instance, bagpipes and
hurdy-gurdies used by the artists In Extremo, Schandmaul or Subway To Sally  can be detected well
by the timbre-based SH-measure.
￿ The performance of the AP- and RP-measures is much better than that of the other ones for the subgenre
progressive electronic.
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￿ Some subsubgenres of the subgenre hard rock  namely heavy metal and melodic metal  can be
identied very well by the AP- and SH-measures; gothic metal is best detected by the RP-measure,
which also performs well for progressive metal and melodic metal. When it comes to distinguishing
progressive metal, the measure by Aucouturier and Pachet also works ne. All other subsubgenres do
not provide enough pieces of music assigned to them to reveal statistically signicant information.
property value number of tracks LS AP RP PH SH
mood sad 177 0.24 6.33 30.83 18.73 -1.31
neutral 418 -2.39 -11.42 -3.87 -1.78 -3.53
happy 239 5.88 16.07 -9.42 -3.85 9.84
weighted mean 834 0.54 0.22 1.90 1.98 0.77
tempo very slow 33 -11.90 -8.76 42.97 40.79 -41.96
slow 167 -2.50 7.97 23.81 22.09 -0.91
medium 358 6.87 14.90 7.50 7.37 17.71
fast 198 11.11 13.18 -8.93 -0.70 9.76
very fast 43 18.58 0.16 -21.14 0.26 41.58
varying 35 -8.34 20.41 37.79 32.45 -0.37
weighted mean 834 5.23 11.64 8.06 10.41 10.20
complexity low 149 -13.76 -46.62 -47.50 -23.83 -5.76
medium 630 7.23 16.96 13.21 8.48 11.22
high 55 -26.24 -8.39 24.78 15.32 -66.02
weighted mean 834 1.28 3.93 3.13 3.16 3.09
emotion soft 244 2.40 18.04 13.50 6.42 2.58
neutral 373 -1.55 -0.11 -2.67 -1.79 -1.46
aggressive 217 23.30 28.46 0.39 8.49 37.18
weighted mean 834 6.07 12.63 2.86 3.29 9.78
focus instruments 216 -23.02 -32.22 -30.71 -17.69 -26.74
vocals 46 -16.37 -15.39 5.21 26.27 -14.58
both 572 14.51 25.04 16.59 10.17 19.83
weighted mean 834 3.09 7.98 3.71 3.84 5.87
genre world 87 5.27 19.39 3.59 7.70 15.95
classical 48 -42.14 -31.14 39.59 25.34 -72.76
rock 503 15.91 24.36 25.75 16.09 23.15
electronica 108 2.22 37.35 -41.41 4.65 34.44
new age 45 5.54 24.73 29.12 -1.53 -7.65
folk 19 12.35 16.76 31.75 58.49 26.60
jazz 12 -31.85 22.35 22.38 34.99 6.68
blues 11 39.16 52.08 19.50 16.70 48.59
weighted mean 833 8.66 22.51 15.71 14.56 16.85
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property value number of tracks LS AP RP PH SH
subgenre italy 6 14.40 41.09 52.22 21.01 16.06
modern 2 43.06 57.36 81.46 63.98 62.80
hard rock 195 16.77 28.50 32.77 19.19 34.72
punk rock 57 41.13 38.02 25.16 21.60 40.54
arena rock 89 25.03 41.34 35.17 13.26 41.41
euro-dance 13 4.42 46.80 2.48 11.51 40.30
pop 76 21.29 37.29 13.63 12.78 28.89
guitar 8 6.97 37.53 63.95 43.58 7.39
asia 10 -34.97 2.84 25.33 16.27 16.62
celtic new age 7 -1.33 28.77 44.44 13.59 -23.86
trance 58 11.34 39.87 -26.52 12.97 45.96
chanson 4 42.73 51.87 55.48 35.36 68.44
celtic 23 -2.22 22.45 23.19 20.37 9.85
experimental rock 12 13.91 39.98 47.88 37.09 18.82
piano 12 3.91 39.29 68.59 51.53 21.10
psychedelic rock 5 41.53 40.00 47.96 49.10 61.38
blues rock 5 -12.76 38.10 -4.59 25.36 10.95
alternative rock 14 -26.00 23.08 44.91 20.33 -7.78
latin 10 26.98 49.79 16.49 24.80 9.64
folk rock 25 26.24 24.48 29.26 31.51 56.59
progressive electronic 33 13.74 29.03 28.44 -0.63 5.73
progressive rock 5 11.19 43.11 76.65 45.50 28.84
proto-punk 10 20.47 39.40 32.00 23.63 17.58
techno 19 16.23 40.47 -24.64 18.90 33.42
classical crossover 6 18.14 57.90 46.60 19.51 59.23
gregorian chant 14 -11.34 15.46 80.66 58.30 -37.45
bells 4 3.07 9.84 64.87 50.60 47.52
irish folk 18 32.91 19.63 48.40 23.15 32.10
christmas 19 12.35 16.76 31.75 58.49 26.60
swing 6 -43.33 12.60 19.99 34.56 -16.43
bop 3 20.08 44.49 52.25 75.26 79.30
soft rock 10 25.73 45.45 33.67 17.41 34.73
reggae 15 38.70 45.17 11.05 7.61 55.62
hardcore techno 18 -7.10 48.97 -41.24 4.58 38.37
modern electric blues 11 39.16 52.08 19.50 16.70 48.59
weighted mean 822 16.83 34.01 24.94 20.32 31.59
subsubgenre progressive metal 27 17.31 34.36 38.69 27.74 26.59
speed metal 2 72.06 79.44 80.55 67.98 70.62
heavy metal 58 23.03 35.76 28.13 15.32 36.51
melodic metal 27 24.11 46.53 48.60 25.46 51.61
alternative metal 15 16.18 32.93 19.41 24.06 35.39
gothic metal 30 14.91 34.55 51.54 24.83 39.73
death metal 5 62.85 79.31 78.47 63.56 54.89
austro-pop 19 27.36 40.17 13.90 19.22 35.84
true metal 15 39.14 63.07 44.61 25.35 62.79
celtic folk 18 -4.26 17.07 23.43 25.50 7.01
pop metal 9 13.25 34.29 21.53 20.34 46.03
power metal 7 63.45 72.04 43.09 42.38 73.80
celtic new age 2 48.09 56.80 79.69 81.48 79.30
celtic pop 2 65.61 62.30 64.47 59.58 67.51
alternative pop 4 52.43 59.52 67.99 47.74 53.66
urban 6 30.27 54.94 42.50 39.42 68.78
teen pop 3 63.67 57.03 16.48 18.18 71.42
adult contemporary 9 37.82 49.31 40.77 9.89 36.88
weighted mean 258 24.60 41.06 36.67 24.89 40.76
Table 5.2: This table shows the results of the evaluation for each of the regarded similarity measures. It depicts
the percentage of the difference between the mean of the distances of tracks assigned a specic attribute value
and the mean of the distances between all tracks. For instance, a value of 10 (-10) for a xed property value
means that the average distance within the group of songs formed by this property value is 10 percent lower
(higher) than the average distance between all songs of the repository.
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Figure 5.1: Results of the evaluation for the attributes mood, tempo, complexity, emotion and focus.
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Figure 5.2: Results of the evaluation for the attributes genre, subgenre and subsubgenre. It is necessary to note
the different scaling of the vertical axis compared to Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.3: Overall performance of the evaluated similarity measures.
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User Interface
In this chapter, the user interface for the Visualization of Structured Music Collections (ViSMuC) and the under-
lying considerations which led to its nal form are described. Basically, the principal motivation for creating
a user interface that is based on results of perceptual similarity measures was to support the user in exploring
formerly unknown music as well as in browsing through repositories in order to nd songs that would be
difcult to discover with traditional text-based search engines. Since users do not always know how to specify
what they are seeking, nor even what they are looking for, developing solutions that address this issues is an
important and challenging task [Pac03].
The user interface strongly focuses on graphical representations of the music repository. Alternative ways
of searching in and browsing through music collections, like text-based systems (e.g. All Music Guide 1) or tune
matching systems which involve, for example, score comparison or query by humming (e.g. MelodieSuchma-
schine 2 or [GLCS95, HP01]) surely also have their application areas. However, the usability of such systems,
which is analyzed for example in [BS02], reveals serious deciencies. Especially for novices, search engines
that are based on score matching or singing/humming are difcult to use since they require at least basic
musical knowledge and abilities. In contrast, the ViSMuC-user interface was designed to offer an easy and
intuitive way for exploring music repositories. Thus, not only music experts, but also people who just enjoy
listening to good music are addressed.
To generatethe user interfacefor agiven repository, aMatlab
R
￿
-program,which processesthe availabledata
and nally creates a set of linked HTML-les and pictures was developed. HTML and JavaScript were used
to ensure the independence from the operating system since web browsers supporting JavaScript are available
for nearly all platforms. Future applications could even use the visualizations on mobile devices like Personal
Digital Assistants (PDAs) or MP3-players with built-in screens. Unfortunately, today's screen resolutions of
such devices are too low to use the current version of the user interface.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In the rst section, the data sources that can be used
by thecodegeneratingMatlab
R
￿
-programarereviewed. Hereafter,thestructureanddesignoftheuserinterface
are presented as well as its functions. Section 6.3 then illustrates the different parts of the user interface that
was generated based on the data of the test repository. Finally, the last section provides some results of a short
usability study that was conducted to reveal shortcomings and gather suggestions for improvement.
6.1 Available Data Sources
In this section, the various data sources that can be exploited to generate the user interface for a given repos-
itory are discussed. Since the user interface is constructed by a Matlab
R
￿
-program, the data need to be im-
portable into the respective environment. Therefore, the applied methods for converting the data to a format
that is readable by Matlab are presented for those data sources for which such a conversion is necessary.
1http://www.allmusic.com (date of access: 2003-10-17)
2http://www.musicline.de/de/melodiesuche (date of access: 2003-11-13)
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6.1.1 Similarity Measures
Considering the results of the conducted evaluation (cf. Figure 5.3), the RP/MFS-measure was chosen to
calculate the rhythmic features for the user interface. As for the timbre-based measures, in spite of the fact
that the AP-measure performed best in the evaluation, the spectrum histograms were selected to be used as
timbral measure because their calculation times are much lower (less than 3 hours in comparison to 34 hours
for the test repository  cf. Table 5.1) and the performance difference of about 2 percent does not justify such
an enormous increase in time consumption.
Since Matlab
R
￿
-implementations of the RP/MFS- and SH-measures are used, the resulting data are directly
available to the code generating program.
6.1.2 User-Dened Directory Structure
Most users organize their music repositories with respect to some individual ontology. For this reason, they
often create a directory structure that consists of folders for different genres, artists, albums or other criteria.
This user-dened directory structure is taken into account by recursively accessing all directories of a given
repository and creating visualizations for every visited folder. Regarding the SDH-visualizations of the user
interface, for each piece of music that is not situated on a map which already represents the content of the
directory containing the piece, a link to the appropriate folder enables the user to browse according to his/her
familiar directory structure.
6.1.3 ID3-Tags
Using the tool mp3info 3, release 1.6.0d4, the ID3-tags of all MP3-les contained in the repository are extracted
by a Matlab
R
￿
-program. More precisely, this program recursively accesses all directories of the repository and
invokes mp3info for each music le in order to create a text le containing the ID3-tags of the MP3-le. The
content of this text le is read and the values of the most frequently used ID3-tags are extracted and nally
inserted into a Matlab
R
￿
-structure holding these values for the complete directory. Hereafter, the structure is
saved to a Matlab
R
￿
-le in the directory of the actual recursion, but also propagated to all directories at higher
levels. Eventually, each folder contains a Matlab
R
￿
-readable le consisting of ID3-tags 4 of all music les that
reside either in this folder or in directories at deeper levels.
6.1.4 Results of the Manual Classication
As described in Chapter 4, a database containing categorizations for each piece of music in the test repository
was created. Using thesedatarequiresexporting the respectivetableofthe databaseto astandardtextle. This
can be accomplished with all currently available database systems. Hence, the usage of external meta-data for
creating the user interface is not restrictedto a specic databaseformat. Given the text le, a Matlab
R
￿
-program
similar to the one described above for the ID3-tags is used to process the data and convert them to a Matlab
R
￿
-
readable le.
3http://sourceforge.net/projects/mp3info (date of access: 2003-06-12)
4The following ID3-tags are used: title, artist, album, year, genre, comment, bitrate, bitrate2, playtime. In case of variable bitrate encoding
the attributes bitrate and bitrate2 indicate the minimum and maximum data throughput, respectively. If the encoding is performed using
a constant bitrate, bitrate and bitrate2 are the same.
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6.2 Structure and Design
The structure and design of the user interface were elaborated in accordance with the most common principles
for data visualization, namely focusing and linking [BMMS91]. Moreover, additional guidelines and rules for
using multiple views in information visualization can be found in [BWK00]. These concepts and their appli-
cation to the developed ViSMuC-interface are explained in the second part of this section. First, the functions
and visualizations that are provided by the user interface are described.
6.2.1 The Different Parts and Functions of the User Interface
To get a rst impression of the user interface, the readeris invited to take a look at Figure 6.1. This gure shows
the three main parts of the ViSMuC-interface: control panel, main visualization area for SOMs and codebooks,
and meta-data visualization area.
The leftmost frame contains the control panel (cf. Figure 6.2) that is used to change the content of the other
two areas. This control panelis split into fourparts. Atthevery topof it, threenavigation buttons canbefound.
Since the back- and forward-buttons of all popular Internet browsers are incapable of updating more than
one frame at a single click, correctly working functions to go back and forward one view are provided by the
leftmost and the rightmost of the three buttons, respectively. By clicking on the center button the user can
always jump to a standard view of the root level directory that uses the colormap islands and is based solely
on the rhythmic features. The metaphor of arrows as symbols on the navigation buttons was chosen because
most users are familiar with it since it is very common. Below the navigation buttons, the feature balance
selector is situated. Depending on the chosen number of aligned SOMs, the inuence of either rhythmic and
timbral features on the visualization can be adjusted gradually with this selector. Moving the mouse slowly
from the topmost blue square over the intermediate links to the lowermost square results in loading aligned
SOMs that successively shift their focus from rhythmic to timbral properties of the music. The next part of the
control panel is the colormap selector, which is used to change the appearance of the actually displayed SOM
by applying different color models. Finally, the lowermost part of the panel offers links to visualizations of the
model vectors. These codebook illustrations are a very useful aid for interpreting the structure of the SOM.
Since they can best be explained by considering some examples, the reader is referred to Subsection 6.3.4 for a
more detailed discussion.
Occupying the most space on the screen, the main visualization area, situated in the center frame, is used
to display the SDH-visualizations or alternatively the codebooks  based on the settings of the control panel.
Furthermore, some important additionalinformation canbefoundabovethe graphicalrepresentation: theroot
directory on which the actual visualization is based, the feature balance, and the current hierarchy level. As
for the images of the SOMs/SDHs, displaying a grid on the map leads to easily distinguishable map units. The
labels showing the song titles are truncated to either 15 or 20 characters depending on the total number of map
units in order to t into the grid elements. They directly link to the corresponding MP3-les. Furthermore,
moving the mouse over a label opens a pop-up window containing the full name of the piece of music as well
as additional information gained from its ID3-tags. An example of such an id3-tag info-box can be found in
Figure 6.5. As for the red and yellow squares on the map, their function is explained in the next subsection.
The rightmost frame of the user interfacerepresentsthe meta-datavisualization area. Here, the distribution
of attribute values given, for example, by ID3-tags or external databases is illustrated. This is accomplished
by counting the number of songs that satisfy a certain (attribute, value)-assignment for each map unit and
visualizing a smoothed version of the resulting quantity matrix. Like the codebook images, these meta-data
visualizations support identifying the clusters formed by the SOM.
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6.2.2 Using Focusing and Linking in the Hierarchical Structure
When it comes to displaying complicated or complex information, visualizing approaches that use dense en-
coding, i.e. presenting complicated pictures to the user, are seldom successful. It is usually more effective to
construct a number of simple descriptions which are easier to understand than very complex visualizations
that try to display as much information as possible on a single screen. This concept of creating easy to under-
stand illustrations each of which focuses on a particular aspect of the underlying data is usually referred to as
focusing [BMMS91].
Very common focusing techniques are selecting subsets and dimensionality reduction. Both are applied each
time a ViSMuC-user interface is created. Dimensionality reduction is achieved by using the data projection
techniques PCA and SOM (cf. Sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively), whereas subset selection mainly aims at
choosing those pieces of music that are displayed on each SOM. In the developed Matlab
R
￿
-program, the car-
dinality of such a subset is determined by two factors: the number of map units of the SOM and the number
of songs mapped to each unit.
Since the number of map units should be dependent on the number of data items, the map size is deter-
mined by taking the square root of the cardinality of the data set and multiplying it with a constant value.
The result is rounded to obtain a column/row-ratio of 3:2. Moreover, there is a minimum map size of 2
￿
3
since creating smaller maps does not make sense and furthermore would violate the constraint given by the
column/row-ratio. Also the maximum number of map units is limited by a constant of the program that forces
greater maps to reduce their size to either 54 or 96 map units, which leads to 6
￿
9- or 8
￿
12-SOMs, respectively.
This was necessary in order to avoid visual overloading of the user as a result of displaying too many song
titles on a single map. The presented approach for determining the map size works very well for the inves-
tigated repositories that contained between 15 and 834 pieces of music. Due to the size restrictions it is also
appropriate for larger collections.
As for the number of songs that are projected to each map unit, it has been decided to display a maximum
of ve on a single unit. Nevertheless, the user can identify the real quantity by considering the number at
the lower left corner of each map unit. If more than ve pieces of music are projected to a certain map unit,
the best matching data item in the respective Voronoi set, i.e. the song with the minimum Euclidean distance
between its feature vector and the model vector, is chosen to represent a prototype of the map unit. Since this
selection usually hides great parts of the repository, the omitted pieces of music have to be made available to
the user by other views. For this purpose, each Voronoi set containing more than ve pieces is visualized by
a new SOM that is situated on a lower hierarchy level. The need for connecting the different hierarchy levels
accounts for the second design principle  linking.
In general, a consequence of focusing is that each view only presents partial information about the under-
lying data. Connecting these single views by inserting links between them is crucial to form a coherent image
of the whole data. In the ViSMuC-interface, views of different hierarchy levels are linked by either yellow and
red squares at the bottom of the map units at the higher level SOMs. While the red links point to those SOMs
that were generated because the number of songs represented by a single map unit exceeded ve, the yellow
ones offer a convenient way to browse the directory in which the displayed song is stored.
In Figures 6.3 and 6.4 the results of the focusing and linking techniques, as described above, can be seen.
6.3 Visualization of the Test Repository
Since the different visualization types that are provided by the user interface are easier to understand when
appropriate example images are considered, in this section, the ViSMuC-visualizations of the test repository
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are regarded in order to discuss the four main kinds of images that are used. Basically, all images produced
by the ViSMuC-program are stored in the Portable Network Graphics (PNG) format [RPea99] since it combines
lossless compression with small le sizes, even for truecolor images. Furthermore, using a color depth of 24
bits was crucial to preserve smooth color shadings.
6.3.1 Aligned SOMs/SDHs
An example of aligned SOMs that are visualized by SDHs can be found in Figure 6.6, which reveals the chang-
ing cluster structure when the feature balance is shifted gradually from 100 percent rhythm to 100 percent
timbre.
Comparing the two extreme views, the different clustering criteria become obvious. While the RP/MFS-
measure clusters the pieces of music according to reoccurring activations in each of the 20 frequency bands,
the SH-measure takes into account the intensity and recurrency of sounds that are quantized according to the
critical-bands. Therefore, the SOM that is based solely on the results of the RP/MFS-measure projects songs
with similar rhythm patterns, e.g. frequently reoccurring strong beats at low frequencies, to similar locations
on the map. In contrast, the map which was generated exclusively on the basis of the timbral SH-features
arranges the pieces of music according to the similarity of their spectral shapes.
Taking a closer look at the rhythmic perspective, it can be observed that the clustering coincides quite
well with a distinction by genre. While all Gregorian chants are grouped together on an island situated in
the upper right corner of the map, folk music that also exhibits strong vocal parts  e.g. tracks from the
compact disc Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits, a collection of Christmas songs  can be found exclusively
in the rst row of the map unit grid. Furthermore, also some soft pieces of Jazz music are projected to map
units situated in the upper left. In contrast, the electronic music of the genres techno and trance  e.g. the
albums Thunderdome IV - The Devil's Last Wish or Future Trance Vol. 12  has a totally different rhythmic
shape and thus is mapped to the lower regions, far away from the voice-oriented folk songs. However, also
a considerable number of Punk Rock songs is grouped on and around a very small island in the lower center
of the SOM. Like Techno or Trance music, these pieces reveal strong drum beats in the lower frequency bands
and just a few activations in the upper ones. Nevertheless, although for example the songs Nice 'n' Sleazy
by The Stranglers taken from the album History of Punk Rock (Disc 1) and Zimboculture by E-De-Cologne
from Thunderdome IV - The Devil's Last Wish (Disc 1) can be found on the same map unit, it is very unlikely
that any human listener would dene them as similar. On the timbre-based SOM they are mapped to different
islands even though the distance between the respective map units is not very large.
Analyzing the SOM based on the SH-measure reveals one huge island which occupies the center and right
regions of the map. Another much smaller one is spread along the leftmost two columns. Basically, these
two islands differ in regard to the emotions the respective pieces of music are likely to invoke. In fact, while
moving from the right areas of the map to the left ones, an increase in aggressiveness (and also in loudness)
is noticeable. The peninsula with the little mountain which resides in the lower right corner is composed
mainly of very soft songs  e.g. tracks from the albums Kuschelrock Vol. 11, Celtic Myths and Mystera IX
 while the leftmost island on the map primarily represents Techno and Trance music  e.g. Thunderdome IV
or Frankfurt Beat Productions. However, some outliers can be found in each of the mentioned regions. Con-
sidering, for example, the pieces of music that are projected to the map unit in the third row and rst column
reveals not only six very aggressive tracks from the album Thunderdome IV - The Devil's Last Wish (Disc 1)
but also the Punk song Bear Cage by The Stranglers and, most surprisingly, the quite soft New Age song
Quo Vadis by Highland. With the aid of the codebook visualization, the reason for this can be uncovered
quickly. The two outliers and some of the Techno songs possess similarly loud sounds in equal frequency
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bands. However, hardly anyone would suspect Quo Vadis to be situated next to the Hardcore Techno track
Help Germany (Ware House E.P. 2) by Car & Drive.
6.3.2 Colormaps
To address the varying preferences of different users in regard to the visual representation of the music repos-
itory, more precisely the visualization of the SDHs, three very dissimilar colormaps are made available. In
Figures 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9 each of the colormaps is illustrated.
Islands
The colormap denoted as islands is a modied version of the one used in [Pam01]. It has been slightly
adapted in order to better resemble the usual color scale of printed maps, e.g. [Geo90]. However, the idea of
emphasizing the transitions between seas and islands by inserting a beach level was preserved.
Basically, areas with few pieces of music mapped to them form oceans and lakes on the map, thus being
colored in shades of blue. The darker the blue, the fewer songs are represented by the area. Those songs which
lie in such regions are mostly outliers and often differ heavily from the main clusters which are illustrated by
islands. As already mentioned, the borders between water and land are colored yellow since they represent
beaches. For the clusters themselves the color scale covers a range from dark green (dense woods) to light
green (light forests and veldts) to brown (hills) and nally to hues of gray and white (glaciers and snow-
covered mountain tops).
Fire
This newly created colormap emphasizes regions with many votes according to the calculation of the SDH (cf.
Section 3.4). Dark colors ranging from black to red are used in nearly two thirds of the available shades in
order to suppress areas with few votes. The remaining third is a color gradient from orange to yellow. Due to
the glowing appearance of the maps visualized with this colormap, it was named re.
Jet
Providing the highest contrasts between neighboring color levels, the colormap jet is capable of visualizing
even small differences in the probability distribution calculated by the SDH. It is a standard colormap of the
Matlab
R
￿
-environment whose colors begin with dark blue, range through shades of blue, cyan, green, yellow
and red, and end with dark red.
6.3.3 Distribution of Meta-Data Values
Visualizing meta-data  for example, those gained from the manual categorization or from ID3-tags  is ac-
complished by using an approach that is commonly known as component planes [KNK98]. A component plane
normally visualizes the inuence of each variable in the feature set on the cluster structure of the SOM. Since
also (attribute, value)-pairs from databases or other data sources can be considered as features, it is possible to
apply the same technique, which has already been explained in Section 6.2.
In Figure 6.10 an assortment of component planes based on the left SOM in Figure 6.11 is presented. The
leftmost group shows the distribution of the genres Classical, Rock and Electronica according to the ID3-
tags. It can be observed that classical music is mapped exclusively to the island with the high mountain,
which is situated in the upper right corner of the map. Furthermore, the lowermost component plane reveals
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that electronic music can be found in regions either at the lower right and the lower left. At rst sight, it
seems that the SOM was not able to cluster the pieces of electronic music appropriately. However, considering
the more precise attribute subgenre of the manual classication, it becomes obvious that there is a difference
between the two clusters. In fact, the electronic music on the lower leftisland is categorizedas hardcoretechno
and thus much more aggressive than that grouped around the lower right corner of the map, which mainly
belongs to the subgenre trance. As for the center component plane for the attribute id3-genre, it depicts the
distribution of Rock music. Since the genre Rock is a very general one and includes a large number of quite
different subgenres, no prominent clusters can be identied.
The other four groups of component planes show the distributions of some attribute values from the man-
ual classication. The illustrated attributes are emotion, tempo, complexity and focus. Analyzing these distribu-
tions, several interesting correlations between some of the attribute values can be observed. For example, the
ID3-genre Classical coincides with neutral emotion, slow tempo, low complexity, and strong vocal appear-
ance. Indeed, the music of the respective island in the upper right corner of the map predominantly consists of
Gregorian chants. Another interdependence can be stated between electronic music and focus on instruments,
although the instruments used in this kind of music are mostly virtual. Furthermore, regarding the compo-
nent plane for aggressiveness, it becomes obvious that the cluster in the lower left, which is mainly formed
of electronic music, contains more aggressive tracks than the other Electronica cluster residing in the lower
right corner of the map.
The component plane visualization also conrms the results of the similarity measure evaluation (cf. Fig-
ure 5.1). The disappointing performance of the RP/MFS-measure for the attributes complexity, emotion and
focus coincides well with the diffuse distribution of the respective attribute values. In particular, the regions
containing different values for the property emotion overlap considerably. As for the tempo, the respective
component planes show quite well that slow pieces of music can be found in the upper regions of the map,
whereas the lower areas mainly contain fast songs. This fairly precise partitioning of the map validates the
better performance when it comes to distinguishing music with respect to the attribute tempo.
6.3.4 Codebooks
In Figure 6.11 the codebooks of two SOMs are illustrated. In order to create such a codebook visualization,
all model vectors of a SOM are visualized with respect to the features of the underlying similarity measure.
Presenting these codebook visualizations to the user is done in such a way that the positions of the model
vector images correspond to the respective map units on the SOM.
The upper two images of Figure 6.11 show SDH-visualizations for 6
￿
9-SOMs trained on the content of
the directory Various Artists. While the upper left map only uses rhythmic features (RP/MFS), the one
residing in the upper right was created exclusively from the timbral measure (SH). Therefore, the codebook
visualizations situated in the left column were created using the same technique as applied for illustrating the
feature vectors in Figure 2.3, whereas those residing in the right column were generated similarly to the ones
shown in Figure 2.5.
Since space on the codebook visualization screen is strongly limited, the axes and colorbars are removed.
Unfortunately, this leads to the problem of not knowing the real value  e.g. the effective uctuation strength
in case of RP/MFS-codebooks  at an arbitrary position on a model vector visualization. In order to solve this
problem, two codebook visualizations are created for each SOM and each of the used similarity measure 5.
While the rst one is based on locally scaled values, i.e. an independent scaling for each model vector repre-
5According to the used approach of aligned SOMs, each model vector contains a mixture of weighted data derived from either the
RP/MFS- and the SH-features. Thus, illustrating the codebook for a given SOM involves splitting all model vectors and generating
visualizations for both features.
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sentation is used, the values of the second one are globally scaled. This global scaling involves searching the
minimum and maximum of all values in all model vectors of a given SOM. In each model vector visualization,
this constant global minimum is mapped to the lower end of the color scale, whereas the global maximum is
mapped to its upper end. The values between the maxima are projected linearly to the color scale.
The images in the second row of Figure 6.11show codebook visualizations that arelocally scaled, the lower
two pictures show globally scaled codebooks. Comparing the second with the third row, some interesting
differences can be seen. For example, although the locally scaled RP/MFS-visualization indicates strong beats
in the center and lower right areas, and also in the lower left corner of the map, the real strength of those beats
is not discernable until the image based on global scaling is observed. In fact, the mentioned regions contain
almost solely music that can be classied as techno or trance. However, if the user intends to get an idea
of the overall shape of the model vectors, looking at the globally scaled codebooks is the wrong choice since
model vectors whose values lie within a small domain are illustrated using very few color shadings.
6.4 Usability Considerations
Since the author is highly interested in the usability of the developed ViSMuC-system, a small qualitative
usability study has been conducted in order to revealpossible shortcomings. Unfortunately, due to time limits,
only three persons could be surveyed. Nevertheless, the setup and results of the evaluation are presented in
this section.
According to [GB99], information exploration activities can be characterized by the three dimensions of
users, tasks/goals and environment. Each dimension is assigned a value that varies from real to synthetic. All
possible combinations ofvaluesforeachofthese dimensions formthedesign spaceforevaluationexperiments.
Users
As for the participating persons, neither of them is a music expert but all enjoy listening to music of various
genres. Two of the test persons can be regarded as computer experts since they are advanced in their studies
of computer science, whereas the third one has just basic knowledge in this eld. Furthermore, each of the test
persons stated that a system for exploring music collections by using different graphical visualizations would
be useful. Therefore, they can be considered as real users.
Tasks/Goals
The following tasks and goals were elaborated.
1. Find music of the genre electronica (according to ID3-genres).
2. Find soft pieces of music as well as aggressive ones.
3. Find all songs by the artist Nightwish and also some similar pieces of music.
4. Find folk songs (according to results of the manual categorization).
5. Try out the different colormaps. Which one do you prefer?
6. Investigate different settings for the feature balance. Can you observe remarkable changes when the
focus is shifted from rhythm to timbre?
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The rst four tasks illustrate typical queries a user may want to raise when searching for music. Hence, these
tasks could be regarded as real. The fth issue on the list takes into account the personal taste of the test
persons. Eventually, the sixth one aims at examining the usefulness of presenting different views according to
musical properties.
Environment
The evaluation was carried out using the complete test repository composed of 834 pieces. Since a large num-
ber of songs contained therein were completely unknown to the test persons, the setting is rather synthetic
according to the dimension environment. The ViSMuC-interface for the usability study was generated utilizing
all available meta-data visualizations and three different views with respect to the feature balance. However,
it was decided to omit the codebook visualizations in order to decrease the complexity of the system.
Results
Tasks 1, 2 and 4 were completed quickly and successfully by all test persons making intensive use of the meta-
data visualizations to interpret the map. However, it was very interesting to observe the different approaches
of the experienced computer users and the novice. While the former used the trial-and-error method, the
actions performed by the latter were more intended and planned. In fact, the experienced users discovered the
functions of the system by clicking on all that seemed to be a link. In contrast, the novice was a bit afraid of
doing something wrong. After an introduction to the system, however, the novice performed the mentioned
tasks efciently without unnecessary clicks.
Task 3  nding songs by Nightwish  turned out to be more difcult. Since neither of the three test
persons knew any songs by Nightwish, they had moved the mouse over a lot of labels to view the ID3-
tags before they nally succeeded. A possible solution to this problem would be to display another set of
component planes that illustrates the distribution of the songs according to their artists. As for issue 5, while
both of the computer experts were in favor of the colormap islands, the third test person preferred jet due
to its high color contrasts. Finally, the results of the last task are quite disappointing since the different feature
balances rather confused the test persons than supported them in gaining new insights.
Furthermore, some general remarks and suggestions for improvement were made. At rst, considering the
labels of the component planes, the experienced computer users were a bit confused by their positions since
those referring to the attribute values are placed below the respective visualization, which is rather uncom-
mon. According to the testers, these labels should be positioned above the visualizations. Another source of
annoyance was the mouse-over effect used by the feature balance selector. Wanting to reach one of the navi-
gation buttons, which are situated directly above the feature balance selector, the risk of accidentally moving
the mouse over a respective link is quite high. Hence, these links should be activated rather by mouse clicks
than by mouse-over events. Eventually, it was proposed to combine the user interface with a text-based search
engine in order to facilitate locating pieces of music which are already known to the user.
6.5 Screenshots of the ViSMuC-User Interface
The next pages contain the screenshots that were used to explain the different functions and visualizations
provided by the ViSMuC-system.
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Figure 6.1: The user interface for the root directory of the test repository (hierarchy level 0) incorporating a
SOM with 54 map units. The left frame represents a control panel, the centered one exhibits the actual SDH-
visualization, and that at the right displays information about the distribution of meta-data values over the
map.
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Figure 6.2: A close view of the complete control panel. From top to bottom: navigation buttons, featurebalance
adjustment, colormap selector, links to codebook visualizations.
Figure 6.3: A close view of 6 map units. The number in the lower left corner of each unit indicates the quantity
of songs represented by it. If this number is greater than 4, a map containing only the pieces of the particular
unit can be accessed by clicking on the red square. The yellow squares are links to maps of those directories
where the displayed tracks reside.
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Figure 6.4: Depiction of two SDHs in hierarchy level 1, which are both accessible through links of the map unit
in hierarchy level 0 (cf. Figure 6.1) whose prototype is Master of the Wind (situated at the very lower left).
The upper visualization was created according to the directory structure of the repository, thus showing the
contents of the folder Manowar, where the mentioned prototype song resides. The lower one contains a view
showing all pieces of music that are projected to the same map unit as the prototype. Hence, this view is based
on the results of the similarity measures.
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Figure 6.5: Example of the pop-up window that appears when the user moves the mouse over the label of an
arbitrary piece of music. In this case, the ID3-information of the respective song is displayed.
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Figure 6.6: Illustration of the modications of the cluster structure when the focus is gradually shifted from
100 percent rhythm to 100 percent timbre in 5 steps (100/0, 75/25, 50/50, 25/75, 0/100). The user interface
was created using a 6
￿
9-SOM and taking Various Artists as root directory.
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Figure 6.7: SDH-visualization of the complete test repository at its root directory (hierarchy level 0) using
colormap islands.
Figure 6.8: SDH-visualization of the complete test repository at its root directory (hierarchy level 0) using
colormap re.
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Figure 6.9: SDH-visualization of the complete test repository at its root directory (hierarchy level 0) using
colormap jet.
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Figure 6.10: Illustration of distributions of some attribute values. The leftmost picture visualizes the distri-
bution of the values assigned to the ID3-tag genre. The other images provide information about some of the
attributes that were used in the manual classication.
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Figure 6.11: Codebook visualizations for two SOMs that are based on the RP/MFS- (left column) and the SH-
features (right column), respectively. The center visualizations are locally scaled, whereas the lower ones use
global scaling.
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Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter, the work presented in this thesis is summarized. In addition, some suggestions for future
research are made.
The research done for this thesis mainly focused on developing a user interface that facilitates explorative
browsing through music repositories which can be composed of an arbitrary number of songs. Since descrip-
tive musical data of the songs are usually unavailable, at rst, ve approaches for perceptual music similarity
measurement were analyzed. For this purpose, a collection containing more than 800 pieces of music from
very differentgenres was created. Subsequently, all songs of this collection were manually categorized accord-
ing to several attributes. An evaluation of the ve measures was then performed on the basis of the manual
categorization. Since its results revealed great differences regarding performance as well as computational
complexity, two algorithms which performed relatively well in their respective categories (rhythmic vs. tim-
bral measures) were selected. However, since the categorization was performed by the author, the results are
at least partly subjective. Hence, a classication done by a larger number of persons could incorporate a wider
spectrum of opinions and thus allow for a more accurate evaluation of the measures.
On the basis of the two selected algorithms, the ViSMuC-user interface has been developed. A simplied
version of Aligned Self-Organizing Maps was used to provide different views according to different weight-
ings of rhythmic and timbral features. The hierarchical structure of the visualizations  taking into account
the clusters formed by the musical similarity measures as well as the directory structure of the repository 
is automatically generated and allows for an unlimited number of songs in the repository. Furthermore, the
codebook visualizations permit interpretation of the map on the basis of the model vectors of the SOM, which
also revealinteresting rhythmic and timbral properties of the underlying pieces of music. Finally, it was shown
that arbitrary meta-information can be illustrated relatively easily by visualizing the smoothed distribution of
the respective attribute values over the map.
However, there are still some possibilities for improvement. A major disadvantage of the current version
is the time and space consumption of both the feature and similarity calculations and the generation of the
various visualizations. For example, given the RP/MFS- and the SH-measures for the 834 pieces of the test
repository, the program is busy for several hours creating a user interface with three feature balances and 96
map units on hierarchy level 0. Since all types of visualizations (SOMs for different feature balances and col-
ormaps, codebooks, component planes for various attribute values) have to be generated with respect to each
of the two hierarchical components (clustering according to the musical features and directory structure), the
resulting user interface consists of nearly 20000 les and occupies more than 400 MB of harddisk space. Also
considering the fact that adding new pieces of music to the repository makes it necessary to recalculate the
SOMs and SDHs, the huge time consumption is especially disadvantageous. Thus, improving the computa-
tional complexity, for example by optimizing the algorithms and/or using a more performant programming
language, is a major requirement for the next version. Ideally, the calculation times should be reduced to a
level on which, given the musical features, the visualizations can be calculated on demand.
In addition, the conducted usability study uncovered another problem of the user interface. Since the SDH-
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visualizations are based solely on the results of the similarity measures, nding music by a specic artist can
be quite difcult, especially when none of his/her songs are mapped to hierarchy level 0. Therefore, a future
version of the user interface should offer a possibility for text-based search or another functionality that also
supports the user in quickly nding known songs. Possible solutions to this issue could involve visualizing
the distributions of the artists over the map or displaying a list which contains all artist names and providing
a masking function, i.e. emphasizing the songs by a certain artist by hiding all other ones.
Finally, the similarity measures themselves could be improved since they are still far away from yielding
reliable results. In fact, the results of the evaluation and the aws in some regions of the maps that were
generated from the test repository show that there is room for improvement.
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Specication of the Test Repository
In this appendix, a complete list of all music les included in the test repository is presented. For each track
in the list, the results of the manual classication are depicted. The list is ordered alphabetically by the names
of the directories and the les contained therein.
The repository consists of 834 pieces of music, representing several different genres. The total play length
is about 61 hours. The shortest track has a duration of barely 19 seconds (Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits -
15 - Glocken des Mainzer Doms), the longest contains exactly 21 minutes of music (Frank Zappa - Läther (Disc 3) -
04 - The Adventures Of Greggery Peccary). The average duration is 4 minutes and 24 seconds.
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lename mood tempo complexity emotion focus genre subgenre subsubgenre
Angelo Branduardi / Angelo Branduardi - La Pulce D'Acqua - 01 - Ballo In Fa Diesis Minore.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both world italy
Angelo Branduardi / Angelo Branduardi - La Pulce D'Acqua - 05 - Il Marinaio.mp3
neutral slow medium soft both world italy
Angelo Branduardi / Angelo Branduardi - La Pulce D'Acqua - 06 - La Pulce D'Acqua.mp3
happy fast medium neutral both world italy
Angelo Branduardi / Angelo Branduardi - La Pulce D'Acqua - 07 - La Sposa Rubata.mp3
sad medium medium neutral both world italy
Angelo Branduardi / Angelo Branduardi - La Pulce D'Acqua - 08 - La Lepre Nelle Luna.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both world italy
Angra / Angra - Angels Cry - 01 - Unnished Allegro.mp3
neutral varying medium neutral instruments classical modern
Angra / Angra - Angels Cry - 06 - Never Understand.mp3
neutral fast high aggressive both rock hard rock progressive metal
Angra / Angra - Angels Cry - 07 - Wuthering Heights.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock hard rock progressive metal
Angra / Angra - Angels Cry - 08 - Streets Of Tomorrow.mp3
sad medium medium neutral both rock hard rock progressive metal
Angra / Angra - Angels Cry - 10 - Lasting Child.mp3
neutral varying high neutral both rock hard rock progressive metal
Angra / Angra - Fireworks - 01 - Wings Of Reality.mp3
neutral fast medium neutral both rock hard rock progressive metal
Angra / Angra - Fireworks - 02 - Petried Eyes.mp3
neutral varying high neutral instruments rock hard rock progressive metal
Angra / Angra - Fireworks - 03 - Lisbon.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral vocals rock hard rock progressive metal
Angra / Angra - Fireworks - 07 - Fireworks.mp3
neutral varying medium neutral both rock hard rock progressive metal
Angra / Angra - Fireworks - 10 - Speed.mp3
neutral very fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock speed metal
Angra / Angra - Holy Land - 01 - Crossing.mp3
neutral very slow medium soft both rock hard rock progressive metal
Angra / Angra - Holy Land - 02 - Nothing to Say.mp3
neutral medium high aggressive both rock hard rock progressive metal
Angra / Angra - Holy Land - 05 - Holy Land.mp3
neutral slow high neutral both rock hard rock progressive metal
Angra / Angra - Holy Land - 08 - Z.I.T.O..mp3
neutral fast high neutral both rock hard rock progressive metal
Angra / Angra - Holy Land - 09 - Deep Blue.mp3
sad slow high neutral both rock hard rock progressive metal
Angra / Angra - Rebirth - 01 - In Excelsis.mp3
neutral very slow medium neutral instruments rock hard rock progressive metal
Angra / Angra - Rebirth - 02 - Nova Era.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock speed metal
Angra / Angra - Rebirth - 05 - Heroes of Sand.mp3
neutral medium high neutral both rock hard rock progressive metal
Angra / Angra - Rebirth - 08 - Judgement Day.mp3
neutral varying high neutral both rock hard rock progressive metal
Angra / Angra - Rebirth - 10 - Visions Prelude.mp3
sad slow medium neutral both rock hard rock progressive metal
Axel Rudi Pell / Axel Rudi Pell - Cry Of The Gypsy.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral instruments rock hard rock heavy metal
Axel Rudi Pell / Axel Rudi Pell - Hot Wheels.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
Axel Rudi Pell / Axel Rudi Pell - Ride The Rainbow.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock hard rock heavy metal
Axel Rudi Pell / Axel Rudi Pell - Talk Of The Guns.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
Axel Rudi Pell / Axel Rudi Pell - The Line.mp3
neutral slow medium neutral both rock hard rock heavy metal
Axel Rudi Pell / Axel Rudi Pell - The Masquerade Ball.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral instruments rock hard rock heavy metal
Axel Rudi Pell / Axel Rudi Pell - The Temple Of The Holy.mp3
neutral slow medium soft both rock hard rock heavy metal
Axel Rudi Pell / Axel Rudi Pell - Time Of The Truth.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock hard rock heavy metal
Axel Rudi Pell / Axel Rudi Pell - Voodoo Nights.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock hard rock heavy metal
Axel Rudi Pell / Axel Rudi Pell - Warrior.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock hard rock heavy metal
Ayreon / Ayreon - The Dream Sequencer - 01 - The Dream Sequencer.mp3
neutral slow high neutral instruments rock hard rock progressive metal
Ayreon / Ayreon - The Dream Sequencer - 02 - My House On Mars.mp3
sad slow medium neutral instruments rock hard rock progressive metal
Ayreon / Ayreon - The Dream Sequencer - 03 - 2084.mp3
neutral slow high neutral instruments rock hard rock progressive metal
Ayreon / Ayreon - The Dream Sequencer - 06 - Dragon On The Sea.mp3
neutral medium high neutral instruments rock hard rock progressive metal
Ayreon / Ayreon - The Dream Sequencer - 10 - The First Man On Earth.mp3
neutral medium high neutral both rock hard rock progressive metal
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lename mood tempo complexity emotion focus genre subgenre subsubgenre
Bad Religion / Bad Religion - No Substance - 01 - Hear It.mp3
neutral very fast low aggressive both rock punk rock
Bad Religion / Bad Religion - No Substance - 02 - Shades Of Truth.mp3
neutral medium low neutral both rock punk rock
Bad Religion / Bad Religion - No Substance - 04 - The Biggest Killer In American History.mp3
neutral fast low aggressive both rock punk rock
Bad Religion / Bad Religion - No Substance - 11 - Mediocre Minds.mp3
neutral fast low aggressive both rock punk rock
Bad Religion / Bad Religion - No Substance - 16 - In So Many Ways.mp3
neutral fast low aggressive both rock punk rock
Bad Religion / Bad Religion - The Gray Race - 01 - The Gray Race.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock punk rock
Bad Religion / Bad Religion - The Gray Race - 03 - A Walk.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock punk rock
Bad Religion / Bad Religion - The Gray Race - 05 - Punk Rock Song.mp3
neutral fast low aggressive both rock punk rock
Bad Religion / Bad Religion - The Gray Race - 11 - Ten In 2010.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock punk rock
Bad Religion / Bad Religion - The Gray Race - 13 - Drunk Sincerity.mp3
neutral fast low neutral both rock punk rock
Bad Religion / Bad Religion - The New America - 01 - You've Got A Chance.mp3
neutral fast low aggressive both rock punk rock
Bad Religion / Bad Religion - The New America - 02 - It's A Long Way To The Promise Land.mp3
neutral fast medium neutral both rock punk rock
Bad Religion / Bad Religion - The New America - 05 - 1000 Memories.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock punk rock
Bad Religion / Bad Religion - The New America - 09 - I Love My Computer.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock punk rock
Bad Religion / Bad Religion - The New America - 12 - Let It Burn.mp3
neutral fast low aggressive both rock punk rock
Bad Religion / Bad Religion - The Process Of Belief - 01 - Supersonic.mp3
neutral very fast low aggressive both rock punk rock
Bad Religion / Bad Religion - The Process Of Belief - 05 - Destined For Nothing.mp3
neutral fast low aggressive both rock punk rock
Bad Religion / Bad Religion - The Process Of Belief - 06 - Materialist.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock punk rock
Bad Religion / Bad Religion - The Process Of Belief - 09 - Epiphany.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock punk rock
Bad Religion / Bad Religion - The Process Of Belief - 12 - The Lie.mp3
neutral fast low neutral both rock punk rock
Blue Öyster Cult / Blue Öyster Cult - Cult Classic - 01 - Don't Fear The Reaper.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock arena rock
Blue Öyster Cult / Blue Öyster Cult - Cult Classic - 04 - This Ain't The Summer Of Love.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock arena rock
Blue Öyster Cult / Blue Öyster Cult - Cult Classic - 05 - Burning For You.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock arena rock
Blue Öyster Cult / Blue Öyster Cult - Cult Classic - 07 - Flaming Telepaths.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock arena rock
Blue Öyster Cult / Blue Öyster Cult - Cult Classic - 09 - Astronomy.mp3
neutral varying high neutral both rock arena rock
Bryan Adams / Bryan Adams - 18 Til I Die - 01 - The Only Thing That Looks Good On Me.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock arena rock
Bryan Adams / Bryan Adams - 18 Til I Die - 02 - Do To You.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock arena rock
Bryan Adams / Bryan Adams - 18 Til I Die - 08 - I Think About You.mp3
neutral slow medium soft both rock arena rock
Bryan Adams / Bryan Adams - 18 Til I Die - 11 - Black Pearl.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock arena rock
Bryan Adams / Bryan Adams - 18 Til I Die - 13 - Have You Ever Really Loved A Woman.mp3
neutral slow medium soft both rock arena rock
Bryan Adams / Bryan Adams - So Far So Good - 01 - Summer Of '69.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock arena rock
Bryan Adams / Bryan Adams - So Far So Good - 02 - Straight From The Heart.mp3
neutral medium medium soft both rock arena rock
Bryan Adams / Bryan Adams - So Far So Good - 07 - Run To You.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock arena rock
Bryan Adams / Bryan Adams - So Far So Good - 09 - Cuts Like A Knife.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock arena rock
Bryan Adams / Bryan Adams - So Far So Good - 14 - Please Forgive Me.mp3
sad slow medium soft both rock arena rock
Century / Century - Melancholia - 01 - Perfect Lie.mp3
sad varying medium aggressive both rock hard rock melodic metal
Century / Century - Melancholia - 03 - I Regret.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock hard rock melodic metal
Century / Century - Melancholia - 07 - I Would Know.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock melodic metal
Century / Century - Melancholia - 08 - Melancholia Light.mp3
happy medium medium soft both rock hard rock melodic metal
Century / Century - Melancholia - 10 - Shine.mp3
neutral fast medium neutral both rock hard rock melodic metal
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lename mood tempo complexity emotion focus genre subgenre subsubgenre
Century / Century - The Secret Inside - 01 - Here Is The Rain.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock hard rock melodic metal
Century / Century - The Secret Inside - 02 - Lost.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock hard rock melodic metal
Century / Century - The Secret Inside - 04 - Save The Pain.mp3
sad slow medium soft both rock hard rock melodic metal
Century / Century - The Secret Inside - 08 - The Secret Inside.mp3
sad medium medium neutral both rock hard rock melodic metal
Century / Century - The Secret Inside - 10 - Nohold.mp3
sad slow medium soft both rock hard rock melodic metal
Clawnger / Clawnger - Use Your Brain - 01 - Power.mp3
neutral fast low aggressive both rock hard rock alternative metal
Clawnger / Clawnger - Use Your Brain - 04 - Wipe My Ass.mp3
neutral fast low aggressive both rock hard rock alternative metal
Clawnger / Clawnger - Use Your Brain - 08 - Undone.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock alternative metal
Clawnger / Clawnger - Use Your Brain - 10 - Back To The Basics.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock alternative metal
Clawnger / Clawnger - Use Your Brain - 12 - Tomorrow.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock alternative metal
Crematory / Crematory - Act Seven - 02 - I Never Die.mp3
sad medium medium aggressive both rock hard rock gothic metal
Crematory / Crematory - Act Seven - 04 - Fly.mp3
neutral fast medium neutral both rock hard rock gothic metal
Crematory / Crematory - Act Seven - 07 - The Game.mp3
sad varying medium neutral both rock hard rock gothic metal
Crematory / Crematory - Act Seven - 08 - Waiting.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock hard rock gothic metal
Crematory / Crematory - Act Seven - 10 - Tale.mp3
neutral medium medium soft both rock hard rock gothic metal
Crematory / Crematory - Believe - 01 - Redemption Of Faith.mp3
sad very slow medium neutral both rock hard rock gothic metal
Crematory / Crematory - Believe - 02 - Endless.mp3
sad fast medium neutral both rock hard rock gothic metal
Crematory / Crematory - Believe - 04 - Take.mp3
sad fast medium neutral both rock hard rock gothic metal
Crematory / Crematory - Believe - 05 - Act Seven.mp3
neutral fast high neutral both rock hard rock gothic metal
Crematory / Crematory - Believe - 12 - Perils Of The Wind.mp3
happy slow medium soft vocals rock hard rock gothic metal
Cyndi Lauper / Cyndi Lauper - Best Of Cyndi Lauper - 01 - Girls Just Want To Have Fun.mp3
happy medium medium neutral vocals rock pop
Cyndi Lauper / Cyndi Lauper - Best Of Cyndi Lauper - 02 - Time After Time.mp3
neutral medium medium soft both rock pop
Cyndi Lauper / Cyndi Lauper - Best Of Cyndi Lauper - 04 - Change Of Heart.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock pop
Cyndi Lauper / Cyndi Lauper - Best Of Cyndi Lauper - 09 - Money Changes Everything.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock pop
Cyndi Lauper / Cyndi Lauper - Best Of Cyndi Lauper - 11 - I Drove All Night.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock pop
Deep Purple / Deep Purple - Purplexed - 02 - The Battle Rages On.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock arena rock
Deep Purple / Deep Purple - Purplexed - 03 - King Of Dreams.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock arena rock
Deep Purple / Deep Purple - Purplexed - 04 - Speed King (live).mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive instruments rock hard rock heavy metal
Deep Purple / Deep Purple - Purplexed - 10 - Child In Time (live).mp3
neutral varying high aggressive instruments rock arena rock
Deep Purple / Deep Purple - Purplexed - 11 - Smoke On The Water (live).mp3
neutral fast high aggressive instruments rock arena rock
Denis Azabagic / Printemps de la Guitare 1996 / Denis Azabagic - Printemps de la Guitare 1996 - 04 - Leo Brouwer - Le Decameron Noir - La fuite des Amants par la Vallee des Echos.mp3
neutral slow medium soft instruments classical guitar
Denis Azabagic / Printemps de la Guitare 1996 / Denis Azabagic - Printemps de la Guitare 1996 - 06 - Joaquin Rodrigo - Concierto de Aranjuez - Allegro con spirito.mp3
happy medium high neutral instruments classical guitar
Denis Azabagic / Printemps de la Guitare 1996 / Denis Azabagic - Printemps de la Guitare 1996 - 05 - Leo Brouwer - Le Decameron Noir - Ballade de la Demoiselle amoureuse.mp3
neutral medium medium soft instruments classical guitar
Denis Azabagic / Printemps de la Guitare 1996 / Denis Azabagic - Printemps de la Guitare 1996 - 07 - Joaquin Rodrigo - Concierto de Aranjuez - Adagio.mp3
sad slow high neutral instruments classical guitar
Denis Azabagic / Printemps de la Guitare 1996 / Denis Azabagic - Printemps de la Guitare 1996 - 03 - Leo Brouwer - Le Decameron Noir - La Harpe du Guerrier.mp3
neutral varying medium soft instruments classical guitar
Denis Azabagic / Printemps de la Guitare 1996 / Denis Azabagic - Printemps de la Guitare 1996 - 01 - Claudy Frederic - Peut etre qu'un Valse.mp3
neutral slow medium soft instruments classical guitar
Denis Azabagic / Printemps de la Guitare 1996 / Denis Azabagic - Printemps de la Guitare 1996 - 02 - Agustin Barrios - Una Limosna por Amor de Dios.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral instruments classical guitar
Denis Azabagic / Printemps de la Guitare 1996 / Denis Azabagic - Printemps de la Guitare 1996 - 08 - Joaquin Rodrigo - Concierto de Aranjuez - Allegro gentile.mp3
happy medium high soft instruments classical guitar
Die Toten Hosen / Die Toten Hosen - Auswärtsspiel - 04 - Auswärtsspiel.mp3
happy very fast medium aggressive both rock punk rock
Die Toten Hosen / Die Toten Hosen - Auswärtsspiel - 05 - Cokane In My Brain.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock punk rock
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Die Toten Hosen / Die Toten Hosen - Auswärtsspiel - 10 - Dankbar.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock punk rock
Die Toten Hosen / Die Toten Hosen - Auswärtsspiel - 13 - Steh auf, wenn Du am Boden bist.mp3
sad medium medium soft vocals rock punk rock
Die Toten Hosen / Die Toten Hosen - Auswärtsspiel - 17 - Venceremos - Wir werden siegen.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock punk rock
Die Toten Hosen / Die Toten Hosen - Im Auftrag des Herrn... - 01 - Niemals einer Meinung.mp3
neutral very fast medium aggressive both rock punk rock
Die Toten Hosen / Die Toten Hosen - Im Auftrag des Herrn... - 06 - Bonnie & Clyde.mp3
happy very fast medium aggressive both rock punk rock
Die Toten Hosen / Die Toten Hosen - Im Auftrag des Herrn... - 09 - Paradies.mp3
sad fast medium aggressive both rock punk rock
Die Toten Hosen / Die Toten Hosen - Im Auftrag des Herrn... - 15 - Mehr davon.mp3
sad medium medium aggressive both rock punk rock
Die Toten Hosen / Die Toten Hosen - Im Auftrag des Herrn... - 16 - Böser Wolf.mp3
sad slow medium soft both rock punk rock
Die Toten Hosen / Die Toten Hosen - Reich & Sexy - 01 - Hier kommt Alex.mp3
neutral varying medium aggressive both rock punk rock
Die Toten Hosen / Die Toten Hosen - Reich & Sexy - 04 - Azzuro.mp3
happy fast medium neutral both rock punk rock
Die Toten Hosen / Die Toten Hosen - Reich & Sexy - 10 - Wort zum Sonntag.mp3
sad medium medium soft both rock punk rock
Die Toten Hosen / Die Toten Hosen - Reich & Sexy - 14 - All die ganzen Jahre.mp3
sad fast medium aggressive both rock punk rock
Die Toten Hosen / Die Toten Hosen - Reich & Sexy - 18 - Eisgekühlter Bommerlunder.mp3
happy varying low neutral vocals rock punk rock
Die Toten Hosen / Die Toten Hosen - Unsterblich - 01 - Entschuldigung , es tut uns leid.mp3
neutral fast medium neutral vocals rock punk rock
Die Toten Hosen / Die Toten Hosen - Unsterblich - 12 - Call of the wild.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock punk rock
Die Toten Hosen / Die Toten Hosen - Unsterblich - 14 - Regen.mp3
sad fast medium aggressive both rock punk rock
Die Toten Hosen / Die Toten Hosen - Unsterblich - 17 - Der Mond, der Kuehlschrank und ich.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock punk rock
Die Toten Hosen / Die Toten Hosen - Unsterblich - 18 - Die Unendlichkeit.mp3
sad slow medium soft both rock punk rock
Dimmu Borgir / Dimmu Borgir - Godless Savage Garden - 01 - Moonchild Domain.mp3
sad fast medium aggressive instruments rock hard rock death metal
Dimmu Borgir / Dimmu Borgir - Godless Savage Garden - 02 - Hunnerkongen.mp3
sad very fast medium aggressive instruments rock hard rock death metal
Dimmu Borgir / Dimmu Borgir - Godless Savage Garden - 03 - Chaos Without Prophecy.mp3
sad medium medium aggressive both rock hard rock death metal
Dimmu Borgir / Dimmu Borgir - Godless Savage Garden - 06 - Stormblast (live).mp3
sad fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock death metal
Dimmu Borgir / Dimmu Borgir - Godless Savage Garden - 08 - In Death's Embrace (live).mp3
sad fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock death metal
Dire Straits / Dire Straits - On The Night - 01 - Calling Elvis.mp3
happy medium medium soft instruments rock pop
Dire Straits / Dire Straits - On The Night - 02 - Walk Of Life.mp3
happy medium medium soft both rock pop
Dire Straits / Dire Straits - On The Night - 05 - Private Investigations.mp3
neutral slow medium neutral instruments rock pop
Dire Straits / Dire Straits - On The Night - 09 - Money For Nothing.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock pop
Dire Straits / Dire Straits - On The Night - 10 - Brothers In Arms.mp3
sad slow medium soft both rock pop
Dunjingarav / Dunjingarav - Traditional Mongolian Art - 01 - Intro - Instrumental.mp3
sad medium medium soft instruments world asia
Dunjingarav / Dunjingarav - Traditional Mongolian Art - 02 - Buddyn shashny ayalguut maani.mp3
neutral slow medium soft vocals world asia
Dunjingarav / Dunjingarav - Traditional Mongolian Art - 04 - Ulgeriin kholboo.mp3
happy fast medium neutral instruments world asia
Dunjingarav / Dunjingarav - Traditional Mongolian Art - 06 - Khos chavkhdas - khalkh jonon.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral instruments world asia
Dunjingarav / Dunjingarav - Traditional Mongolian Art - 09 - Altayn magtaal.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both world asia
EAV / EAV - Geld oder Leben! - 01 - Geld oder Leben.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock pop austro-pop
EAV / EAV - Geld oder Leben! - 03 - Ba-Ba-Banküberfall.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock pop austro-pop
EAV / EAV - Geld oder Leben! - 05 - Heiße Nächte.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock pop austro-pop
EAV / EAV - Geld oder Leben! - 07 - Fata Morgana.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock pop austro-pop
EAV / EAV - Geld oder Leben! - 08 - Märchenprinz.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock pop austro-pop
EAV / EAV - Im Himmel ist die Hölle los! - 02 - Im Himmel ist die Hölle los.mp3
happy medium medium aggressive both rock pop austro-pop
EAV / EAV - Im Himmel ist die Hölle los! - 05 - Schau wie's schneit.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock pop austro-pop
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EAV / EAV - Im Himmel ist die Hölle los! - 07 - Bongo Boy.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock pop austro-pop
EAV / EAV - Im Himmel ist die Hölle los! - 11 - Der Teufel.mp3
neutral slow medium neutral vocals rock pop austro-pop
EAV / EAV - Im Himmel ist die Hölle los! - 17 - Ja ja der Alkohol.mp3
neutral slow medium neutral vocals rock pop austro-pop
Eiffel 65 / Eiffel 65 - Blue.mp3
happy medium medium neutral instruments electronica euro-dance
Eiffel 65 / Eiffel 65 - Dub In Life.mp3
happy medium medium neutral instruments electronica euro-dance
Eiffel 65 / Eiffel 65 - Move Your Body.mp3
happy medium medium neutral instruments electronica euro-dance
Enya / Enya - Paint The Sky With Stars - The Best Of Enya - 01 - Orinoco Flow.mp3
happy medium medium soft both new age celtic new age
Enya / Enya - Paint The Sky With Stars - The Best Of Enya - 02 - Caribbean Blue.mp3
happy medium medium soft both new age celtic new age
Enya / Enya - Paint The Sky With Stars - The Best Of Enya - 08 - Shepherd Moons.mp3
neutral very slow medium soft instruments new age celtic new age
Enya / Enya - Paint The Sky With Stars - The Best Of Enya - 13 - Marble Halls.mp3
neutral very slow medium soft both new age celtic new age
Enya / Enya - Paint The Sky With Stars - The Best Of Enya - 16 - Boadicea.mp3
neutral slow low soft both new age celtic new age
Floorlla / Floorlla - Anthem #1.mp3
happy medium medium neutral instruments electronica trance
Floorlla / Floorlla - Anthem #2.mp3
happy medium low aggressive both electronica trance
Floorlla / Floorlla - Anthem #3.mp3
happy medium low neutral both electronica trance
Floorlla / Floorlla - Anthem #4.mp3
happy medium medium aggressive instruments electronica trance
Floorlla / Floorlla - Anthem #5.mp3
happy medium low aggressive instruments electronica trance
Floorlla / Floorlla - Est-ce Que Enter The Arena.mp3
happy medium medium aggressive both electronica trance
Floorlla / Floorlla - Le Délire (Extended Mix).mp3
happy medium medium aggressive instruments electronica trance
Floorlla / Floorlla - Technoromance.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both electronica trance
Floorlla / Floorlla - The Hypno.mp3
neutral medium low neutral both electronica trance
France Gall / France Gall - Greatest Hits - 01 - Laisse Tomber Les Filles.mp3
happy medium medium soft both world chanson
France Gall / France Gall - Greatest Hits - 02 - Poupée De Cire Poupée De Son.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both world chanson
France Gall / France Gall - Greatest Hits - 03 - Bébé Requin.mp3
neutral medium medium soft both world chanson
France Gall / France Gall - Greatest Hits - 06 - Jazz A Gogo.mp3
neutral fast medium neutral both world chanson
France Gall / France Gall - Greatest Hits - 08 - Ne Soit Pas Si Bébé.mp3
neutral medium medium soft both world celtic
Frank Zappa / Frank Zappa - Läther (Disc 1) - 01 - Re-gyptian Strut.mp3
neutral medium high neutral instruments rock experimental rock
Frank Zappa / Frank Zappa - Läther (Disc 1) - 07 - Tryin' To Grow A Chin.mp3
neutral medium high aggressive both rock experimental rock
Frank Zappa / Frank Zappa - Läther (Disc 1) - 12 - Rdnzl.mp3
happy medium high neutral instruments rock experimental rock
Frank Zappa / Frank Zappa - Läther (Disc 2) - 01 - Honey, Don't You Want A Man Like Me.mp3
happy medium high neutral both rock experimental rock
Frank Zappa / Frank Zappa - Läther (Disc 2) - 06 - The Purple Lagoon.mp3
neutral medium high neutral instruments rock experimental rock
Frank Zappa / Frank Zappa - Läther (Disc 2) - 09 - Spider Of Destiny.mp3
neutral medium high neutral instruments rock experimental rock
Frank Zappa / Frank Zappa - Läther (Disc 3) - 01 - Filthy Habits.mp3
neutral medium high neutral instruments rock experimental rock
Frank Zappa / Frank Zappa - Läther (Disc 3) - 04 - The Adventures Of Greggery Peccary.mp3
happy medium high neutral both rock experimental rock
Frank Zappa / Frank Zappa - Läther (Disc 3) - 08 - Time Is Money.mp3
happy medium high neutral instruments rock experimental rock
Frank Zappa / Frank Zappa - The Yellow Shark - 09 - Ruth Is Sleeping.mp3
neutral varying medium aggressive instruments classical piano
Frank Zappa / Frank Zappa - The Yellow Shark - 12 - Questi Cazzi Di Piccione.mp3
sad varying high neutral instruments classical modern
Frank Zappa / Frank Zappa - The Yellow Shark - 15 - Welcome To The United States.mp3
neutral varying high aggressive both rock experimental rock
Frank Zappa / Frank Zappa - The Yellow Shark - 18 - Get Whitey.mp3
neutral varying high neutral instruments rock experimental rock
Frank Zappa / Frank Zappa - The Yellow Shark - 19 - G-SpotTornado.mp3
happy medium high aggressive instruments rock experimental rock
Frijid Pink / Frijid Pink - Frijid Pink - 01 - God Gave Me You.mp3
happy slow medium soft both rock psychedelic rock
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Frijid Pink / Frijid Pink - Frijid Pink - 05 - Tell Me Why.mp3
sad medium medium aggressive both rock psychedelic rock
Frijid Pink / Frijid Pink - Frijid Pink - 07 - House Of The Rising Sun.mp3
sad medium medium aggressive both rock psychedelic rock
Frijid Pink / Frijid Pink - Frijid Pink - 10 - Heartbreak Hotel.mp3
sad medium medium aggressive both rock psychedelic rock
Frijid Pink / Frijid Pink - Frijid Pink - 11 - Music For The People.mp3
happy slow medium soft both rock psychedelic rock
Gary Moore / Gary Moore - Back To The Blues - 01 - Enough Of The Blues.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock blues rock
Gary Moore / Gary Moore - Back To The Blues - 02 - You Upset Me Baby.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock blues rock
Gary Moore / Gary Moore - Back To The Blues - 04 - Stormy Monday.mp3
neutral slow medium neutral both rock blues rock
Gary Moore / Gary Moore - Back To The Blues - 08 - The Prophet.mp3
sad slow medium neutral instruments rock blues rock
Gary Moore / Gary Moore - Back To The Blues - 10 - Drowning In Tears.mp3
sad slow medium soft both rock blues rock
Gary Moore / Gary Moore - Corridors Of Power - 01 - Don't Take Me For A Loser.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock arena rock
Gary Moore / Gary Moore - Corridors Of Power - 03 - Wishing Well.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock arena rock
Gary Moore / Gary Moore - Corridors Of Power - 04 - Gonna Break My Heart Again.mp3
sad medium medium neutral both rock arena rock
Gary Moore / Gary Moore - Corridors Of Power - 07 - Rockin' Every Night.mp3
happy fast medium aggressive both rock arena rock
Gary Moore / Gary Moore - Corridors Of Power - 09 - I Can't Wait Until Tomorrow.mp3
sad slow medium soft both rock arena rock
Gary Moore / Gary Moore - Dirty Fingers - 01 - Hiroshima.mp3
sad fast medium aggressive both rock arena rock
Gary Moore / Gary Moore - Dirty Fingers - 05 - Run To Your Mama.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock arena rock
Gary Moore / Gary Moore - Dirty Fingers - 06 - Nuclear Attack.mp3
sad medium medium aggressive both rock arena rock
Gary Moore / Gary Moore - Dirty Fingers - 09 - Lonely Nights.mp3
sad medium medium neutral both rock arena rock
Gary Moore / Gary Moore - Dirty Fingers - 10 - Rest In Peace.mp3
sad slow medium soft both rock arena rock
Gary Moore / Gary Moore - Run For Cover - 01 - Run For Cover.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock arena rock
Gary Moore / Gary Moore - Run For Cover - 02 - Reach For The Sky.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock arena rock
Gary Moore / Gary Moore - Run For Cover - 04 - Empty Rooms.mp3
sad slow medium soft both rock arena rock
Gary Moore / Gary Moore - Run For Cover - 06 - Out In The Fields.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock arena rock
Gary Moore / Gary Moore - Run For Cover - 10 - Listen To Your Heartbeat.mp3
neutral medium medium soft both rock arena rock
Gigi d'Agostino / Gigi d'Agostino - Another Way (Extended Version).mp3
neutral medium low neutral instruments electronica trance
Gigi d'Agostino / Gigi d'Agostino - Another Way.mp3
neutral medium low neutral instruments electronica trance
Gigi d'Agostino / Gigi d'Agostino - Bla Bla Bla.mp3
neutral medium low aggressive instruments electronica trance
Gigi d'Agostino / Gigi d'Agostino - Elisir.mp3
neutral medium medium soft both electronica trance
Gigi d'Agostino / Gigi d'Agostino - Gigi Dag.mp3
neutral medium low aggressive instruments electronica trance
Gigi d'Agostino / Gigi d'Agostino - Ice Ice Baby 2001.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive instruments electronica trance
Gigi d'Agostino / Gigi d'Agostino - L'Amour Toujours.mp3
sad slow medium soft both electronica trance
Gigi d'Agostino / Gigi d'Agostino - La Danse (Tanzen Vision Remix).mp3
neutral medium low aggressive instruments electronica trance
Gigi d'Agostino / Gigi d'Agostino - La Passion.mp3
happy medium low soft both electronica trance
Gigi d'Agostino / Gigi d'Agostino - Super (Extended Version).mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive instruments electronica trance
Gigi d'Agostino / Gigi d'Agostino - Super 123.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive instruments electronica trance
Gigi d'Agostino / Gigi d'Agostino - The Riddle.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both electronica trance
Gigi d'Agostino / Gigi d'Agostino - The Way.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both electronica trance
Gigi d'Agostino / Gigi d'Agostino - You Spin Me Round.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both electronica trance
Goldfrapp / Goldfrapp - Felt Mountain - 01 - Lovely Head.mp3
sad slow medium soft both rock alternative rock
Goldfrapp / Goldfrapp - Felt Mountain - 02 - Paper Bag.mp3
sad slow medium soft both rock alternative rock
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Goldfrapp / Goldfrapp - Felt Mountain - 03 - Human.mp3
neutral slow medium neutral both rock alternative rock
Goldfrapp / Goldfrapp - Felt Mountain - 04 - Pilots.mp3
neutral slow medium soft both rock alternative rock
Goldfrapp / Goldfrapp - Felt Mountain - 05 - Deer Stop.mp3
sad very slow medium soft both rock alternative rock
Goldfrapp / Goldfrapp - Felt Mountain - 06 - Felt Mountain.mp3
neutral very slow medium soft both rock alternative rock
Goldfrapp / Goldfrapp - Felt Mountain - 07 - Oompa Radar.mp3
sad slow high neutral instruments rock alternative rock
Goldfrapp / Goldfrapp - Felt Mountain - 08 - Utopia.mp3
sad slow medium neutral both rock alternative rock
Goldfrapp / Goldfrapp - Felt Mountain - 09 - Horse Tears.mp3
sad very slow medium soft both rock alternative rock
Grupo Comarca Bolivia / Grupo Comarca Bolivia - Ilusión Herida - 01 - Ilusion Herida (Carnavalito).mp3
happy medium medium neutral both world latin
Grupo Comarca Bolivia / Grupo Comarca Bolivia - Ilusión Herida - 02 - Boliviamanta (Tinku).mp3
happy medium medium neutral both world latin
Grupo Comarca Bolivia / Grupo Comarca Bolivia - Ilusión Herida - 03 - Al Partitir (Sicuriada).mp3
happy medium medium neutral both world latin
Grupo Comarca Bolivia / Grupo Comarca Bolivia - Ilusión Herida - 04 - Puerta del Sol (Motivo).mp3
sad slow medium neutral instruments world latin
Grupo Comarca Bolivia / Grupo Comarca Bolivia - Ilusión Herida - 06 - Mensajero Del Silencio (Carnavalito).mp3
happy medium medium neutral instruments world latin
Grupo Comarca Bolivia / Grupo Comarca Bolivia - Ilusión Herida - 09 - En Carnaval (Tonada).mp3
neutral fast medium neutral instruments world latin
Grupo Comarca Bolivia / Grupo Comarca Bolivia - Ilusión Herida - 10 - Viento De Los Andes.mp3
neutral slow medium neutral instruments world latin
Grupo Comarca Bolivia / Grupo Comarca Bolivia - Ilusión Herida - 12 - Ch Askosita (Sicuriada).mp3
happy medium medium neutral both world latin
Hammerfall / Hammerfall - Crimson Thunder - 01 - Riders Of The Storm.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock hard rock true metal
Hammerfall / Hammerfall - Crimson Thunder - 02 - Hearts On Fire.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock true metal
Hammerfall / Hammerfall - Crimson Thunder - 04 - Crimson Thunder.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock hard rock true metal
Hammerfall / Hammerfall - Crimson Thunder - 09 - The Unforgiving Blade.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock hard rock true metal
Hammerfall / Hammerfall - Crimson Thunder - 12 - Rising Force.mp3
neutral very fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock true metal
Hammerfall / Hammerfall - Glory To The Brave - 01 - The Dragon Lies Bleeding.mp3
neutral very fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock true metal
Hammerfall / Hammerfall - Glory To The Brave - 03 - Hammerfall.mp3
happy fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock true metal
Hammerfall / Hammerfall - Glory To The Brave - 05 - Child Of The Damned.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock true metal
Hammerfall / Hammerfall - Glory To The Brave - 06 - Steel Meets Steel.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock true metal
Hammerfall / Hammerfall - Glory To The Brave - 09 - Glory To The Brave.mp3
sad slow medium soft both rock hard rock true metal
Hammerfall / Hammerfall - Legacy of Kings - 01 - Heeding the Call.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock true metal
Hammerfall / Hammerfall - Legacy of Kings - 02 - Legacy of Kings.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock true metal
Hammerfall / Hammerfall - Legacy of Kings - 05 - Remember Yesterday.mp3
sad slow medium neutral both rock hard rock true metal
Hammerfall / Hammerfall - Legacy of Kings - 09 - Warriors of Faith.mp3
neutral very fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock true metal
Hammerfall / Hammerfall - Legacy of Kings - 10 - The Fallen One.mp3
sad slow medium neutral both rock hard rock true metal
Hubert von Goisern / Hubert von Goisern - Inexil (Tibet) - 01 - Yerketamu.mp3
happy medium medium neutral instruments world asia
Hubert von Goisern / Hubert von Goisern - Inexil (Tibet) - 02 - Panchen Lama.mp3
sad slow medium soft both world asia
Hubert von Goisern / Hubert von Goisern - Inexil (Tibet) - 07 - Nyelu.mp3
sad very slow medium soft both world asia
Hubert von Goisern / Hubert von Goisern - Inexil (Tibet) - 09 - Sugkinyima.mp3
neutral fast high neutral both world asia
Hubert von Goisern / Hubert von Goisern - Inexil (Tibet) - 10 - 10. März 1959.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both world asia
In Extremo / In Extremo - Verehrt und Angespien - 01 - Merseburger Zaubersprüche.mp3
sad slow medium aggressive both rock folk rock
In Extremo / In Extremo - Verehrt und Angespien - 03 - Herr Mannelig.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock folk rock
In Extremo / In Extremo - Verehrt und Angespien - 05 - Spielmannsuch.mp3
sad fast medium aggressive both rock folk rock
In Extremo / In Extremo - Verehrt und Angespien - 09 - This Corrosion.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock folk rock
In Extremo / In Extremo - Verehrt und Angespien - 12 - In Extremo.mp3
happy fast medium aggressive instruments rock folk rock
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In Extremo / In Extremo - Weckt die Toten! - 01 - Ai vis lo lop.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock folk rock
In Extremo / In Extremo - Weckt die Toten! - 03 - Hiemali Tempore.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock folk rock
In Extremo / In Extremo - Weckt die Toten! - 04 - Rotes Haar.mp3
sad medium medium neutral both rock folk rock
In Extremo / In Extremo - Weckt die Toten! - 07 - Palästinalied.mp3
sad medium medium aggressive both rock folk rock
In Extremo / In Extremo - Weckt die Toten! - 11 - Der Galgen.mp3
sad fast medium aggressive both rock folk rock
JBO / JBO - Anti-Teletubbie.mp3
happy slow medium soft both rock pop
JBO / JBO - Arbeitslos Und Spaß Dabei.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock pop
JBO / JBO - Bolle.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock pop
JBO / JBO - Born In Der Nase.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock pop
JBO / JBO - Das Goldene Stück Scheiße.mp3
sad slow medium neutral both rock pop
JBO / JBO - Die Schlümpfe.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock pop
JBO / JBO - Frauen.mp3
neutral fast medium neutral both rock pop
JBO / JBO - Gimme Dope Joanna.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock pop
JBO / JBO - Jump.mp3
happy medium medium neutral vocals rock pop
JBO / JBO - Live Sex - 05 - Hose Runter.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock pop
JBO / JBO - Live Sex - 09 - Ich Sag' J.B.O..mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock pop
JBO / JBO - Live Sex - 11 - Verteidiger Des Blödsinns.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock pop
JBO / JBO - Moskau.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock pop
JBO / JBO - Nur Geträumt.mp3
happy varying medium neutral vocals rock pop
Bad Religion / Bad Religion - The Gray Race - 16 - Punk Rock Song (German Language - Bonus Track).mp3
neutral fast low aggressive both rock punk rock
Culture Beat / Culture Beat - Got To Get It - 01 - Got To Get It (Raw Deal Mix).mp3
happy fast medium neutral both electronica euro-dance
Culture Beat / Culture Beat - Got To Get It - 02 - Got To Get It (Club Mix).mp3
happy fast medium neutral both electronica euro-dance
Culture Beat / Culture Beat - Got To Get It - 03 - Got To Get It (Extended Album Mix).mp3
happy fast medium neutral both electronica euro-dance
Culture Beat / Culture Beat - Got To Get It - 04 - Got To Get It (Hypnotic Mix).mp3
happy fast medium neutral instruments electronica euro-dance
Culture Beat / Culture Beat - Got To Get It - 05 - Got To Get It (Radio Mix).mp3
happy fast medium neutral both electronica euro-dance
Jean Michel Jarre / Jean Michel Jarre - Oxygene 7-13 - 01 - Oxygene 7.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral instruments new age progressive electronic
Jean Michel Jarre / Jean Michel Jarre - Oxygene 7-13 - 02 - Oxygene 8.mp3
neutral medium high neutral instruments new age progressive electronic
Jean Michel Jarre / Jean Michel Jarre - Oxygene 7-13 - 03 - Oxygene 9.mp3
sad slow high soft instruments new age progressive electronic
Jean Michel Jarre / Jean Michel Jarre - Oxygene 7-13 - 04 - Oxygene 10.mp3
happy medium medium neutral instruments new age progressive electronic
Jean Michel Jarre / Jean Michel Jarre - Oxygene 7-13 - 05 - Oxygene 11.mp3
neutral fast high aggressive instruments new age progressive electronic
Jean Michel Jarre / Jean Michel Jarre - Oxygene 7-13 - 06 - Oxygene 12.mp3
neutral fast high neutral instruments new age progressive electronic
Jean Michel Jarre / Jean Michel Jarre - Oxygene 7-13 - 07 - Oxygene 13.mp3
sad slow medium soft instruments new age progressive electronic
Kansas / Kansas - Point Of Know Return - 01 - Point Of Know Return.mp3
happy medium medium aggressive both rock arena rock
Kansas / Kansas - Point Of Know Return - 02 - Paradox.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock arena rock
Kansas / Kansas - Point Of Know Return - 04 - Portrait (He Knew).mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock arena rock
Kansas / Kansas - Point Of Know Return - 07 - Dust In The Wind.mp3
sad slow medium soft both rock arena rock
Kansas / Kansas - Point Of Know Return - 10 - Hopelessly Human.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock arena rock
Led Zeppelin / Led Zeppelin - Remasters- 01 - Communication Breakdown.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
Led Zeppelin / Led Zeppelin - Remasters- 03 - Good Times Bad Times.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock hard rock heavy metal
Led Zeppelin / Led Zeppelin - Remasters- 05 - Whole Lotta Love.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
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Led Zeppelin / Led Zeppelin - Remasters- 06 - Heartbreaker.mp3
neutral varying medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
Led Zeppelin / Led Zeppelin - Remasters- 10 - Since I've Been Loving You.mp3
sad slow medium neutral both rock hard rock heavy metal
Led Zeppelin / Led Zeppelin - Remasters- 15 - Stairway To Heaven.mp3
sad slow medium soft both rock hard rock heavy metal
Lordi / Lordi - Biomechanic Man.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
Lordi / Lordi - Devil Is A Loser.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
Lordi / Lordi - Dynamite Tonite.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
Lordi / Lordi - Get Heavy.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
Lordi / Lordi - Icon Of Dominance.mp3
sad medium medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
Lordi / Lordi - Last Kiss Good Bye.mp3
sad fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
Lordi / Lordi - Monsters Monsters.mp3
happy fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
Lordi / Lordi - Not The Nicest Guy.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
Lordi / Lordi - Rock The Hell Outta You.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
Lordi / Lordi - Scarctic Cricle Gathering.mp3
sad slow medium neutral instruments rock hard rock heavy metal
Lordi / Lordi - Would You Love A Monsterman.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
Lunasa / Lunasa - Otherworld - 01 - Goobye Miss Goodavich - Rosie's Reel.mp3
happy fast medium neutral instruments world celtic celtic folk
Lunasa / Lunasa - Otherworld - 02 - The Floating Crowbar - McGlinchey's - The Almost Reel.mp3
happy very fast medium neutral instruments world celtic celtic folk
Lunasa / Lunasa - Otherworld - 03 - The Butlers Of Glen Avenue - Sliabh Russel - Cathal McConnell's.mp3
neutral fast medium neutral instruments world celtic celtic folk
Lunasa / Lunasa - Otherworld - 08 - Stolen Apples.mp3
neutral medium medium soft instruments world celtic celtic folk
Lunasa / Lunasa - Otherworld - 11 - O'Carolan's Welcome - Rolling in the Barrel.mp3
sad medium medium soft instruments world celtic celtic folk
Lunasa / Lunasa - The Merry Sisters Of Fate - 01 - Aoibhneas.mp3
happy medium medium neutral instruments world celtic celtic folk
Lunasa / Lunasa - The Merry Sisters Of Fate - 03 - Killarney Boys Of Pleasure.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral instruments world celtic celtic folk
Lunasa / Lunasa - The Merry Sisters Of Fate - 07 - Paistin Fionn.mp3
sad slow medium soft instruments world celtic celtic folk
Lunasa / Lunasa - The Merry Sisters Of Fate - 09 - Scully's.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral instruments world celtic celtic folk
Lunasa / Lunasa - The Merry Sisters Of Fate - 11 - Morning Nightcap.mp3
neutral fast medium neutral instruments world celtic celtic folk
Manowar / Manowar - Louder Than Hell - 01 - Return Of The Warlord.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
Manowar / Manowar - Louder Than Hell - 02 - Brothers Of Metal Pt.1.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock hard rock heavy metal
Manowar / Manowar - Louder Than Hell - 03 - The Gods Made Heavy Metal.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
Manowar / Manowar - Louder Than Hell - 05 - Number 1.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
Manowar / Manowar - Louder Than Hell - 10 - The Power.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
Manowar / Manowar - The Hell Of Steel - Best Of Manowar - 01 - Fighting The World.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
Manowar / Manowar - The Hell Of Steel - Best Of Manowar - 02 - Kings Of Metal.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
Manowar / Manowar - The Hell Of Steel - Best Of Manowar - 03 - The Demon's Whip.mp3
sad varying medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
Manowar / Manowar - The Hell Of Steel - Best Of Manowar - 05 - Defender.mp3
sad varying medium neutral both rock hard rock heavy metal
Manowar / Manowar - The Hell Of Steel - Best Of Manowar - 12 - Herz Aus Stahl.mp3
neutral slow medium neutral both rock hard rock heavy metal
Manowar / Manowar - The Hell Of Steel - Best Of Manowar - 14 - Master Of The Wind.mp3
neutral slow medium soft both rock hard rock heavy metal
Marillion / Marillion - Fugazi - 01 - Assassing.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock progressive rock
Marillion / Marillion - Fugazi - 03 - Jigsaw.mp3
sad slow medium neutral both rock progressive rock
Marillion / Marillion - Fugazi - 04 - Emerald Lies.mp3
neutral varying medium neutral both rock progressive rock
Marillion / Marillion - Fugazi - 06 - Incubus.mp3
sad varying medium neutral both rock progressive rock
Marillion / Marillion - Fugazi - 07 - Fugazi.mp3
sad varying high neutral both rock progressive rock
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Mike Oldeld / Mike Oldeld - Guitars - 01 - Muse.mp3
sad slow medium soft instruments new age progressive electronic
Mike Oldeld / Mike Oldeld - Guitars - 03 - Embers.mp3
neutral slow medium soft instruments new age progressive electronic
Mike Oldeld / Mike Oldeld - Guitars - 04 - Summit Day.mp3
neutral slow medium soft instruments new age progressive electronic
Mike Oldeld / Mike Oldeld - Guitars - 09 - Out Of Mind.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral instruments new age progressive electronic
Mike Oldeld / Mike Oldeld - Guitars - 10 - From The Ashes.mp3
sad slow medium soft instruments new age progressive electronic
Mike Oldeld / Mike Oldeld - Tubular Bells II - 01 - Sentinel.mp3
neutral medium medium soft instruments new age progressive electronic
Mike Oldeld / Mike Oldeld - Tubular Bells II - 03 - Clear Light.mp3
neutral medium high soft instruments new age progressive electronic
Mike Oldeld / Mike Oldeld - Tubular Bells II - 08 - Weightless.mp3
neutral slow medium soft instruments new age progressive electronic
Mike Oldeld / Mike Oldeld - Tubular Bells II - 11 - Tattoo.mp3
neutral medium medium soft instruments new age progressive electronic
Mike Oldeld / Mike Oldeld - Tubular Bells II - 14 - Moonshine.mp3
happy fast medium neutral instruments new age progressive electronic
Mike Oldeld / Mike Oldeld - Tubular Bells III - 01 - The Source Of Secrets.mp3
sad medium medium soft instruments new age progressive electronic
Mike Oldeld / Mike Oldeld - Tubular Bells III - 02 - The Watchful Eye.mp3
neutral very slow medium soft instruments new age progressive electronic
Mike Oldeld / Mike Oldeld - Tubular Bells III - 03 - Jewel In the Crown.mp3
neutral slow medium soft instruments new age progressive electronic
Mike Oldeld / Mike Oldeld - Tubular Bells III - 05 - Serpent Dream.mp3
neutral medium medium soft instruments new age progressive electronic
Mike Oldeld / Mike Oldeld - Tubular Bells III - 09 - Moonwatch.mp3
neutral very slow medium soft instruments new age progressive electronic
Nickelback / Nickelback - Hero.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock alternative rock
Nickelback / Nickelback - How You Remind Me.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock alternative rock
Nickelback / Nickelback - Just For (Remix From Curb).mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock alternative rock
Nickelback / Nickelback - Just Four.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock alternative rock
Nickelback / Nickelback - Pusher.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock alternative rock
Nightwish / Nightwish - 10th Man Down.mp3
sad medium medium aggressive both rock hard rock melodic metal
Nightwish / Nightwish - Angels Fall First.mp3
sad slow medium soft both rock hard rock melodic metal
Nightwish / Nightwish - Bless The Child.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock hard rock melodic metal
Nightwish / Nightwish - Come Cover Me.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock hard rock melodic metal
Nightwish / Nightwish - Crimson Tide Deep Blue Sea.mp3
happy medium medium aggressive instruments rock hard rock melodic metal
Nightwish / Nightwish - End Of All Hope (2).mp3
sad fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock melodic metal
Nightwish / Nightwish - Over the Hills And Far Away.mp3
happy fast medium neutral both rock hard rock melodic metal
Nightwish / Nightwish - Sleeping Sun.mp3
sad slow medium soft both rock hard rock melodic metal
Nightwish / Nightwish - Walking In The Air.mp3
neutral varying medium soft both rock hard rock melodic metal
Paradise Lost / Paradise Lost - Draconian Times - 01 - Enchantment.mp3
sad medium medium neutral both rock hard rock gothic metal
Paradise Lost / Paradise Lost - Draconian Times - 05 - Once Solemn.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock gothic metal
Paradise Lost / Paradise Lost - Draconian Times - 06 - Shadowkings.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock hard rock gothic metal
Paradise Lost / Paradise Lost - Draconian Times - 09 - Shades Of God.mp3
sad medium medium neutral both rock hard rock gothic metal
Paradise Lost / Paradise Lost - Draconian Times - 12 - Jaded.mp3
sad medium medium neutral both rock hard rock gothic metal
Paradise Lost / Paradise Lost - Host - 01 - So Much Is Lost.mp3
sad medium medium neutral both rock hard rock gothic metal
Paradise Lost / Paradise Lost - Host - 02 - Nothing Sacred.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock hard rock gothic metal
Paradise Lost / Paradise Lost - Host - 04 - Harbour.mp3
sad slow medium soft both rock hard rock gothic metal
Paradise Lost / Paradise Lost - Host - 08 - Behind The Grey.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock hard rock gothic metal
Paradise Lost / Paradise Lost - Host - 13 - Host.mp3
sad slow medium soft both rock hard rock gothic metal
Paradise Lost / Paradise Lost - One Second - 01 - One Second.mp3
sad medium medium neutral both rock hard rock gothic metal
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Paradise Lost / Paradise Lost - One Second - 02 - Say Just Words.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock hard rock gothic metal
Paradise Lost / Paradise Lost - One Second - 09 - Blood Of Another.mp3
sad medium medium aggressive both rock hard rock gothic metal
Paradise Lost / Paradise Lost - One Second - 10 - Disappear.mp3
sad slow medium neutral both rock hard rock gothic metal
Paradise Lost / Paradise Lost - One Second - 12 - Take Me Down.mp3
sad very slow medium neutral both rock hard rock gothic metal
Patti Smith / Patti Smith - Easter - 01 - Till Victory.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock proto-punk
Patti Smith / Patti Smith - Easter - 03 - Because The Night.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock proto-punk
Patti Smith / Patti Smith - Easter - 06 - Rock N Roll Nigger.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock proto-punk
Patti Smith / Patti Smith - Easter - 10 - High On Rebellion.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock proto-punk
Patti Smith / Patti Smith - Easter - 12 - Godspeed.mp3
sad very slow medium neutral both rock proto-punk
Patti Smith / Patti Smith - Gone Again - 01 - Gone Again.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock proto-punk
Patti Smith / Patti Smith - Gone Again - 03 - About A Boy.mp3
sad very slow low neutral both rock proto-punk
Patti Smith / Patti Smith - Gone Again - 07 - Wing.mp3
sad very slow low soft both rock proto-punk
Patti Smith / Patti Smith - Gone Again - 10 - Fireies.mp3
sad very slow low soft both rock proto-punk
Patti Smith / Patti Smith - Gone Again - 11 - Farewell Reel.mp3
neutral slow low neutral both rock proto-punk
Queen / Queen - GreatestHits - 01 - Bohemian Rhapsody.mp3
sad slow medium soft both rock arena rock
Queen / Queen - GreatestHits - 02 - Another One Bites The Dust.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock arena rock
Queen / Queen - GreatestHits - 03 - Killer Queen.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock arena rock
Queen / Queen - GreatestHits - 05 - Bicycle Race.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock arena rock
Queen / Queen - GreatestHits - 09 - Crazy Little Thing Called Love.mp3
happy varying medium soft both rock arena rock
Queen / Queen - GreatestHits - 14 - Flash.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock arena rock
Queen / Queen - GreatestHits - 15 - Seven Seas Of Rhye.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock arena rock
Queen / Queen - GreatestHits - 16 - We Will Rock You.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive vocals rock arena rock
Queen / Queen - GreatestHits - 17 - We Are The Champions.mp3
neutral slow medium soft both rock arena rock
Queen / Queen - GreatestHits II - 01 - A Kind Of Magic.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock arena rock
Queen / Queen - GreatestHits II - 02 - Under Pressure.mp3
sad medium medium aggressive both rock arena rock
Queen / Queen - GreatestHits II - 03 - Radio Ga Ga.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock arena rock
Queen / Queen - GreatestHits II - 04 - I Want It All.mp3
neutral varying medium aggressive both rock arena rock
Queen / Queen - GreatestHits II - 05 - I Want To Break Free.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock arena rock
Queen / Queen - GreatestHits II - 07 - It's A Hard Life.mp3
neutral slow medium soft both rock arena rock
Queen / Queen - GreatestHits II - 08 - Breakthru.mp3
happy medium medium aggressive both rock arena rock
Queen / Queen - GreatestHits II - 13 - The Invisible Man.mp3
neutral fast medium neutral both rock arena rock
Queen / Queen - GreatestHits II - 14 - Hammer To Fall.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock arena rock
Queen / Queen - GreatestHits II - 15 - Friends Will Be Friends.mp3
neutral slow medium soft both rock arena rock
Queen / Queen - Innuendo - 01 - Innuendo.mp3
neutral varying medium neutral both rock arena rock
Queen / Queen - Innuendo - 02 - Im Going Slightly Mad.mp3
neutral medium medium soft both rock arena rock
Queen / Queen - Innuendo - 03 - Headlong.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock arena rock
Queen / Queen - Innuendo - 06 - Ride The Wild Wind.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock arena rock
Queen / Queen - Innuendo - 08 - These Are The Days Of Our Lives.mp3
neutral slow medium soft both rock arena rock
Queen / Queen - Innuendo - 11 - Bijou.mp3
sad slow medium neutral instruments rock arena rock
Queen / Queen - Innuendo - 12 - The Show Must Go On.mp3
sad slow medium neutral both rock arena rock
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Rammstein/ Rammstein- Mutter - 01 - Mein Herz Brennt.mp3
sad medium medium aggressive both rock hard rock progressive metal
Rammstein/ Rammstein- Mutter - 02 - Links 2 3 4.mp3
sad fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock progressive metal
Rammstein/ Rammstein- Mutter - 06 - Mutter.mp3
sad medium medium neutral both rock hard rock progressive metal
Rammstein/ Rammstein- Mutter - 07 - Spieluhr.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock hard rock progressive metal
Rammstein/ Rammstein- Mutter - 11 - Nebel.mp3
sad slow medium neutral both rock hard rock progressive metal
Schandmaul / Schandmaul - Narrenkönig - 01 - Walpugisnacht.mp3
happy fast medium neutral both rock folk rock
Schandmaul / Schandmaul - Narrenkönig - 02 - Das Seemannsgrab.mp3
sad medium medium soft both rock folk rock
Schandmaul / Schandmaul - Narrenkönig - 04 - Dein Anblick.mp3
happy medium medium soft both rock folk rock
Schandmaul / Schandmaul - Narrenkönig - 05 - Die drei Prüfungen.mp3
happy fast medium neutral both rock folk rock
Schandmaul / Schandmaul - Narrenkönig - 14 - Der Wandersmann.mp3
neutral medium low neutral vocals rock folk rock
Scooter / Scooter - Back In The U.K..mp3
happy very fast low aggressive both electronica techno
Scooter / Scooter - Fire.mp3
happy very fast low aggressive both electronica techno
Scooter / Scooter - Forever.mp3
happy fast low neutral instruments electronica techno
Scooter / Scooter - How Much Is The Fish.mp3
happy fast medium neutral both electronica techno
Scooter / Scooter - I´m Your Pusher.mp3
happy very fast medium aggressive both electronica techno
Scooter / Scooter - Nessaja (Original mix).mp3
happy fast low neutral instruments electronica techno
Scooter / Scooter - Ramp! (The Logical Song).mp3
happy very fast low aggressive both electronica techno
Scorpions / Scorpions - Animal Magnetism - 01 - Make It Real.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock hard rock heavy metal
Scorpions / Scorpions - Animal Magnetism - 03 - Hold Me Tight.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
Scorpions / Scorpions - Animal Magnetism - 06 - Falling In Love.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock hard rock heavy metal
Scorpions / Scorpions - Animal Magnetism - 08 - The Zoo.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
Scorpions / Scorpions - Animal Magnetism - 09 - Animal Magnetism.mp3
sad slow medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
Scorpions / Scorpions - Another Piece Of Meat.mp3
neutral very fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
Scorpions / Scorpions - Eye II Eye - 01 - Mysterious.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock hard rock pop metal
Scorpions / Scorpions - Eye II Eye - 02 - To Be No.1.mp3
happy fast medium neutral both rock hard rock pop metal
Scorpions / Scorpions - Eye II Eye - 10 - Freshly Squeezed.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock hard rock pop metal
Scorpions / Scorpions - Eye II Eye - 13 - Aleyah.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock hard rock pop metal
Scorpions / Scorpions - Eye II Eye - 14 - A Moment In A Million Years.mp3
sad slow medium soft both rock hard rock pop metal
Scorpions / Scorpions - Face the Heat - 01 - Alien Nation.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
Scorpions / Scorpions - Face the Heat - 02 - No Pain No Gain.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
Scorpions / Scorpions - Face the Heat - 07 - Hate To Be Nice.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
Scorpions / Scorpions - Face the Heat - 10 - Nightmare Avenue.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
Scorpions / Scorpions - Face the Heat - 11 - Lonely Nights.mp3
sad slow medium neutral both rock hard rock heavy metal
Scorpions / Scorpions - Pure Instinct - 01 - Wild Child.mp3
happy fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
Scorpions / Scorpions - Pure Instinct - 04 - Stone In My Shoe.mp3
neutral fast medium neutral both rock hard rock heavy metal
Scorpions / Scorpions - Pure Instinct - 05 - Soul Behind The Face.mp3
sad medium medium neutral both rock hard rock heavy metal
Scorpions / Scorpions - Pure Instinct - 08 - Where The River Flows.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock hard rock heavy metal
Scorpions / Scorpions - Pure Instinct - 11 - Are You The One.mp3
sad slow medium soft both rock hard rock heavy metal
Souly / Souly - Brasil.mp3
sad fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock alternative metal
Souly / Souly - Enterfaith.mp3
sad fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock alternative metal
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Souly / Souly - Pain.mp3
sad fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock alternative metal
Souly / Souly - Souly III.mp3
neutral medium medium soft instruments rock hard rock alternative metal
Souly / Souly - Tribe.mp3
sad fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock alternative metal
Stratovarius / Stratovarius - Destiny - 01 - Destiny.mp3
neutral fast medium neutral instruments rock hard rock power metal
Stratovarius / Stratovarius - Destiny - 03 - No Turning Back.mp3
happy very fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock power metal
Stratovarius / Stratovarius - Destiny - 04 - 4000 Rainy Nights.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock hard rock melodic metal
Stratovarius / Stratovarius - Destiny - 07 - Playing With Fire.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock power metal
Stratovarius / Stratovarius - Destiny - 10 - Cold Winter Nights.mp3
happy fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock melodic metal
Stratovarius / Stratovarius - Innite - 01 - Hunting High And Low.mp3
happy fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock power metal
Stratovarius / Stratovarius - Innite - 02 - Millennium.mp3
neutral very fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock power metal
Stratovarius / Stratovarius - Innite - 05 - Glory Of The World.mp3
happy very fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock power metal
Stratovarius / Stratovarius - Innite - 08 - Innity.mp3
sad fast medium neutral both rock hard rock power metal
Stratovarius / Stratovarius - Innite - 09 - Celestial Dream.mp3
neutral medium medium soft both rock hard rock melodic metal
Subway To Sally / Subway To Sally - Herzblut - 01 - Die Schlacht.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock folk rock
Subway To Sally / Subway To Sally - Herzblut - 02 - Veitstanz.mp3
happy fast medium neutral both rock folk rock
Subway To Sally / Subway To Sally - Herzblut - 03 - Das Messer.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock folk rock
Subway To Sally / Subway To Sally - Herzblut - 09 - So Rot.mp3
sad slow medium soft both rock folk rock
Subway To Sally / Subway To Sally - Herzblut - 10 - Drei Engel.mp3
sad medium medium neutral vocals rock folk rock
Subway To Sally / Subway To Sally - Schrei! - 02 - Böses Erwachen.mp3
sad medium medium aggressive both rock folk rock
Subway To Sally / Subway To Sally - Schrei! - 04 - Das Opfer.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock hard rock heavy metal
Subway To Sally / Subway To Sally - Schrei! - 05 - Unterm Galgen.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock folk rock
Subway To Sally / Subway To Sally - Schrei! - 10 - Minne.mp3
sad slow medium soft both rock folk rock
Subway To Sally / Subway To Sally - Schrei! - 16 - Julia und die Räuber.mp3
happy very fast medium neutral instruments rock folk rock
t.A.T.u / t.A.T.u. - 200 kmh In The Wrong Lane - 01 - Not Gonna Get Us.mp3
neutral fast low aggressive both electronica euro-dance
t.A.T.u / t.A.T.u. - 200 kmh In The Wrong Lane - 02 - All The Things She Said.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both electronica euro-dance
t.A.T.u / t.A.T.u. - 200 kmh In The Wrong Lane - 04 - 30 Minutes.mp3
sad slow medium soft both electronica euro-dance
t.A.T.u / t.A.T.u. - 200 kmh In The Wrong Lane - 07 - Malchik Gay.mp3
sad medium low neutral both electronica euro-dance
t.A.T.u / t.A.T.u. - 200 kmh In The Wrong Lane - 10 - Nas Ne Dagoniat.mp3
neutral fast low aggressive both electronica euro-dance
Therapy / Therapy - Pleasure Death - 01 - Skinning Pit.mp3
neutral fast low aggressive instruments rock hard rock alternative metal
Therapy / Therapy - Pleasure Death - 02 - Fantasy Bag.mp3
sad medium low aggressive both rock hard rock alternative metal
Therapy / Therapy - Pleasure Death - 03 - Shit Kicker.mp3
sad fast low aggressive instruments rock hard rock alternative metal
Therapy / Therapy - Pleasure Death - 04 - Prison Breaker.mp3
sad fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock alternative metal
Therapy / Therapy - Pleasure Death - 05 - D. L. C..mp3
sad fast low aggressive instruments rock hard rock alternative metal
To-Die-For / To-Die-For - All Eternity - 01 - Farewell.mp3
sad medium medium neutral both rock hard rock melodic metal
To-Die-For / To-Die-For - All Eternity - 04 - Our Candle Melts Away.mp3
sad medium medium neutral both rock hard rock melodic metal
To-Die-For / To-Die-For - All Eternity - 06 - Sea Of Sin.mp3
sad fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock melodic metal
To-Die-For / To-Die-For - All Eternity - 10 - Together Complete.mp3
sad fast medium aggressive both rock hard rock melodic metal
To-Die-For / To-Die-For - All Eternity - 12 - Lacrimarum.mp3
sad medium medium soft both rock hard rock melodic metal
Type O Negative / Type O Negative - The Least Worst Of - 01 - The Misinterpretation Of Silence And Its Disastrous Consequences (Wombs And Tombs Mix).mp3
neutral medium low neutral instruments noise
Type O Negative / Type O Negative - The Least Worst Of - 02 - Everyone I Love Is Dead.mp3
sad medium medium neutral both rock hard rock gothic metal
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Type O Negative / Type O Negative - The Least Worst Of - 04 - It's Never Enough.mp3
sad medium medium neutral both rock hard rock gothic metal
Type O Negative / Type O Negative - The Least Worst Of - 07 - Christian Woman.mp3
sad slow medium neutral both rock hard rock gothic metal
Type O Negative / Type O Negative - The Least Worst Of - 08 - 12 Black Rainbows.mp3
sad slow medium neutral both rock hard rock gothic metal
Type O Negative / Type O Negative - The Least Worst Of - 14 - Stay Out Of My Dreams.mp3
sad varying medium neutral both rock hard rock gothic metal
Van Halen / Van Halen - 1984 - 01 - 1984.mp3
neutral slow medium soft instruments rock arena rock
Van Halen / Van Halen - 1984 - 02 - Jump.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock arena rock
Van Halen / Van Halen - 1984 - 03 - Panama.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock arena rock
Van Halen / Van Halen - 1984 - 07 - I'll Wait.mp3
neutral medium medium soft both rock arena rock
Van Halen / Van Halen - 1984 - 09 - House Of Pain.mp3
neutral fast medium neutral both rock hard rock heavy metal
Van Halen / Van Halen - Van Halen III - 01 - Neworld.mp3
neutral slow medium neutral instruments rock hard rock pop metal
Van Halen / Van Halen - Van Halen III - 02 - Without You.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock hard rock heavy metal
Van Halen / Van Halen - Van Halen III - 06 - Once.mp3
sad medium medium soft both rock hard rock pop metal
Van Halen / Van Halen - Van Halen III - 09 - Year to the Day.mp3
neutral varying medium neutral both rock hard rock pop metal
Van Halen / Van Halen - Van Halen III - 12 - How Many Say I.mp3
neutral varying medium soft both rock hard rock pop metal
Vanessa Mae / Vanessa Mae - The Violin Player - 01 - Toccata And Fugue In D Minor.mp3
neutral varying medium neutral instruments classical classical crossover
Vanessa Mae / Vanessa Mae - The Violin Player - 02 - Contradanza.mp3
happy fast medium neutral instruments classical classical crossover
Vanessa Mae / Vanessa Mae - The Violin Player - 03 - Classical Gas.mp3
neutral medium medium soft instruments classical classical crossover
Vanessa Mae / Vanessa Mae - The Violin Player - 06 - Jazz Will Eat Itself.mp3
sad medium medium neutral instruments classical classical crossover
Vanessa Mae / Vanessa Mae - The Violin Player - 07 - Widescreen.mp3
sad medium medium soft instruments classical classical crossover
Vanessa Mae / Vanessa Mae - The Violin Player - 10 - Red Hot.mp3
neutral fast medium neutral instruments classical classical crossover
Various Artists / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I - 01 - Christus Natus Est.mp3
neutral very slow low neutral vocals classical gregorian chant
Various Artists / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I - 02 - Christe Redemptor.mp3
neutral slow low soft vocals classical gregorian chant
Various Artists / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I - 03 - Hodie Christus Natus Est.mp3
neutral slow low soft vocals classical gregorian chant
Various Artists / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I - 04 - Litany Of Easter Eve.mp3
neutral slow low neutral vocals classical gregorian chant
Various Artists / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I - 05 - Gloria.mp3
neutral slow low soft vocals classical gregorian chant
Various Artists / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I - 06 - Exultet.mp3
neutral slow low neutral vocals classical gregorian chant
Various Artists / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I - 07 - Salve Festa Dies.mp3
neutral slow low soft vocals classical gregorian chant
Various Artists / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I - 08 - Surrexit Dominus Vere.mp3
neutral slow low neutral vocals classical gregorian chant
Various Artists / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I - 09 - Vidi Aquam.mp3
neutral very slow low neutral vocals classical gregorian chant
Various Artists / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I - 10 - Sunday Processional.mp3
neutral slow low neutral vocals classical gregorian chant
Various Artists / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I - 11 - Complines.mp3
neutral slow low neutral vocals classical gregorian chant
Various Artists / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I - 12 - Improvisation on 'Salve Festa Dies'.mp3
neutral slow low soft instruments classical organ
Various Artists / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I - 13 - Monastery Bells.mp3
neutral medium low neutral instruments classical bells
Various Artists / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I - 14 - La semencé.mp3
neutral very slow low neutral vocals classical gregorian chant
Various Artists / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I - 15 - L'abondance Cibavit.mp3
neutral very slow low neutral vocals classical gregorian chant
Various Artists / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I / A Treasury Of Gregorian Chants - Volume I - 16 - L'esperance Guademus.mp3
neutral very slow low neutral vocals classical gregorian chant
Various Artists / Celtic Myths (Disc 1) / 01 - Altan - The Lass Of Glanshee.mp3
neutral slow medium soft both world celtic celtic new age
Various Artists / Celtic Myths (Disc 1) / 02 - Déanta - Where Are You.mp3
sad slow medium soft both world celtic celtic new age
Various Artists / Celtic Myths (Disc 1) / 03 - Capercaillie - Fogsail An Dorus - Nighean Bhuaidh'ruad.mp3
happy fast medium neutral both world celtic celtic pop
Various Artists / Celtic Myths (Disc 1) / 04 - Silly Wizard - The Bank Of The Lee.mp3
sad very slow medium soft both world celtic celtic folk
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Various Artists / Celtic Myths (Disc 1) / 05 - Andy M. Stewart & Manus Lunny - Take Her In Your Arms.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both world irish folk
Various Artists / Celtic Myths (Disc 1) / 06 - Niamh Parsons - Alexander.mp3
happy medium medium soft both world celtic celtic folk
Various Artists / Celtic Myths (Disc 1) / 07 - Touchstone - Casadh Cam Na Feardarnaighe.mp3
happy fast medium neutral both world irish folk
Various Artists / Celtic Myths (Disc 1) / 08 - Kevin Burke & Micheál O Domhnaill - Is Fada Lion Uaim.mp3
neutral slow medium soft both world irish folk
Various Artists / Celtic Myths (Disc 1) / 09 - Wolfstone- The Bonnie Ship The Diamond.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both world celtic celtic pop
Various Artists / Celtic Myths (Disc 1) / 10 - The Tannahill Weavers - A Night Visitor's Song.mp3
happy medium medium soft both world celtic celtic folk
Various Artists / Celtic Myths (Disc 1) / 11 - Cherish The Ladies - Carrigdhoun.mp3
neutral slow medium soft vocals world celtic celtic folk
Various Artists / Celtic Myths (Disc 1) / 12 - Old Blind Dogs - To The Beggin' I Will Go.mp3
happy medium medium soft both world celtic celtic folk
Various Artists / Celtic Myths (Disc 1) / 13 - Mick Moloney - The Limerick Rake.mp3
neutral medium medium soft both world celtic celtic folk
Various Artists / Celtic Myths (Disc 1) / 14 - Reeltime - The Bantry Girl's Lament.mp3
sad slow medium soft both world celtic celtic folk
Various Artists / Celtic Myths (Disc 1) / 15 - The House Band - The Rocky Road To Dublin.mp3
neutral medium medium soft both world celtic celtic folk
Various Artists / Celtic Myths (Disc 1) / 16 - Andy M. Stewart & Manus Lunny - Freedom Is Like Gold.mp3
happy fast medium neutral both world irish folk
Various Artists / Frankfurt Beat Productions (Disc 1) / 01 - Brazilian Trancer - Robotnico.mp3
neutral fast low aggressive instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Frankfurt Beat Productions (Disc 1) / 02 - Jeyenne - Kickin'.mp3
neutral fast low neutral instruments electronica techno
Various Artists / Frankfurt Beat Productions (Disc 1) / 03 - Dag & Alan - Another Hot Day at the Bay.mp3
happy medium low soft instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Frankfurt Beat Productions (Disc 1) / 04 - Cryptic Diffusion II - Adhesiveness.mp3
neutral fast low neutral instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Frankfurt Beat Productions (Disc 1) / 05 - Analog Vogue II - Geographic Excursion.mp3
neutral very fast low aggressive instruments electronica techno
Various Artists / Frankfurt Beat Productions (Disc 1) / 06 - Central Love - Experience of a Beautiful Rainbow.mp3
happy medium low soft instruments electronica techno
Various Artists / Frankfurt Beat Productions (Disc 1) / 07 - Tempodrom - Tragic Myth.mp3
neutral fast low aggressive instruments electronica techno
Various Artists / Frankfurt Beat Productions (Disc 1) / 08 - John Sferos - Trance Form.mp3
neutral very fast low neutral instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Frankfurt Beat Productions (Disc 1) / 09 - Energy Raver - Heaven Seven.mp3
neutral fast low neutral instruments electronica techno
Various Artists / Frankfurt Beat Productions (Disc 1) / 10 - Naghachian - Magic Keys.mp3
happy fast low soft instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Frankfurt Beat Productions (Disc 1) / 11 - Everything Was Legal - Paragon.mp3
neutral very fast low aggressive instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Future Trance Vol. 12 (Disc 1) / 01 - ATB - The Summer (Airplay Mix).mp3
happy fast low soft instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Future Trance Vol. 12 (Disc 1) / 02 - Storm - Time To Burn (Video Edit).mp3
neutral fast low aggressive instruments electronica techno
Various Artists / Future Trance Vol. 12 (Disc 1) / 03 - Rom & Comix - The Day After (Radio Version).mp3
neutral fast low neutral instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Future Trance Vol. 12 (Disc 1) / 04 - Dumonde - Just Feel Free (Radio Mix).mp3
happy fast medium neutral instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Future Trance Vol. 12 (Disc 1) / 05 - Blank & Jones - The Nighty (Short Cut).mp3
happy fast low neutral instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Future Trance Vol. 12 (Disc 1) / 06 - Fragma - Toca's Miracle (Radio Cut).mp3
neutral fast medium neutral both electronica trance
Various Artists / Future Trance Vol. 12 (Disc 1) / 07 - Beam & Yanou - Sound Of Love.mp3
happy fast low neutral instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Future Trance Vol. 12 (Disc 1) / 08 - Kay Cee - Escape 2000 (Radio Edit).mp3
happy fast low neutral instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Future Trance Vol. 12 (Disc 1) / 09 - Paul Van Dyk - Tell Me Why (The Riddle)(Radio Mix).mp3
neutral fast medium soft both electronica trance
Various Artists / Future Trance Vol. 12 (Disc 1) / 10 - Tomcraft Vs. Sunbeam - Versus (Niels Van Gogh Remix).mp3
neutral fast low neutral instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Future Trance Vol. 12 (Disc 1) / 11 - Mauro Picotto - Komodo (Save A Soul)(Alternativ Mix).mp3
happy varying medium neutral instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Future Trance Vol. 12 (Disc 1) / 12 - Members Of Mayday - Datapop (Short).mp3
happy fast low neutral instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Future Trance Vol. 12 (Disc 1) / 13 - Westbam - Lovebass (Short).mp3
neutral medium low aggressive instruments electronica techno
Various Artists / Future Trance Vol. 12 (Disc 1) / 14 - Southside Spinners - Luvstruck (Marco V. & Benjamin 2000 Remix Edit).mp3
happy fast low neutral instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Future Trance Vol. 12 (Disc 1) / 15 - Club Invaders Vs. Miss Thunderpussy - Mirage (Radio).mp3
happy fast low neutral instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Future Trance Vol. 12 (Disc 1) / 16 - Hypertraxx - The Darkside (Video Cut).mp3
happy medium low neutral instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Future Trance Vol. 12 (Disc 1) / 17 - Hurley & Todd - Sunstorm (Radio Edit).mp3
happy fast medium neutral instruments electronica trance
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Various Artists / Future Trance Vol. 12 (Disc 1) / 18 - 2000 Canarias - Easy (Just Move Some)(Single Edit).mp3
neutral fast low aggressive instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Future Trance Vol. 12 (Disc 1) / 19 - The Trancecore Project - Flashback (Greencourt Radio Mix).mp3
happy fast low neutral instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Future Trance Vol. 12 (Disc 1) / 20 - Scooter - The Pusher 1.mp3
neutral very fast low aggressive instruments electronica techno
Various Artists / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits - 01 - Oh Du Froehliche.mp3
happy slow low soft vocals folk christmas
Various Artists / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits - 03 - Allein Gott in der Hoeh sei Ehr.mp3
neutral slow low soft instruments folk christmas
Various Artists / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits - 04 - Vom Himmel hoch da komm ich her.mp3
happy slow low soft vocals folk christmas
Various Artists / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits - 05 - Das Weihnachtsevangelium nach Lukas.mp3
neutral slow low neutral vocals folk christmas
Various Artists / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits - 07 - Es ist ein Ros entsprungen.mp3
happy very slow low soft both folk christmas
Various Artists / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits - 08 - Josef lieber Josef mein.mp3
happy slow low soft vocals folk christmas
Various Artists / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits - 09 - Am Weihnachtsbaum die Lichter brennen.mp3
happy slow low soft instruments folk christmas
Various Artists / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits - 11 - Suesser die Glocken nie klingen.mp3
happy very slow low soft vocals folk christmas
Various Artists / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits - 12 - Alle Jahre wieder.mp3
happy slow low soft vocals folk christmas
Various Artists / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits - 14 - Leise rieselt der Schnee.mp3
happy slow medium soft both folk christmas
Various Artists / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits - 15 - Glocken des Mainzer Doms.mp3
neutral medium low neutral instruments classical bells
Various Artists / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits - 16 - O Tannenbaum.mp3
happy slow low soft vocals folk christmas
Various Artists / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits - 17 - O du Froehliche.mp3
happy slow medium soft instruments folk christmas
Various Artists / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits - 18 - Glocken des Doms zu Speyer.mp3
neutral medium low neutral instruments classical bells
Various Artists / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits - 19 - Kommet ihr Hirten.mp3
happy medium medium soft vocals folk christmas
Various Artists / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits - 20 - Vom Himmel hoch.mp3
happy medium low soft both folk christmas
Various Artists / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits - 21 - Blasmusik.mp3
happy slow low soft instruments folk christmas
Various Artists / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits - 22 - Ehre sei Gott in der Hoehe.mp3
happy very slow low soft vocals folk christmas
Various Artists / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits - 23 - Glocken der Marienkirche zu Danzig.mp3
neutral medium low neutral instruments classical bells
Various Artists / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits - 24 - Tochter Zion.mp3
happy slow low neutral vocals folk christmas
Various Artists / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits - 25 - Wie soll ich dich empfangen (Blasmusik).mp3
happy slow low soft instruments folk christmas
Various Artists / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits / Hartlauer - Golden Christmas Hits - 26 - Stille Nacht Heilige Nacht.mp3
happy very slow low soft vocals folk christmas
Various Artists / History Of Punk Rock (Disc 1) / 01 - Sex Pistols - God Save The Queen.mp3
sad fast medium aggressive both rock punk rock
Various Artists / History Of Punk Rock (Disc 1) / 02 - Sex Pistols - Pretty Vacant.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock punk rock
Various Artists / History Of Punk Rock (Disc 1) / 03 - Sex Pistols - Anarchy In The U.K..mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock punk rock
Various Artists / History Of Punk Rock (Disc 1) / 04 - Sex Pistols - EMI.mp3
sad fast medium aggressive both rock punk rock
Various Artists / History Of Punk Rock (Disc 1) / 05 - The Stranglers - Peaches.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock punk rock
Various Artists / History Of Punk Rock (Disc 1) / 06 - The Stranglers - Bear Cage.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock punk rock
Various Artists / History Of Punk Rock (Disc 1) / 07 - The Stranglers - Tank.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock punk rock
Various Artists / History Of Punk Rock (Disc 1) / 08 - The Stranglers - Nice 'n' Sleazy.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock punk rock
Various Artists / History Of Punk Rock (Disc 1) / 09 - Eddie & The Hot Rods - Teenage Depression.mp3
neutral fast medium neutral both rock punk rock
Various Artists / History Of Punk Rock (Disc 1) / 10 - Eddie & The Hot Rods - Quit This Town.mp3
neutral fast medium neutral both rock punk rock
Various Artists / History Of Punk Rock (Disc 1) / 11 - Eddie & The Hot Rods - Telephone Girl.mp3
neutral fast medium neutral both rock punk rock
Various Artists / History Of Punk Rock (Disc 1) / 12 - Eddie & The Hot Rods - Moon Tears.mp3
sad fast medium neutral both rock punk rock
Various Artists / History Of Punk Rock (Disc 1) / 13 - The Damned - Fall.mp3
neutral very fast medium aggressive both rock punk rock
Various Artists / History Of Punk Rock (Disc 1) / 14 - The Damned - Ballroom Blitz.mp3
neutral very fast medium aggressive both rock punk rock
Various Artists / History Of Punk Rock (Disc 1) / 15 - The Damned - New Rose.mp3
neutral very fast medium aggressive both rock punk rock
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Various Artists / History Of Punk Rock (Disc 1) / 16 - The Damned - Melody Lee.mp3
neutral very fast medium aggressive both rock punk rock
Various Artists / Jazz Masters - Volume 1 (Disc 1) / 01 - Ben Webster - Stormy Weather.mp3
sad very slow medium soft instruments jazz swing
Various Artists / Jazz Masters - Volume 1 (Disc 1) / 02 - Louis Armstrong - Do You Know What It Means To Miss New Orleans.mp3
neutral slow medium soft both jazz swing
Various Artists / Jazz Masters - Volume 1 (Disc 1) / 03 - Sonny Stitt - Autumn In New York.mp3
happy medium medium soft instruments jazz bop
Various Artists / Jazz Masters - Volume 1 (Disc 1) / 04 - Thelonius Monk - Crepuscle With Nellie.mp3
neutral slow medium neutral instruments jazz bop
Various Artists / Jazz Masters - Volume 1 (Disc 1) / 05 - Miles Davis - Don't Explain To Me Baby.mp3
happy medium medium soft both jazz bop
Various Artists / Jazz Masters - Volume 1 (Disc 1) / 06 - Stephane Grappelli - Love For Sale.mp3
neutral fast high neutral instruments jazz swing
Various Artists / Jazz Masters - Volume 1 (Disc 1) / 07 - Donald Byrd - Groovin' For Nat.mp3
neutral fast medium neutral instruments jazz hard bop
Various Artists / Jazz Masters - Volume 1 (Disc 1) / 08 - Nat King Cole - Black Market Stuff.mp3
happy medium medium soft instruments jazz swing
Various Artists / Jazz Masters - Volume 1 (Disc 1) / 09 - Art Tatum - Body And Soul.mp3
neutral fast high soft instruments jazz swing
Various Artists / Jazz Masters - Volume 1 (Disc 1) / 10 - Paul Gonsalves And Ray Nance - B P Blues.mp3
happy medium medium neutral instruments jazz swing
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 1) / 01 - No Doubt - Don't Speak.mp3
sad medium medium neutral both rock pop alternative pop
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 1) / 02 - Toni Braxton - I Don't Want To.mp3
sad slow medium soft both rock pop urban
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 1) / 03 - Backstreet Boys - Quit Playing Games (With My Heart) (Video Version).mp3
neutral medium low soft both rock pop teen pop
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 1) / 04 - R. Kelly - I Believe I Can Fly (Radio Edit).mp3
happy slow medium soft both rock pop urban
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 1) / 05 - Eric Clapton - Change The World (Lp Version).mp3
happy medium medium soft both rock soft rock
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 1) / 06 - Paul Mccartney - Yesterday.mp3
sad slow medium soft vocals rock soft rock
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 1) / 07 - Boyzone - Words (Radio Edit).mp3
happy medium medium soft both rock pop teen pop
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 1) / 08 - Babyface - Everytime I Close My Eyes (Radio Edit).mp3
happy slow medium soft both rock pop adult contemporary
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 1) / 09 - En Vogue - Don't Let Go (Love) (Radio Edit).mp3
neutral medium medium soft both rock pop urban
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 1) / 10 - Prince and The New Power Generation - Diamonds and Pearls (Lp-version).mp3
happy medium medium soft both rock soft rock
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 1) / 11 - Cranberrries - When You're Gone (Edit).mp3
sad slow medium soft both rock pop alternative pop
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 1) / 12 - Oasis - Wonderwall.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock pop brit-pop
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 1) / 13 - Scorpions - White Dove.mp3
sad medium medium soft both rock soft rock
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 1) / 14 - Gloria Estefan - Reach (Album Version).mp3
happy medium medium soft both rock pop adult contemporary
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 1) / 15 - Michael Jackson - Will You Be There (Edit Version).mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock pop urban
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 1) / 16 - January Feat. DJ Company - Wishing On The Same Star.mp3
happy medium medium soft both rock pop adult contemporary
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 1) / 17 - YoussouN'dour and Neneh Cherry - 7 Seconds (Radio Edit).mp3
sad slow medium soft both world africa
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 1) / 18 - Spice Girls - 2 Become 1 (Single Version).mp3
happy slow medium soft both rock pop teen pop
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 1) / 19 - Dune - Who Wants To Live Forever (Sixtysix Radio Mix).mp3
happy very slow medium soft both rock pop adult contemporary
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 2) / 01 - Celine Dion - All By Myself.mp3
sad very slow medium soft both rock pop adult contemporary
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 2) / 02 - Eros Ramazotti- L'Aurora.mp3
happy slow medium soft both rock soft rock
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 2) / 03 - No Mercy - When I Die.mp3
happy slow medium soft both rock pop adult contemporary
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 2) / 04 - Jam and Spoon feat. Plavka - Kaleidoscope Skies.mp3
happy medium medium soft both rock pop adult contemporary
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 2) / 05 - Amanda Marshall - Dark Horse.mp3
happy medium medium soft both rock pop alternative pop
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 2) / 06 - Joan Osborne - One Of Us.mp3
neutral medium medium soft both rock pop alternative pop
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 2) / 07 - Aerosmith - Hole In My Soul.mp3
sad medium medium neutral both rock arena rock
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 2) / 08 - Kenny Loggins - For The First Time.mp3
happy slow medium soft both rock soft rock
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 2) / 09 - Eternal - Someday.mp3
neutral slow medium soft both rock pop urban
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 2) / 10 - 3T - I Need You.mp3
neutral slow medium soft both rock pop urban
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Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 2) / 11 - Soraya - Suddenly.mp3
sad slow medium soft both world latin
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 2) / 12 - Bruce Springsteen - My Hometown.mp3
neutral slow medium soft both rock soft rock
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 2) / 13 - Chicago - Let's Take A Lifetime.mp3
happy slow medium soft both rock pop adult contemporary
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 2) / 14 - Billy Joel - Just The Way You Are.mp3
neutral slow medium soft both rock soft rock
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 2) / 15 - Ricky Martin - Fuego De Noche, Nieve De Dia.mp3
neutral slow medium soft both world latin
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 2) / 16 - Gary Barlow - Forever Love.mp3
happy slow medium soft both rock pop adult contemporary
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 2) / 17 - Journey - When You Love A Woman.mp3
happy slow medium soft both rock soft rock
Various Artists / Kuschelrock Vol. 11 (Disc 2) / 18 - Sarah Brightman - Time To Say Goodbye.mp3
sad very slow medium soft vocals classical musical
Various Artists / Mystera IX / 01 - Era - Divano.mp3
happy medium medium soft both new age progressive electronic
Various Artists / Mystera IX / 02 - Vangelis - Light And Shadow.mp3
sad very slow medium soft both new age progressive electronic
Various Artists / Mystera IX / 03 - Highland - Quo Vadis.mp3
happy medium medium soft both new age progressive electronic
Various Artists / Mystera IX / 04 - Oliver Shanti - Journey To Schambala.mp3
neutral slow medium soft instruments new age meditation
Various Artists / Mystera IX / 05 - Mike Oldeld - To Be Free.mp3
happy medium medium soft both new age progressive electronic
Various Artists / Mystera IX / 06 - Gregorian - Child In Time.mp3
neutral slow medium soft both new age progressive electronic
Various Artists / Mystera IX / 07 - Clannad - Caislean Oir.mp3
neutral slow medium soft vocals new age celtic new age
Various Artists / Mystera IX / 08 - Santana - Aqua Marine.mp3
happy medium medium soft instruments rock soft rock
Various Artists / Mystera IX / 09 - Lesiem - Lesiem.mp3
neutral medium medium soft both new age progressive electronic
Various Artists / Mystera IX / 10 - Unio Mystica - Cuncti Simus Concanentes Ave Maria.mp3
happy medium medium soft both new age progressive electronic
Various Artists / Mystera IX / 11 - Evolution - Sunrise.mp3
happy fast medium soft instruments new age techno-tribal
Various Artists / Mystera IX / 12 - Maire Ryham - Mists Of Avalon.mp3
happy varying medium soft both new age
Various Artists / Mystera IX / 13 - Lingua Mystica - Gloria.mp3
happy medium medium soft instruments new age progressive electronic
Various Artists / Mystera IX / 14 - Hazy Garden - Minja.mp3
neutral fast medium neutral instruments new age progressive electronic
Various Artists / Mystera IX / 15 - Gandalf - Fountain Of Secrets.mp3
happy varying high soft instruments new age progressive electronic
Various Artists / Mystera IX / 16 - Ortiga - Danza La Luna.mp3
happy fast medium neutral both new age
Various Artists / Mystera IX / 17 - Brighter Touch - Mother Nature Ballade.mp3
sad medium medium soft both new age progressive electronic
Various Artists / Mystera IX / 18 - Capercaillie - To The Moon.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both new age celtic new age
Various Artists / Mystera IX / 19 - Sarah Brightman - La Lune.mp3
neutral very slow low soft instruments new age
Various Artists / Mystery Trance Vol. 4 (Disc 1) / 01 - Elements Of Trance - Mystery Trance Intro.mp3
neutral slow low soft instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Mystery Trance Vol. 4 (Disc 1) / 02 - Hitch Hiker & Dumondt - How Much Can You Take.mp3
happy fast low neutral instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Mystery Trance Vol. 4 (Disc 1) / 03 - Ayla - Liebe.mp3
happy fast low neutral instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Mystery Trance Vol. 4 (Disc 1) / 04 - Abel & Kain - Delirium.mp3
neutral fast low aggressive instruments electronica techno
Various Artists / Mystery Trance Vol. 4 (Disc 1) / 05 - Drax Ltd II - Amphetamine.mp3
neutral fast low neutral instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Mystery Trance Vol. 4 (Disc 1) / 06 - B.E. - Welcome To Slavery.mp3
neutral fast low neutral instruments electronica techno
Various Artists / Mystery Trance Vol. 4 (Disc 1) / 07 - Desotot - Rainman.mp3
happy fast low neutral instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Mystery Trance Vol. 4 (Disc 1) / 08 - Kai Tracid - Liquid Skies.mp3
happy fast medium neutral instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Mystery Trance Vol. 4 (Disc 1) / 09 - Lustral - Everytime.mp3
neutral fast low neutral instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Mystery Trance Vol. 4 (Disc 1) / 10 - Abel & Kain - Now Let's Kill That Fucking Band.mp3
neutral fast medium neutral instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Mystery Trance Vol. 4 (Disc 1) / 11 - Chrome & Price - SunRise.mp3
neutral fast low neutral instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Mystery Trance Vol. 4 (Disc 1) / 12 - Paul Van Dyk - For An Angel.mp3
happy fast low neutral instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Mystery Trance Vol. 4 (Disc 1) / 13 - Traumatix - Debut.mp3
neutral fast low aggressive instruments electronica techno
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Various Artists / Mystery Trance Vol. 4 (Disc 1) / 14 - Aquaplex meets Junk Project - Brightness.mp3
happy fast medium neutral instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Mystery Trance Vol. 4 (Disc 1) / 15 - Nuclear Hyde - X-Tension.mp3
neutral fast low neutral instruments electronica techno
Various Artists / Mystery Trance Vol. 4 (Disc 1) / 16 - Blue Alphabet - Cyberdance.mp3
happy fast medium neutral instruments electronica trance
Various Artists / Reggae Fever - Reggae Hits zum Abtanzen (Disc 1) / 01 - Jimmy Cliff - I Can See Clearly Now.mp3
happy medium medium soft both world reggae
Various Artists / Reggae Fever - Reggae Hits zum Abtanzen (Disc 1) / 02 - Bob Marley & The Wailers - Soul Rebel.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both world reggae
Various Artists / Reggae Fever - Reggae Hits zum Abtanzen (Disc 1) / 03 - Peter Tosh - Johnny B. Goode.mp3
happy medium medium soft both world reggae
Various Artists / Reggae Fever - Reggae Hits zum Abtanzen (Disc 1) / 04 - Inner Circle - Sweat.mp3
happy medium medium soft both world reggae
Various Artists / Reggae Fever - Reggae Hits zum Abtanzen (Disc 1) / 05 - Eddy Grant - Gimme Hope Jo'anna.mp3
happy fast low neutral both world reggae
Various Artists / Reggae Fever - Reggae Hits zum Abtanzen (Disc 1) / 06 - Culture Club - Do You Really Want To Hurt Me.mp3
sad medium medium soft both world reggae
Various Artists / Reggae Fever - Reggae Hits zum Abtanzen (Disc 1) / 07 - June Lodge - Someone Loves You Honey.mp3
happy medium low soft both world reggae
Various Artists / Reggae Fever - Reggae Hits zum Abtanzen (Disc 1) / 08 - Yazz Aswad - How Long.mp3
sad medium medium soft both world reggae
Various Artists / Reggae Fever - Reggae Hits zum Abtanzen (Disc 1) / 09 - Lee Ritenour - Waiting In Vain.mp3
neutral slow medium soft both jazz jazz pop
Various Artists / Reggae Fever - Reggae Hits zum Abtanzen (Disc 1) / 10 - Grover Washington Jr. - Jammin'.mp3
happy medium medium soft instruments jazz soul jazz
Various Artists / Reggae Fever - Reggae Hits zum Abtanzen (Disc 1) / 11 - Sonny & Cher - I Got You Babe.mp3
happy medium medium soft both rock pop
Various Artists / Reggae Fever - Reggae Hits zum Abtanzen (Disc 1) / 12 - Kate Yanai - Summer Dreaming.mp3
happy medium medium soft both world reggae
Various Artists / Reggae Fever - Reggae Hits zum Abtanzen (Disc 1) / 13 - Love & Peace - I Wanna Get Back Home.mp3
neutral medium low soft both world reggae
Various Artists / Reggae Fever - Reggae Hits zum Abtanzen (Disc 1) / 14 - Desmond Dekker - Israelites.mp3
happy medium medium soft both world reggae
Various Artists / Reggae Fever - Reggae Hits zum Abtanzen (Disc 1) / 15 - Garland Jeffreys - Matador.mp3
neutral medium medium soft both world reggae
Various Artists / Reggae Fever - Reggae Hits zum Abtanzen (Disc 1) / 16 - Inner Circle - I Shot The Sherrif.mp3
happy medium medium soft both world reggae
Various Artists / Reggae Fever - Reggae Hits zum Abtanzen (Disc 1) / 17 - Ziggy Marley And The Melody Makers - Look Who's Dancing.mp3
happy fast medium neutral both world reggae
Various Artists / Reggae Fever - Reggae Hits zum Abtanzen (Disc 1) / 18 - Jimmy Cliff - You Can Get It If You Really Want.mp3
happy medium medium soft both world reggae
Various Artists / Thunderdome IV - The Devil's Last Wish (Disc 1) / 01 - Hardsequencer Amiga E.P. - Noise Is The Message Rmx.mp3
neutral very fast low aggressive instruments electronica hardcore techno
Various Artists / Thunderdome IV - The Devil's Last Wish (Disc 1) / 02 - Ilsa Gold II - Silke (The Speedfreak Rmx).mp3
happy very fast medium aggressive instruments electronica hardcore techno
Various Artists / Thunderdome IV - The Devil's Last Wish (Disc 1) / 03 - Tutti Frutti EP - Rotterdam Mix.mp3
neutral very fast low aggressive instruments electronica hardcore techno
Various Artists / Thunderdome IV - The Devil's Last Wish (Disc 1) / 04 - Charly Lownoise & Mental Theo - Tiroler Kabomesch.mp3
neutral very fast low aggressive instruments electronica hardcore techno
Various Artists / Thunderdome IV - The Devil's Last Wish (Disc 1) / 05 - Car & Drive - Help Germany (Ware House E.P. 2).mp3
neutral very fast low aggressive instruments electronica hardcore techno
Various Artists / Thunderdome IV - The Devil's Last Wish (Disc 1) / 06 - RMB Heaven & Hell E.P. - The Place To Be.mp3
neutral very fast low aggressive instruments electronica hardcore techno
Various Artists / Thunderdome IV - The Devil's Last Wish (Disc 1) / 07 - Sorcerer - Summer.mp3
neutral very fast low aggressive instruments electronica hardcore techno
Various Artists / Thunderdome IV - The Devil's Last Wish (Disc 1) / 08 - Nip Collective - Weekend.mp3
neutral very fast medium aggressive instruments electronica hardcore techno
Various Artists / Thunderdome IV - The Devil's Last Wish (Disc 1) / 09 - DE 2017 SGE - Eyloco Remix.mp3
neutral very fast low aggressive instruments electronica hardcore techno
Various Artists / Thunderdome IV - The Devil's Last Wish (Disc 1) / 10 - Casseopaya - 10 Seconds To Terminate Live.mp3
neutral very fast low aggressive instruments electronica hardcore techno
Various Artists / Thunderdome IV - The Devil's Last Wish (Disc 1) / 11 - E-De-Cologne - Zimboculture.mp3
neutral very fast low aggressive instruments electronica hardcore techno
Various Artists / Thunderdome IV - The Devil's Last Wish (Disc 1) / 12 - Speedfreak - Red Poison Part 1.mp3
neutral very fast low aggressive instruments electronica hardcore techno
Various Artists / Thunderdome IV - The Devil's Last Wish (Disc 1) / 13 - Yves De Ruyter III - Rave City.mp3
neutral fast low aggressive instruments electronica hardcore techno
Various Artists / Thunderdome IV - The Devil's Last Wish (Disc 1) / 14 - DJ Bountyhunter - Demilitarized Zone.mp3
neutral fast low aggressive instruments electronica hardcore techno
Various Artists / Thunderdome IV - The Devil's Last Wish (Disc 1) / 15 - E-De-Cologne - Ein Bisschen Frieden.mp3
neutral very fast low aggressive both electronica hardcore techno
Various Artists / Thunderdome IV - The Devil's Last Wish (Disc 1) / 16 - Leny Dee & DJ Edge - Fucking Hostile.mp3
neutral fast low aggressive instruments electronica hardcore techno
Various Artists / Thunderdome IV - The Devil's Last Wish (Disc 1) / 17 - Speedfreak - Red Poison Part 3.mp3
neutral very fast low aggressive instruments electronica hardcore techno
Various Artists / Thunderdome IV - The Devil's Last Wish (Disc 1) / 18 - Omar Santana - Edit Madness.mp3
neutral very fast low aggressive instruments electronica hardcore techno
Various Artists / Thunderdome IV - The Devil's Last Wish (Disc 1) / 19 - English Mufn - Blood Of An English Mufn (M. Steenbergen Rmx).mp3
neutral very fast medium aggressive both electronica hardcore techno
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Various Artists / When Irish Eyes Are Smiling (Disc 1) / 01 - Roly Daniels - When Irish Eyes Are Smiling.mp3
happy medium medium soft both world irish folk
Various Artists / When Irish Eyes Are Smiling (Disc 1) / 02 - Frankie McBride - How Are Things In Gloccamora.mp3
happy slow medium soft both world irish folk
Various Artists / When Irish Eyes Are Smiling (Disc 1) / 03 - Diamond Accord - I'll Tell Ma-Courtin' In The Kitchen-The Dacent Irish Boy-Let Him Go Let Him Tarry.mp3
happy fast medium neutral instruments world irish folk
Various Artists / When Irish Eyes Are Smiling (Disc 1) / 04 - Brian Coll - I'll Take You Home Again Kathleen.mp3
happy slow medium soft both world irish folk
Various Artists / When Irish Eyes Are Smiling (Disc 1) / 05 - Kathie Harrop - Connemara By The Lake.mp3
neutral slow low soft vocals world irish folk
Various Artists / When Irish Eyes Are Smiling (Disc 1) / 06 - Big Tom - The Old Rustic Bridge.mp3
neutral medium medium soft both world irish folk
Various Artists / When Irish Eyes Are Smiling (Disc 1) / 07 - The Freemen - Curragh Of Kildare.mp3
neutral slow medium soft both world irish folk
Various Artists / When Irish Eyes Are Smiling (Disc 1) / 08 - Flying Column - Old Maid In A Garrett-Golden Jubilee.mp3
happy fast medium neutral both world irish folk
Various Artists / When Irish Eyes Are Smiling (Disc 1) / 09 - Brendan Quinn - My Wild Irish Rose.mp3
happy slow medium soft both world irish folk
Various Artists / When Irish Eyes Are Smiling (Disc 1) / 10 - Bridie Gallagher - A Mother's Love's A Blessing.mp3
neutral slow medium soft both world irish folk
Various Artists / When Irish Eyes Are Smiling (Disc 1) / 11 - Roly Daniels - The Rare Oul' Times.mp3
happy slow medium soft both world irish folk
Various Artists / When Irish Eyes Are Smiling (Disc 1) / 12 - The Glenlock Four - Ducks of Magheralin.mp3
happy fast medium neutral vocals world irish folk
Various Artists / When Irish Eyes Are Smiling (Disc 1) / 13 - Leo McCaffrey - Mountains of Mourne-Phile The Fluter's Ball-Come Back Paddy Reilly.mp3
happy varying medium soft both world irish folk
Various Artists / When Irish Eyes Are Smiling (Disc 1) / 14 - Brian Coll - Mother Machree.mp3
neutral slow medium soft both world irish folk
Vladimir Horowitz / Mozart / Vladimir Horowitz - Mozart - 01 - Piano Sonata In B Flat Major, K.281 - Allegro.mp3
happy fast high neutral instruments classical piano
Vladimir Horowitz / Mozart / Vladimir Horowitz - Mozart - 02 - Piano Sonata In B Flat Major, K.281 - Andante Amoroso.mp3
neutral medium high neutral instruments classical piano
Vladimir Horowitz / Mozart / Vladimir Horowitz - Mozart - 03 - Piano Sonata In B Flat Major, K.281 - Rondeau Allegro.mp3
happy fast high neutral instruments classical piano
Vladimir Horowitz / Mozart / Vladimir Horowitz - Mozart - 04 - Piano Sonata In C Major, K.330 - Allegro Moderato.mp3
neutral fast high neutral instruments classical piano
Vladimir Horowitz / Mozart / Vladimir Horowitz - Mozart - 05 - Piano Sonata In C Major, K.330 - Andante Cantibile.mp3
sad slow high neutral instruments classical piano
Vladimir Horowitz / Mozart / Vladimir Horowitz - Mozart - 06 - Piano Sonata In C Major, K.330 - Allegretto.mp3
happy fast high neutral instruments classical piano
Vladimir Horowitz / Mozart / Vladimir Horowitz - Mozart - 07 - Piano Sonata In B Flat Major, K.333 - Allegro.mp3
happy fast high neutral instruments classical piano
Vladimir Horowitz / Mozart / Vladimir Horowitz - Mozart - 08 - Piano Sonata In B Flat Major, K.333 - Andante Cantibile.mp3
neutral medium high neutral instruments classical piano
Vladimir Horowitz / Mozart / Vladimir Horowitz - Mozart - 09 - Piano Sonata In B Flat Major, K.333 - Allegretto Grazioso.mp3
happy fast high neutral instruments classical piano
Vladimir Horowitz / Mozart / Vladimir Horowitz - Mozart - 10 - Adagio In B Minor, K.540.mp3
sad slow high neutral instruments classical piano
Vladimir Horowitz / Mozart / Vladimir Horowitz - Mozart - 11 - Rondo In D Major, K.485.mp3
neutral medium high neutral instruments classical piano
Westernhagen / Westernhagen - Westernhagen - 01 - Narbenherz.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock pop
Westernhagen / Westernhagen - Westernhagen - 02 - WeisstDu, dass ich glücklich bin.mp3
happy slow medium soft both rock pop
Westernhagen / Westernhagen - Westernhagen - 03 - Depression.mp3
neutral medium medium soft both rock pop
Westernhagen / Westernhagen - Westernhagen - 04 - Es geht weiter.mp3
neutral fast medium neutral both rock pop
Westernhagen / Westernhagen - Westernhagen - 05 - Freiheit.mp3
sad slow medium soft both rock pop
Westernhagen / Westernhagen - Westernhagen - 06 - Nimm mich mit.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock pop
Westernhagen / Westernhagen - Westernhagen - 07 - Lieb mich.mp3
sad medium medium neutral both rock pop
Westernhagen / Westernhagen - Westernhagen - 08 - Hey Mama.mp3
neutral medium medium aggressive both rock pop
Westernhagen / Westernhagen - Westernhagen - 09 - Ganz und gar.mp3
sad slow medium soft both rock pop
Wolfgang Ambros / Wolfgang Ambros - A Gulasch Und A Seitl Bier.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock pop austro-pop
Wolfgang Ambros / Wolfgang Ambros - A Mensch mecht i bleib'n.mp3
sad medium medium neutral both rock pop austro-pop
Wolfgang Ambros / Wolfgang Ambros - Alfred Hitter.mp3
neutral medium medium soft both rock pop austro-pop
Wolfgang Ambros / Wolfgang Ambros - Der Berg.mp3
sad slow medium soft both rock pop austro-pop
Wolfgang Ambros / Wolfgang Ambros - Die Gailtalerin.mp3
happy medium medium neutral vocals rock pop austro-pop
Wolfgang Ambros / Wolfgang Ambros - Espresso.mp3
sad slow medium soft both rock pop austro-pop
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Wolfgang Ambros / Wolfgang Ambros - I G'spia, I Verlier.mp3
sad slow medium neutral both rock pop austro-pop
Wolfgang Ambros / Wolfgang Ambros - Zentralfriedhof.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock pop austro-pop
Wolfgang Ambros / Wolfgang Ambros - Zwickt's Mi.mp3
happy medium medium soft both rock pop austro-pop
Zucchero / Zucchero - Ahum.mp3
sad medium medium soft both blues modern electric blues
Zucchero / Zucchero - Baila (Sexy Thing).mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both blues modern electric blues
Zucchero / Zucchero - Baila Morena.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both blues modern electric blues
Zucchero / Zucchero - Blu (Italian Version).mp3
sad slow medium soft both blues modern electric blues
Zucchero / Zucchero - Blue.mp3
sad slow medium soft both blues modern electric blues
Zucchero / Zucchero - Diavolo In Me.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both blues modern electric blues
Zucchero / Zucchero - Hai Scelto Me.mp3
sad very slow medium soft both world italy
Zucchero / Zucchero - Il Volo.mp3
sad slow medium soft both blues modern electric blues
Zucchero / Zucchero - Porca L'oca.mp3
neutral fast medium aggressive both rock folk rock
Zucchero / Zucchero - Rispetto.mp3
happy medium medium soft both blues modern electric blues
Zucchero / Zucchero - Scintille.mp3
neutral slow medium soft both blues modern electric blues
Zucchero / Zucchero - Sento Le Campane.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both blues modern electric blues
Zucchero / Zucchero - Sonio.mp3
sad slow medium soft both blues modern electric blues
ZZ Top / ZZ Top - Greatest Hits - 01 - Gimme All Your Lovin'.mp3
happy medium low neutral both rock arena rock
ZZ Top / ZZ Top - Greatest Hits - 02 - Sharp Dressed Man.mp3
happy medium low neutral both rock arena rock
ZZ Top / ZZ Top - Greatest Hits - 03 - Rough Boy.mp3
neutral slow medium soft both rock arena rock
ZZ Top / ZZ Top - Greatest Hits - 04 - Tush.mp3
happy medium low neutral both rock arena rock
ZZ Top / ZZ Top - Greatest Hits - 05 - My Head's In Mississippi.mp3
neutral medium low neutral both rock arena rock
ZZ Top / ZZ Top - Greatest Hits - 06 - Pearl Necklace.mp3
neutral medium medium soft both rock arena rock
ZZ Top / ZZ Top - Greatest Hits - 07 - I'm Bad, I'm Nationwide.mp3
neutral medium low neutral both rock arena rock
ZZ Top / ZZ Top - Greatest Hits - 08 - Viva Las Vegas.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock arena rock
ZZ Top / ZZ Top - Greatest Hits - 09 - Doubleback.mp3
neutral medium low neutral instruments rock arena rock
ZZ Top / ZZ Top - Greatest Hits - 10 - Gun Love.mp3
neutral medium low neutral both rock arena rock
ZZ Top / ZZ Top - Greatest Hits - 11 - Got Me Under Pressure.mp3
neutral fast medium neutral both rock arena rock
ZZ Top / ZZ Top - Greatest Hits - 12 - Give It Up.mp3
neutral medium low neutral both rock arena rock
ZZ Top / ZZ Top - Greatest Hits - 13 - Cheap Sunglasses.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral instruments rock arena rock
ZZ Top / ZZ Top - Greatest Hits - 14 - Sleeping Bag.mp3
neutral medium medium neutral both rock arena rock
ZZ Top / ZZ Top - Greatest Hits - 15 - Planet Of Women.mp3
neutral fast medium neutral both rock arena rock
ZZ Top / ZZ Top - Greatest Hits - 16 - La Grange.mp3
neutral medium low neutral both rock arena rock
ZZ Top / ZZ Top - Greatest Hits - 17 - Tube Snake Boogie.mp3
neutral medium low neutral both rock arena rock
ZZ Top / ZZ Top - Greatest Hits - 18 - Legs.mp3
happy medium medium neutral both rock arena rock
Table A.1: This table shows the results of the manual classication process performed on the test repository.
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